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the post-war economic problems facing the European nations those 

Poland may well described unique. addition reparation the 

ravages war and the adjustment frontier difficulties the reconsti- 

tuted nation must organize and consolidate lands subjected for more than 

century alien powers. The complexity the situation realized 

attempt estimate that vital question—the future Polish agriculture. 

present the food requirements the people can satisfied only 

very restricted way, and hundreds thousands families are starving. 

During the winter the death rate rose very high, hunger typhus making 

great ravages among the poor. Import food commodities 

practically impossible, mainly because the prohibitive rate exchange. 

Last summer the cornfields looked most promising, but the military reverses 

and the consequent retreat the Polish army brought the Bolshevist front 

far into Poland just harvest time. The entire country north and east 

this battle front (see Fig. was completely devastated, and Poland has 

received compensation from Bolshevist Russia for this destruction, 

payment for the destroyed crops and property. 

Thus easy understand that the present conditions are abnormal 

and that the potential agricultural possibilities Poland can judged 

only the statistical data former years. 

SOURCE THE STATISTICAL DATA 

was privilege compile the statistical data concerning Poland for 

the American Delegation the Peace Conference. The figures given below 

are taken from the extensive report agriculture which then prepared. 

The original figures used for that report were taken from official Austrian, 

Prussian, and Russian publications. 

Copyright, 1921, by the American Geographical Soctety of New Yor 
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order have satisfactory approximation, averages the hve years 

1912 were made. Population statistics gave 

needed for calculating the per capita. 

The entire area of the territories to the east and north belonging to Poland 

before the partition 1772 was taken into consideration, well the 

Mazurian districts East Prussia, Upper Silesia, and the Teschen district. 

But, since the present boundaries Poland not correspond perfectly 

old administrative divisions, exact calculation cannot For 

example, the frontier established the Peace Conference Paris cuts away 

favor Germany parts several districts the province Posen. 

Thus inclusion the entire agricultural production the province gives 

grand total which too high. This discrepancy, however, may corrected 

great extent making the calculation per capita. 

the inserted maps (Fig. the shadings corresponding the differ- 

ent gradations per capita are given for the entire area for which compiled 

statistical data (with the exception East Prussia), whereas the figures 

tabulated accompany the maps are only for those provinces govern- 

ments that were incorporated (entirely part) into Poland the Peace 

Conference Paris and the provisional agreement with the Soviet Govern- 

ment Russia the Riga Conference (Fig. 

The population of these areas in I910 is shown in Table I. 

Posen (Poznania Congress Poland 12,129,200 

763,945 Vilna (Wilno 1,996,900 

Danzig Grodno 1,951,700 

Marienwerder 

Cracow 2,689,854 Upper Silesia 2,207,981 

Lemberg 5,335,821 Tota 

SUMMARY PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION 

For the total population given Table the production food crops 

(not including vegetables and fruit) per annum per capita was: wheat, 

kilograms; rye, 190; barley, 51; oats, 98; potatoes, 814; beet sugar, 20. 

REQUIREMENTS GERMANY, AND CONGRESS POLAND 

K rams per 

(GERMANY RUSSIA CONGRESS POLAND 

Wheat 94.3 

Rve 143.8 127.7 157 

39.3 

Oats 123.5 
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regards consumption, however, these figures are too high because the 

quantities necessary for seed have not been subtracted. The average seed 

requirements may placed one-eighth the crop. Subtracting this 

fraction from the total production have: wheat and 220 kilograms; 

barley, 45; potatoes, 642. 

estimate the grain requirements the population has been made 

the basis that consumption Poland intermediary between 

POLAND 

Germany and Russia. Taking into account the export and import grain 

and flour and the net production after deducting per cent for seed, 

arrived the actual requirement for Congress Poland. given Table 

along with consumption Germany and Russia 

the requirements may supposed slightly higher Posen and 

much lower the eastern provinces, the available average 250 kilograms 

wheat and rye therefore higher than the normal requirement, leaving 

certain quantity grain (about 407,000 tons) available for storage export. 

} y twoércze, Petrograd, 19016 
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THE CHIEF FOOD CROPS POLAND 

RELATION POPULATION 

POLAND 

WHEAT = 

POLAND POLAND 

POLAND POLAND 

POTATOES SUGAR-BEETS 
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| 1,050 

B rg Os 

DD) nzig Hoo 

Nar werder 1,099 

Le erg 5.2600 

Congress Poland 

Cat 2249 

Voll 3,031 

Silesia 1,128 

‘ 515 

Mar werder 1,043 

Cracow 1,150 

Le berg 2,778 

C ress Pe land 5,047 

Vil 680 

Grodno 110 

Volhy 1,682 

Upper Silesia 1,202 

NM 

Posen 25,579 

Bromberg 14,462 

Danzig 7,485 

Marienwerder 19,228 

Cracow 17,415 

Lemberg 42,275 

Congress Poland 100.818 

Vilna 7,565 

Grodno 7,845 

12,253 

Uppe r Silesia 18,009 

area 276,630 

AND ANDOWNERSHIP 

WHEAT 

13,931 

12,749 

M 

kg 

1,573 

5° 2,912 

22,259 

5 3,410 

12 3,306 

5,547 
5! 3,127 

ol 64,374 

Product 

per 
per 

97 1,982 

7 926 

1,263 

109 1,726 
43 2,002 

52 $,905 

46 10,582 

1,398 

21 1,251 

$4 3,943 

S41 2,059 

32,267 

Prod 
M 

per cay 
k 

2,139 

1,593 6,433 

1,008 2,402 

2,001 4,521 

648 
192 Qgao 

o3l 13,024 

379 

1O2 

319 5, 

8147 2.6355 

AND 

RYE 

lin 1 | Yield ix 

per kg. per 

1,753 534 
2,074 1,742 

2,455 1,595 212 

2,074 1,637 

108 

1,270 1,249 

1,233 

Vilna 103 669 676 173 

gos 169 

1,062 gol 

T,450 1,075 142 

Pot rea 20,054 
1900 

100 > kg i ha i 

Posen 1,301 2,018 1,912 148 

Bromberg 1,044 2,044 121 

2,409 1,973 170 

1,999 1,707 180 

1.008 1,039 97 

1,171 1,120 

1,123 Q20 

679 633 

907 102 

2,005 1.935 120 

Pot area 17,464 Os 

15,018 27,9560 547 

14,293 26,120 842 

13,279 27,369 323 
27,154 171 

21,121 

14,796 112 

6,191 

6,400 

79933 14,879 137 

13,519 28.256 166 
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There also surplus the production barley kilograms per capita), 

and the potato crop certainly very much above the requirement. 

REASONS FOR INCREASED PRODUCTION THE 

This summary statistical data leaves doubt that agricultural 

production the Republic Poland self-sustaining country. But this 

POLAND 

DENSITY 

and improvement. Progress inevitable; agricultural production must 

increase, the following considerations will demonstrate. 

The boundary lines that divided Poland among the three former Empires 

Russia, Germany, and Austria longer existing, the imprint the 

Russian, Prussian, and Austrian administrations will gradually disappear. 

Differences soil and climate are not sufficient explain the contrast 

the figures 2,108, 1,276, and 669, which express the vield wheat, kilo- 

| A N KM 

d 

| bic. t ty ! Pola o. Asacons ft war great tak 

place in eastern | ft tricts of the government { Grod and M 

populatiotr t ted at tor I st marked differer wtween t t t 

eastern and southern (foot the Carpathians) Poland has been still further accentuated 

| 

| 

| 
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grams per hectare, respectively Posen, Eastern Galicia, and the Govern- 

ment Vilna, that say the western, southern, and northeastern 

parts the country. These figures show the imprint Prussian, Austrian, 

and Russian administration, and their difference mainly due greater 

less progress; proper administration one case and lack administra- 

tion the other. Simple comparison these three figures shows the vital 

importance the readjustment problems the new political and economic 

the other hand, have case encouraging progress from the area 

within the triangle formed the above-cited provinces, that Congress 

Poland. While the population was 8,256,562 1890 and 12,776,100 

increase 4,519,538 or, let say per cent, agricultural progress was 

much more rapid. production each the principal crops—wheat, 

rve, barley, oats, and potatoes—more than doubled the same length 

time. Increase relation increased population shown Table 

INCREASE POPULATION 

WHEAT BARLEY OATS POTATOES 

2.4 S.5 1.99 1.17 37.03 

11.53 3.05 5.00 53.45 

The graphic representation annual data displays the continuous pro- 

gress made therein. Furthermore, must remembered that the vield 

still very inferior. spite the progress achieved “abyss,” Romer 

terms it, separates the agricultural the late Russian and Austrian 

from that Prussian Poland. Thus the per hectare 

wheat 2,108 kilograms Posen and only 1,233 kilograms Congress 

Poland, and like differences obtain respect all other crops. the 

vield Congress Poland reach much higher figures only question 

skill and organization, better agricultural implements, and the extensive 

use artificial fertilizers, potash particular. regard the last point 

may noted that Poland’s resources include the potash deposits Kalusz, 

Szubin, and other localities. 

CHARACTER THE OCCUPATION THE LAND 

Progress also lies agrarian reform. the present great part 

the land, especially the east, has been held comparatively small 

number large landowners. Some landowners have left their properties 

uncultivated have cultivated only restricted area, and the rural popu- 

lation overcrowded districts has been obliged emigrate because lack 

land. present per cent the total area Poland, about 
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000 hectares, owned approximately 18,000 landowners. the other 

hand, some the small, densely populated districts over 

125 inhabitants per square kilometer—the rural population exceeds 18,000 

less than 18,000 hectares land. 

The figures for areas under the principal crops are significant. have 

added them for wheat, rye, barley, oats, potatoes, and sugar beets, expressing 

the result percentage the total area. Remarkable differences between 

the different provinces are shown. The extreme values are: Posen and 

Grodno 21. for ‘ongress Polandis 43, for Galicia 34. These 

figures may compared with the general occupation the land. 

j 

POSEN (1913) GRODNO (1887) 

Area occupied buildings 1.0 

\rable land and gardens 64.6 39.7 

Meadows and pastures 9.9 

Forests 19.9 23.7 

Waste land 0.9 12. 

Ko Ber \ N I ». 2 

ni, Minist. Zeml. Gosud., St. Peter 

The per cent cited above for the principal crops Posen leaves, there- 

fore, only per cent land for other crops and gardens. For the Govern- 

ment Grodno unfortunately there are recent statistics available. How- 

ever, 1887 the arable land occupied 39.7 per cent the total area, 

may presume that the figure for 1910 would least per cent higher. 

so, the per cent the total area used for wheat, rye, barley, oats, and 

potatoes would leave per cent for flax, vegetables, fruit gardens, 

seems abnormal. The 4.2 per cent given for buildings like- 

wise extravagant. The area now occupied forests evidently much 

less than 23.7 percent. The 19.6 per cent meadows should reduced, and 

some the 12.8 per cent swamp land could reclaimed 

formed into pasture land. Compare now the yield crops shown 

Table 

AK ” 

POSEN (GRODNO 

Wheat 2,108 gos 

1,753 

Barley 2,018 766 

Oats 1,912 659 

Potatoes 15,915 6,460 
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true that the soil Grodno does not compare with the soil Posen, 

nor the climate, with its long winter season, favorable. fact 

customary for the arable land left fallow every third, fourth, fifth 

vear. But the application the land-reform bill will bring new possibilities 

into the region Grodno; more land will cultivated and probably under 

better conditions. 

CHANGES POPULATION DENSITY 

With agrarian reform accomplished, the question labor takes new 

aspects and the population density map new interest. The map expressing 

the distribution density population (Fig. was drawn with more detail 

than the other maps. Instead showing figures for provinces, govern- 

ments, shows figures for the smaller administrative divisions, mainly 

illustrate the abnormal concentration the rural population along the foot- 

hills the Carpathians. 

the changes that have occurred direct consequence the war 

could have been mapped, the great difference density population 

between Galicia and the eastern and northeastern provinces Poland would 

have been even more accentuated. 

The decrease population the northeastern districts Poland, due 

principally the Russian evacuation 1915, givenin Table sim- 

plify comparison the districts are grouped rows, running from southwest 

northeast. 

NUMBER INHABITANTS 

IN 

GOVERNMENT VILNA 

Troki 

Vilna 

Swieciany 

GOVERNMENTS OF GRODNO AND VILNA 

(Grodno a7 

Lida 

Oszmiana 

‘ Wilejka I4 } 

GOVERNMENTS OF GRODNO AND MINSK 

Brzesc-Litewski (Brest-Litovsk 

Pruzany 

Slonim 

Novogrode k 27 oo 

Minsk 

The figures are manuscript official 

=
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Since similar changes occurred also Volhynia, the Chelm region, and 

Eastern Galicia and since only small percentage those who were evacu- 

ated and are still alive will ever return, may understood that the 

present contrast density population between the southwest and west 

Poland and the northeast and east reality much more pronounced than 

appears the map and that, because this fact, the surplus the rural 

population the southwest will naturally trend towards the east. 

course the organization systematic migration from 2,000,000 

3,000,000 people from one part the country another would solve the 

yf 4 
FORESTS g Yy, Uy, 

problem. But, since the application any such drastic method out 

question, seems that agrarian reform should relied upon provide the 

necessary stimulus. 

PROVISIONS THE LAND-REFORM 

agrarian reform bill was voted the Diet July 15, 1920. ab- 

stract, this bill authorizes the General Land Office, already organized, 

proceed with the parcelment the government-owned land and such lands 

belonged the former Russian Peasants Bank and the former Prussian 

Colonization Commission. Furthermore, the Land Office has the right 

expropriation the following cases: administrative mismanagement; parcel- 

ment without government authorization; disposition land bought be- 

tween August 1914, and September 14, 1919, persons other than pro- 

fessional farmers, properties which during the last five years have changed 

hands more than twice, land acquired war profiteers, land the 

neighborhood towns industrial centers, and farms destroyed during 

the war which could not reconstructed the landholders. 

area hectares will the largest allotment for suburban rural 

properties also the case for the neighborhood industrial 

the former Prussian provinces and eastern Poland 400 hectares the 
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maximum, while everywhere else only 180 hectares are allowed each farm. 

landowner has the right possess only one farm. However, exceptions 

will made where the parcelment large and well managed properties 

would detrimental the interests the country. The same provision 

applies stock and seed farms. 

Other provisions the bill concern the valuation the land expropriated, 

agricultural schools, model farms, etc. 

the purchase and recolonization the land priority will given first 

wounded soldiers the war, then farm laborers thrown out employment 

the parcelment the large estates and the small landholders the 

surrounding country. 

The land-reform bill will specially aid the opening the north- 

eastern provinces—now backward and sparsely the more 

enterprising and progressive farmers and peasants Galicia. The peasants, 

however, cannot settle the devastated country without provision being 

made for housing and supplying them with the necessary farm stock and 

implements. agricultural machinery, tractors, and farm animals were 

available, the migration the people from one part the country 

another could organized large scale, and the improvement would 

rapid. Thus the progress made will depend primarily the means placed 

the disposal the Polish Government. 



PHYSIOGRAPHY AND SETTLEMENTS 

SOUTHERN MACEDONIA 

ALAN OGILVIE 

previous attempt was made elucidate general way 

the geographic basis life section Macedonia, and the discussion 

the physical controls included brief description the land forms. Through- 

out the history man the Balkan Peninsula such powerful 

has been exerted the peculiar conditions relief, and soil and water 

distribution, that seems worth while emphasize greater length 

the present paper the character these features and the human 

them; for, while the examination deals with but small section the 

Peninsula, the physiography this region may taken typical 

tracts between the lower Danube and the Aegean. 

explained the former paper, the nature military duties 

Macedonia precluded any thorough physiographic investigation; but was 

called upon make number many direc- 

tions throughout the area. Moreover, the detailed mapping the country 

for military has permitted more thorough study the reliet 

than has hitherto been possible. far, then, the description the 

landscape given below explanatory, intended suggestive and 

final. statements the geology the region are largely 

taken from the work others (see appendix)—of the most which was 

ignorant when the country; but believe that physiographic deduc- 

tions, based partly the previous work but mainly upon own obser- 

vations the topographic features, may service the geologist, who 

the future will able treat the subject after making thorough 

geological survey. The present geographical paper only points 

geologic al causes as a help to the description of the topographic features. 

The outstanding topographic features the region are plateaus and 

flood plains. The plateaus exhibit great variety shapes 

surfaces are due partly erosion and partly deposition, and they are 

more less dissected. Their edges are largely straight and are always 

abrupt. The plains which separate the plateaus are isolated save for 

narrow defiles which connect them. They are partly filled lakes 

marshes—the relics former lakes. 

\\ Pi. iit rate 1 Pl. 

| 

| 

| 

| 

“A Contribution to the Geography of Macedonia,” Geogr. Journ., Vol. 55, 1920, pp. 1-34 

The maps made during t war cover all t region north of the latitu f Sal k For! tof K 

kidhike I had r lequate 1 nd my plotting of features there cannot be regarded as irat 
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THE Rocks 

All the high land and parts the lower plateaus are underlain rocks 

which are transitional character between the purely crystalline the 

Rhodope the northeast and the sediments the Dinaric ranges the 

west. The most extensive outcrops are green chlorite schists with veins 

quartz, serpentine, belts gneiss and important bands limestone, 

white color, and showing all degrees alteration the white 

marble which composes most the pyramid Mt. Athos. the eastern 

part Khalkidhike there are two lens-shaped outcrops granite, 

much disintegrated relatively weak resisting erosion. Along the 

major faults which run southeast from Saloniki—and probably other 

faults also—are notable bosses basic intrusive rocks, mostly gabbro and 

diorite. the higher plateaus there are large stretches covered red 

residual clay, which bears witness the long period erosion which these 

surfaces are due. 

lowland corresponds mainly the areas clay left the so-called 

Sarmatic huge fresh-water body which formerly covered the whole 

region—or beds gravel, sand, and fresh-water limestone deposited 

the gradually shrinking lakes the separate basins. The plains also 

contain important belts alluvium, and, bordering the highest escarpments, 

there are large alluvial fans well graded materials. 

THEIR STRUCTURE AND RELATION 

will seen below that difference rock outcrop does not account for 

the largest features But the uplands relative strength the 

rocks has been important factor determining the highest residual ridges 

also locating the valleys more recently incised the older surfaces. 

Generally the limestones and gneisses form ridges all parts, and the pale 

limestone crags form characteristic feature along belt running from 

Dub (above Doiran) southeastward with numerous gaps through Deve 

Kran, Khortach Dagh, Kholomon Vuni, and northern Longos Mt. Athos. 

many parts the Rhodope massif the metamorphic rocks exhibit 

strike, and the eastern part our region 

the rock outcrops frequently have this trend. Throughout the bulk the 

area, however, the strike varies but little from the northwest-southeast 

direction. This the trend the Dinaric Alps the west the zone 

question. The two strikes come into active conflict the Krusha Balkan, 

eastern Beshik Dagh, eastern Khalkidhike, and the peninsulas Athos and 

Longos. One result the conflict may have been the foundering the 

basins which lie the margins those Otherwise the rock structure 

has had but little effect the topography, save that differential erosion has 

etched the surface the plateaus, mentioned above, and that con- 

sequence many the minor watercourses and few the more important 

are “strike streams.” 
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The most outstanding feature the Macedonian landscape, the contrast 

between plateau and plain, has now discussed the light its 

legacy from the end the Tertiary and beginning the 

Quaternary periods when the whole the central Balkan Peninsula was 

convulsed and rent crustal disturbances which culminated the depres- 

sion the Aegean land area and probably similar the 

remaining highlands—which formed the southern rim the Sarmatic lake. 

these convulsive movements the entire rock base our region became 

partitioned into blocks, some which sank while others rose remained 

stationary. these blocks the former correspond the basins, the 

the plateaus. The separate basins continued hold water, and the 

level this gradually sank the lakes became isolated. 

have stated that the edges the plateaus are abrupt and straight. They 

are indeed probably fault scarps nearly every case, and, while they are 

deeply notched streams, the ends the spurs are alignment. Their 

foot frequently marked line mineral springs varying temperature, 

and some cases bosses igneous intrusive rock stand forward from the 

scarp like bastions. The scarps the majority cases truncate the various 

rock outcrops. other words direction scarp and direction strike 

rarely coincide. will seen, then, that the greater features relief, the 

block plateaus and the basins, are due not normal processes denudation 

but the breaking the crust period recent that subsequent 

processes have yet altered the form given the region very small 

degree. 

close study the relief reveals the fact that the outlines the various 

plateaus and plains form remarkable pattern which there are many 

parallel sides, while the prolongation line bounding the foot one 

escarpment often lie along the foot another escarpment. Many 

lines this character have been drawn the they are 

scribed “supposed fault few cases have had the opportunity 

proving their existence The lines have been drawn mainly 

from topographic considerations, and, where normal processes erosion 

are regarded insufficient account for existing relief, the aid recent 

faulting invoked. many cases this evidence strengthened the 

existence warm springs near the lines drawn reports 

earthquakes their vicinity. 

more detailed discussion the fault lines will found the appendix. 

SUBDIVISIONS 

The proper subdivision the region for geographic discussion corresponds 

the groups block plateaus and basins; and the description land- 

scapes and human settlements given below this scheme followed. 

The map (Fig. shows the outline these main groups well that 

interior divisions referred later. The highest blocks 
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are indicated plus sign and the lowest minus sign. The arrows indi- 

cate the probable direction ot initial tilt in some of the blocks. 

first group high plateaus, “A” (map, Fig. 1), occupies the northern 

and eastern limits the region and contains the Belashitsa Mountains 

the highest land (2,175 meters 

the region. are con- 

cerned only with the edges 

these plateaus they will dealt 

with along with the trough which 

they overlook. 

the Vardar, “B.” 

prises the basins Gevgeli and 

the Saloniki sepa- 

rated rather complex sys- 

tem small and mostly low 

plateaus. 

The Krusha-Beshik plateaus, 

with small basins 

form the largest block mountain Fic. 

system the region. ex- 

tends from Lake Doiran south- 

eastwards across the mouth INDEX ILLUSTRATIONS 

the Struma. 

The trough, 

lying between groups “A” 

and 

The Khalkidhike group, 

alternating block mountains 

and basins with the prong the 

Dagh extending north- 

west and the three fingers ex- 

tending southeast. 

Phe 

and 

THE PLATEAUS 

The plateaus then are upon fault blocks, and many these are tilted, 

that each has steeper and gentler slope. Their surfaces bear traces 

long periods erosion prior their separation faulting, and there 

remarkable accordance level over wide tracts. The study 

*Accents, in this article, indicate the stressed syllable. 
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re latively smooth surtaces is important both to the veologist who atten pts 

to trace the physic al history ol the region and LO the geographer, Shirt e the 

distribution the population largely determined that the 

smooth surface. The most outstanding features this kind are shown 

tints the map. 

there are four well marked surfaces, which the two older—and 

the higher—lie the upraised blocks and largely crystalline rocks. 

TERRACES 

The two younger surfaces may perhaps best described lake terraces, 

for they are found round the margins the basins the slightly raised 

blocks which must have stood shallows, with islands gradually emergin 

from the waters the shrinking lakes. These lower surfaces are evidently 

due mainly sedimentation and wave action. They consist largely 

clays and sands, and the small amount dissection which they have under- 

gone points their recent origin. For convenience reference shall speak 

them the terraces, upper and The upper terrace varies between 

280 and 240 meters in altitude. It has been identified at intervals all along 

the southwestern border the Krusha Balkan block and the northern 

side Khalkidhike, well east the Struma mouth and west the 

lower Vardar. The lower terrace lies between the 180 and meter 

contours and found both sides the lower Vardar valley. 

THE AND LOWER PENEPLAINS 

The two higher surfaces appear due mainly the normal processes 

erosion and aggradation. For convenience shall refer them the 

upper and lower peneplains. Further research the ground may assign 

them period; but there many places marked break between 

the surfaces which may well indicate interruption the topographic 

cycle. Each the peneplains appears highest the northwest and 

lowest the southeast, the higher ranging from about 780 480 meters, 

and the lower from about 420 320. 

The higher peneplain forms the summits the spurs the Belashitsa 

north Lake Doiran and the western part the Krusha 

then widens southeastwards the great saddle between the Krusha and 

Beshik blocks. This saddle Lahana lies direct line between the gorge 

the eastern end the Belashitsa, where the Struma breaks through that 

range, and the pass “Dervend” the Khortach block five miles north 

Saloniki, which undoubtedly the remains river This fact led 

with good reason interpret both features the work older 

Struma. But each case the valley trend was probably determined 

fault line weaknesses. The peneplain also well developed south Beshik 

Dagh and all the higher blocks Khalkidhike, where has very 

uniform altitude about 500 meters. perhaps the most striking feature 
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the region although now dissected much greater extent than can 

shown small-scale map. Its remnants are the greatest importance 

the population, will seen below. 

The remnants the lower peneplain are most continuous the south- 

western side the Krusha and Beshik blocks, but has also been identified 

the block mountains Khalkidhike. ranges from about 420 320 

meters altitude, possibly lower southeastern Khalkidhike. more 

dissected than the higher peneplain except where reaches back from the 

margins the blocks, the headwaters the Galiko and the enclosed 

Above the highest peneplain there rise the crests the block mountains. 

While the rocks forming these represent the roots some older mountain 

system, they are now simply residual ridges the higher peneplain. They 

fall into four groups: the Belashitsa Planina; Krusha Balkan and Beshik 

Dagh; the Khortach, Kholomon, and Stratonikon ridges Khalkidhike; 

and the crests the two fingers Longos and Athos. 

The parts the map which remain untinted are either the wide alluvial 

flats the basins, often ill-drained and containing the various lakes and 

marshes; else they represent slopes between the plateaus regions too 

much dissected for plateaus did not visit the south- 

western part Khalkidhike and the two western fingers, these areas are 

left 

THE TROUGH 

This important depression falls naturally into western 

sections. The western section narrow—from three ten kilometers 

wide—and walled the north the abrupt and almost straight fault 

scarp the Belashitsa range and the south the deeply dissected slopes 

the Krusha Balkan, only less steep than the northern wall (see Figs. 

and 4.) funnel very difficult access from either wall. Its western 

extremity occupied Lake Doiran, almost circular and flat-bottomed, 

beyond which all but hemmed the low plateaus the Vardar. 

While the bed the funnel bears traces its alluvial deposits former 

river draining greater Doiran the Struma, the watershed now situated 

ten kilometers east the lake and some 100 meters above the 

col Tepe, above which the south stands the modern 

fort that name. 

The Belashitsa front exhibits three distinct surfaces. The highest part 

smooth, very steep, and bare represents residual ridge the 

highest peneplain. from 300 400 meters below the crest project 

series gently sloping spurs offering summer pastures. These are relics 

the highest peneplain. They are separated deep gullies covered with 

deciduous scrub forest. The spurs themselves end abrupt bare facets 

parts the fault scarp proper. The main gullies are fronted large 

alluvial fans, which continue built while the smaller streams from 
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the spurs have incised their beds the The rivers draining the trough 

the east and the west hug the southern rim, forced thither the fans. 

The village sites are two types characteristically placed relation 

the alluvial The first group, consisting large villages, lies close 

the fault scarp, each village the apex fan, commanding the water 

which diverted into hundreds irrigation channels radiating the fan. 

The other group occupies zone stretching across the trough the lower 

edge the fans where the ground water emerges, but above the swampy 

zone around Lake Doiran. These villages are small, but there are eleven 

them the zone between the trough walls, which are here six kilometers 

apart. The small town Doiran stands majestically the southern shore 

the lake, built partly narrow terrace and partly the steep slope 

the Dub ridge. The site, which controls the old road from the 

Aegean the upper Vardar, has been occupied since very early times. The 

town, which normally has over 3,000 inhabitants, has always provided the 

bulk the lake fishermen. 

The eastern portion the trough differs from the western its 

much greater length—about kilometers—and breadth—about kilo- 

meters the the flatness its northern wall, the 

Belashitsa, has characteristics similar those its western section. The 

northeastern wall consists high mountain blocks cut deep gorges; but 

throughout most the length much-dissected lake terrace, widest the 

east, intervenes between wall and plain. This terrace also found the 

south, but not along the western wall, which abrupt and cut numerous 

canyons, many which are impassable. 

The only routes which the basin easily accessible are the western 

funnel, which the railway enters it; the saddle (east the region) 

which leaves, leading Drama and Constantinople; the deep defile 
which the Struma enters from the north and the much shallower defile 

which seeks the sea; the Lahana saddle, central the southwestern 

wall; and higher saddle central the northeastern wall. Each these 

The whole basin rimmed alluvial fans; and, the more important 

streams come from north and east, the Struma forced towards the south- 

western wall. This river itself fills the northeastern corner with large, flat 

fan which dams the waters the western funnel, forming the lake and 

swamps 

This lower Struma plain one the most important agricultural areas 

Macedonia, and most its surface under permanent cultivation. The 

population—mainly Slav the north and Greek the 

villages whose size corresponds generally the fertility the Again, 

find one group the tops the fans—the town Seres being far the 

biggest these, another set large villages farther out and drawing their 

water mostly from shallow wells, and third group small places close 

‘The map showing settlements (Fig. 10) may consulted. The map discussed 

~ 
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the marshes. notable feature the landscape the plain the clumps 

magnificent elm trees grouped about the villages, which give much needed 

shade summer and provide nesting places for the storks. 

The southern extremity contains the last remnant great But 

the shallow Ahinos fast filling and could now artificially drained 

with little The small loss the fisherman would amply repaid 

the gain agriculture and the removal the curse malaria. 

The study population density instructive this plain where every 

foot cultivable land utilized; and safe assume that the statistics 

happen available—show approximately the population 

which such land can support with the local methods the 

map illustrating the distribution settlements (Fig. 10) have outlined the 

plain and divided into two zones, the first (A) including the fans and drier 

belt, the second (B) covering the wetter ground but omitting the lake and 

swamps. The population per square kilometer zone 217 and 

zone 66, 561 and 170 per square mile respectively. the computation 

one-half the population Seres, 4,650, was disregarded, being not 

directly dependent the land the plain. 

THe BLOCKS 

This highland area extends for 100 kilometers from northwest southeast 

with average breadth nearly kilometers. The highest parts the 

Krusha Balkan lie two blocks set nearly right angles each other 

overlook—on the south and west—a large triangular block 

with its apex the south and corresponding the drainage basin the 

Galiko River (Fig. Before the scarp the northern high block there are 

the two smaller triangular basins Snevche and the two 

high blocks the western has narrow crest with fairly uniform altitude 

about 700 meters, while the contains wide stretch the highest 

peneplain and has residual ridges rising 1,175 meters. These high crests 

are covered with deciduous forest. The Galiko and its tributaries, while 

they are separated number steep and rocky spurs, flow for the most 

part valleys incised the lower peneplain. There are therefore extensive 

smooth surfaces, with much residual clay, almost entirely cleared forest 

and given intermittent agriculture. But the steep valley sides are 

covered with brush and are difficult cross. The basins Snevche and 

are filled with thick red clay deposit which the streams have 

somewhat dissected. Here the agriculture permanent. 

The valleys the Galiko and its main tributary, the Spanc, contain 

few relatively important villages. Otherwise the most striking feature 

the distribution settlements the bunching small villages few 

areas, which are frequently broken gullies that the extent cultivable 

soil cannot have been the attraction. The reason for the close grouping 

the villages may lie the need for their original inhabitants combine 
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for defense. This least would seem the case the groups east 

the Galiko, which are Turkish: every hamlet placed that all windows 

can command the approaches, which are usually steep and narrow. 

most astonishing village swarm occurs the northern slope the 

Krusha Balkan, where there are situated area about 125 square 

kilometers, between two and three per square course 

these villages are small, but the slope is steep it falls 600 meters in some 

three and half kilometers. The explanation probably that the natives 

obtain livelihood farming the trough below; but, the villages 

were evacuated during the war, could net find out this was actually 

so. the southwestern edge the lower block and overlooking the Vardar 

basin wide patch the higher lake terrace with edges falling 
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away three sides. its center butte—a miniature relic the 

lower peneplain. the butte church, and the foot the butte 

lies the town Kukush formerly with some 10,000 inhabitants. 

derives its importance from its nodal position and collecting center 

for the produce the plateaus the north it. 

Between the Krusha and Beshik Mountains lies continuous stretch 

the higher peneplain broken the deep ravines the rivers which run 

northeast and southwest from the saddle Lahana. Except for the steep 

ravines, which are scrub-covered, all this plateau marked inter- 

mittent cultivation. Its chief geographical importance route, and 

must have served this way for many centuries. One the few pre- 

historic sites away from the basins found near the village Bérovo and 

kilometers from the plain, while the remains 

classical Greek town lie the junction the route with the Struma valley. 

The existing villages are remarkable for their size. They are wide apart 

and consequently the farmers travel far their fields. 

The two masses the Beshik Dagh contain the widest areas land above 

the high peneplain the region. These summits are entirely covered with 
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deciduous forest brush. The scarps facing south and west are precipitous, 

while the northern slopes are very deeply dissected and have extremely 

small population. Between the high scarps and the Beshik Lake the surfaces 

the two peneplains are wide and little dissected, and they have mostly 

been cultivated one time another (Fig. The only access these 

plateaus difficult trails the fault scarp from the south and through 

the gap north Mavrovo. The small basin the eastern part was formerly 

drained the southeast, but the two small lakes Mavrovo and Lanja now 

have plateau dominated Suho, large, closely built 

village over 4,000 inhabitants which stands the upper edge close under 

the high scarp; the other villages are small. 

The rugged block the Beshik Dagh has two extensions, one eastward 

joining the Bunar mountains, beyond the region; the other, southward, 

linking the Khalkidhike. The first these thresholds severed the 

Struma mouth. The river seems have cut wide valley across the 

level the lower peneplain and then, since the subsidence the Aegean 

basin, have cut its existing narrow passage nearly the sea level. The 

hill within the incised meander the defile the site the ancient Greek 

city Amphipolis, the “City the about” [it], and before its foun- 

dation the site mentioned (by Herodotus) the “Nine 

nodal point importance. There are three passages through the south- 

ward extension the Beshik block. Two them are high levels, 340 and 

140 meters respectively, and may mark previous drainage outlets. The 

large village Vrasta marks the point their junction the seaward 

side. The deep, wooded defile Rendina carries the present drainage 

channel from Lake Beshik with fall only meters from lake sea. 

The seaward scarps the Beshik block mountains are abrupt and are 

scarcely dissected the steep mountain torrents which seam them. The 

higher parts bear deciduous forest and bush while the lower slopes are clad 

luxuriant mantle the Mediterranean macchia, which here its 

northern limit. There wide beach which carries fine groves olive trees 

north Vrasta and planes about Stavros the mouth the Rendina. 

THE LANGADHA-BESHIK TROUGH 

From its western threshold Deve Kran this trough extends for 

kilometers the southeast with nearly constant width kilometers. 

then forks, the southeasterly direction being continued for another 

kilometers the level the higher lake terrace, while the northern and 

deeper fork turns east-northeast for kilometers with width kilo- 

meters and then east for kilometers more with width kilometers. 

The trough bounded almost everywhere abrupt parallel fault scarps 

which lead directly portions the higher lower peneplains. The forking 

above described due the isolation roughly triangular block, which 

have called the Ogurli plateau from village its surface (Fig. The 
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highest part the block exhibits portion the higher peneplain still un- 

dissected and containing small lake. This level area forms the farm land 

two villages. The slopes are covered with bush. The lake terrace which 

extends from side side the southern the trough 

flat and carries shallow lake which has outlet but imminent 

danger being drained either eastward westward the head streams 

which are cutting back from both sides. The terrace cultivated inter- 

mittently over most its surface, but there are extensive patches high 

thorny Paliurus bush. 

The same fault which isolates the Ogurli block seems responsible 

for two other features importance. has brought the hard limestone 

which forms the abrupt toothlike crag Deve Kran (570 meters) stand- 

ing guardian the western threshold the trough, and gives outlet 

constant supply hot mineral waters east village, where 

throughout history the baths have attracted the Salonikans. This fault 

and those related formed the focus important earthquakes late 

1902. 

The natural scrub vegetation the trough walls very sparse the west 

but gets progressively more luxuriant eastward—an evidence 

humidity that direction. All the bottom land, however, which not 

swamp cultivated and mainly without irrigation. The two residual lakes 

are very shallow except for the eastern part Beshik, which meters 

deep. They contain considerable quantities fish, and fishing provides 

occupation for several villages. The only outlet from 

artificial the western end the trough and the flat delta 

which extends northward into Beshik, the villages are situated the 

terraces fans round the trough walls; and the eastern side the 

block there line six places built consecutive patches 

dissected lake terrace. The southern edge the trough the reputed route 

the Via Egnatia, the Roman highway across the Balkan Peninsula; while 

the six prehistoric and two classical Greek sites hitherto identified bear 

witness the long period human occupation. 

The high kernel this peninsula consists the long narrow blocks the 

Khortach Dagh, extending from the Galiko River for kilometers the 

southwest, and the Kholomon Vuni, running northeast from the end the 

Khortach Dagh for kilometers and then after gap continuing eastward 

the Stratonikon Oros the sea. 

All these have much land above the higher and the two last 

named carry the most important deciduous forests the region. the 

southwest and south these are several blocks lower elevation and 

tilted various directions (see map, Fig. 1), while the three blocks forming 

the fingers can considered separate units. The Khortach blocks will 
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discussed first, then western and eastern Khalkidhike order, and 

finally the three fingers. 

DAGH 

The parallel sides the block are fault scarps, and the block whole 

horst (Figs. and Cross faults right angles the others account 

first for the broken northwestern end the block—a scarp which the 

precipitous character emphasized the Galiko its foot; secondly, 

for the sudden rise above the high peneplain seven kilometers 

east Saloniki; and thirdly, all probability for the hollow just north 

the city and for the old river valley known the Dervend “pass” now 
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followed by the only highway across the range and probably also the Course 

the Roman Via Egnatia. The surface the block for the first kilo- 

meters its length forms part the lower and the higher peneplains; and 

each case the hard limestone bands form the residual ridges, and the 

surface deeply incised ravines. The surface mostly rocky and arid, 

and the villages dotted around the flanks are mainly concerned cultivating 

the ground lower down. the “limestone village,” with nearly 

9,000 inhabitants, divides its attentions between the quarries above and 

the cultivation the slopes the sheltered “strike” valley which lies. 

lies patch the high peneplain, flat table from edge 

edge the block and overlooked the scarp the forested ridge 

(1,208 meters) southeast it. The inhabitants farm the residual clay 

the plateau while from the forests above they furnish Saloniki with firewood 

and charcoal well chestnuts the autumn, and, the summer, with 

ice cut from artificial reservoirs the mountain. Springs the scarp also 

provide one the main sources water supply for Saloniki, 

plateau carries magnificent aqueduct dating least from Byzantine times. 

Kh. 
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SALONIKI 

The position the head deep gulf the Mediterranean coinciding 

with the entrance the main north-south corridor through the Balkan 

Peninsula has always been occupied relatively large settlement, and 

the important prehistoric site lving the southeast the city bears witness 
to the earliest occupation. The nodality of the position was enhanced bv 
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the construction the Via Egnatia, which first touches the Aegean this 

point. the choice the special site, the point contact between the 

Khortach ridge and the sea, the aim must have been control the trattic 

alongshore. remains the prehistoric lie the dissected 

shore terrace and are bounded ravine (map, hill fort must 

have been built early date the last spur the Khortach block 

200 meters above the sea, and the city must have grown downwards meet 

maritime settlement below. the time the hill fort had been converted 

into the Crusaders’ citadel (which now serves civil prison), and the 
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containing walls had been built down the sea, the city must have had its 

present size excluding the suburb; indeed may have had this 

size even classical times. This epoch has given Saloniki the rectangular 

plan the lower town with its main artery, the Egnatia Street, which 

spanned its eastern end the triumphal arch erected about 300 A.D. 

memory Galerius, general Diocletian. This form retained the 

closely packed Jewish quarter. Whatever the original plan the steep 

Turkish quarter below the citadel, now typical medieval Turkish town 

with narrow irregular streets and stairs but with all the charm the 

picturesque combination overhanging houses, shady interiors, and quiet 

leafy courtyards and with delicate minarets always the view. The 

devastating fire August, 1917, left this part untouched but cleared the 

entire southern quarter and greatly reduced the accommodation the city 

already overcrowded its 170,000 inhabitants. The site Saloniki, while 

fine from the point view medieval defense, such that modern exten- 

sions have had northwestward for commercial needs along the radiating 

routes, and southeastward the residential suburb Beyond 

the suburb the land rises, and bluff thrust forward towards the fingered 

delta the Vardar crowned modern guardian fort. Inland the 

same rise lies the old Turkish village which signifies “the keepers 

the gate.” 

The high part Khortach Dagh has its smooth fault scarp the north- 

west and its ledge the higher peneplain broken only narrow ravines; 

but the southwestern face the smoothness broken 

standing forward—the bosses igneous rock lying the fault line. The 

few villages the slopes Khortach are mainly pastoral but with patches 

cultivated land the peneplain remnants. general, however, the 

higher slopes are covered with deciduous bush forest while lower down 

the humble “pseudomacchia” dark-leaved evergreen oak. 

the foot this high block lies the low triangular plain Vasilika, open 

the gulf and narrowing eastwards (Fig. This rich bottom land all 

under permanent cultivation, and supports Vasilika, place 1,500 in- 

habitants, and line smaller villages situated along the foot the south- 

ern wall. another reminder the import geological faults needed 

here, found the hot mineral baths Sedes close the remains two 

large prehistoric East Vasilika rocky threshold leading 

the almost inclosed basin dominated the town Galatista with about 

2,000 inhabitants. The basin limited three sides high, straight, and 

very steep scarps clad with scrub. The bottom this basin seems form 

part the higher lake terrace, while along north and south are frag- 

ments the lower peneplain. All the gentle slopes are cultivated, least 

intermittently. built partly the steep rocky slope and partly 

terrace fresh-water limestone. The steep slope below terraced, 

irrigated, and intensively cultivated, while the flat land the basin 

farmed without irrigation. The southern scarp the basin has also band 

" 
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terraced fields with many fruit trees, but these are owned and tended 

the inhabitants Vavdhos, village situated some 200 meters above the 

high plateau—another instance the uneconomical mode concentrated 

village life Macedonia. 

Western Khalkidhike also includes the high block Vavdhos, almost 

rectangle, with steep scarps facing the basin (west) the Resitnik 

basin (north) and tilted eastward form lower threshold joining the 

Kholomondos block. The western end the latter carries the southeast- 

ward trend the features down the base the Longos peninsula with 

high steep scarp facing southwest front which lies Poliyiros the 

higher peneplain. The Vavdhos threshold deeply trenched the 
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1G. 8—Western Khalkidhike. On the left is the eastern end of Khortach Dagh with the Galatista (G) basi: 

» the Vasilika (V) plain. In the center are the massifs of Kholomon Vuni (behind) with Poliyiros (P 

{ Vavdhos, with vil! ft same name (Vs). These are divided by a gorge leading from the basin of th 

Resitnik (R Three igneous bosses are situated left of Vasilika, right of Vavdhos, and right of Poliyir On 

extreme right is the isthmus of Cassandra, the site of Potidaea. All important villages ar wl 

incised meanders the Resitnik Dere, which thus drains the oval basin 

that name southwards impassable probably example 

antecedent river, and another case equally striking found the 

Miyalka, the principal river eastern Khalkidhike cutting through 

similar threshold similar defile north the Longos peninsula (Fig. 9). 

The fault which limits these blocks the southwest marked two fur- 

ther bosses igneous rock each forming group hills, the one close 

the Vavdhos massif and the other near the northern shore the Cassandra 

Gulf. 

The whole the remaining land consists block gently tilted south- 

wards from the scarp overlooking the 

block consists the north crystalline rocks with north-northwesterly 

strike, but over most the area lies thick mantle weak sediments 

clays for the most part, trenched series valleys widely open near the 

sea and narrower near the crest. The coast mostly low and arid, and there 

are three wave-built cusps, two them near the western extremity, and the 

third forming the isthmus which links the finger Cassandra the main- 

land. Whatever may have been the original appearance this sloping 

plateau the southwest, now looks like rolling steppe; for, while has 

| | 
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all been cultivated, there always much lying fallow that only the valley 

bottoms have the appearance farm land. 

The bulk the Khalkidhike population this plateau, distributed 

some villages which the smaller are occupied Mussulmans, probably 

Yiiriiks from Anatolia, the larger population being Greek. There are 

also number metochia, farms, belonging the Athos monasteries and 

worked the monks. The steep valley sides and the higher parts the 

plateau are covered with evergreen-oak scrub. The Resitnik Dere widens 
near its mouth flood plain which extends eastwards along the Gulf. 

Here the natural vegetation true macchia bush, but much has given 

place fine groves olive and mulberry, vineyards, and other typically 

Mediterranean cultures. About the valley the Resitnik the population 

segregated small number widely separated settlements: the high 

village Vavdhos with its pastures and some intermittent cultivation about 

and its lower farms the Galatista basin; Resitnik its upper basin, 

with access Galatista through pass between the Khortach and Vavdhos 

massifs; Poliyiros, the old capital Khalkidhike, central position but 

difficult access; Ormilia the head the flood plain the mouth 

the Miyalka; and two villages the plain the Resitnik. these 

the biggest (c. was founded probably classical 

times account ancient gold-mining attraction but now exists 

agriculture both its own plateau, where has the highest olive groves 

the region, and near the sea where possesses group huts for the 

temporary residence its farmers. Ormilia (Fig. has its agricultural 

plain and fishing station the Gulf two and half kilometers away, while 

its inhabitants also provide miners work the chromite and magnesite 

which occur about the igneous boss aforementioned, the minerals being 

taken directly sea. 

intervals along the shore western Khalkidhike the mounds 

prehistoric settlements are feature the landscape. The ancient Greek 

town Potidaea was situated the isthmus Cassandra, and Olynthos 

and Mekyberna lay just east the Resitnik Dere mouth. Their importance 

may perhaps judged from the fact that Potidaea appears have stretched 

from sea sea, and Olynthos have occupied nearly three square kilo- 

meters area. 

EASTERN KHALKIDHIKE 

This hilly country is, humanly speaking, one the most remote 

Europe (Fig. 9); for, now that its gold which seems have attracted the 

ancients longer repays the working, its ways are little trodden 

outsiders. leads nowhere save Athos, and much easier reach 

that sea. But its remoteness makes worthy study. Its build accounts 

for its inaccessibility. The crustal blocks which compose are oriented 

and tilted that there central basin; and, although the lowest wall this 

the southeast, the coast there recent fault scarp, and the streams 
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drain inland almost from the precipitous coast The drainage outlet 

from the central basin the deep and winding antecedent defile cut the 

Mivalka through upturned strata hard limestone; and this virtually 

impassable. The eastern crustal block consists schists the north and 

altered granite the south; tilted towards the Gulf Erissos, and 

its seaward slope deeply dissected streams, only one which reaches 

the sea, the others burying themselves the sands the flat coastal plain. 

The block forming the Stratonikon Oros the northeast has abrupt 

straight scarp facing south and extending right out Cape Eleftera and 

seems tilted northward meet the extension the Beshik block 

east-west fracture line. This area extremely broken erosion; but the 
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line contact probably indicated the through valley drained east and 

west, marked continuous strip the lower peneplain surface. 

The higher ridges eastern Khalkidhike are covered with forests 

probably primeval—of oak, beech, and chestnut, and the lower hills are clad 

bush derived from similar forests which have been cut and which have 

been prevented from recovery browsing goats. The valley bottoms are 

lined with fine groves plane trees, and the coastal strips bear luxuriant 

growth macchia made numerous species varied type. the 

southern coast the Mediterranean pine forest (Pinus halepensis) has main- 

tained itself patches lending pleasing contrast the 

form and vegetation combine make eastern Khalkidhike one the 

beauty spots Macedonia. 

About the high ridges considerable tracts the two peneplains remain 

intact, and these that the main population found. The strip 

the higher surface which follows the southeastern slope Kholomondos 

and that which faces the Gulf Erissos are too deeply dissected 

inhabited; but the east the Kholomon range there lies smooth 

L R G | 
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plateau surface with heavy residual soil and area least 

kilometers, not yet dissected the erosion which attacking the edges 

from three plateau farmed grazed—for there much 

under grass—from three villages, the chief which Larigovo. east- 

ward extension the plateau runs nearly the sea but here cut into 

patches, one which stands Izvoro close under the scarp and command- 

village miners, and light railway carries the ore—lead, antimony, and 

gold-bearing pyrites—to the gulf near for export. 

Under the fault scarp the eastern block lie two patches level land, 

portions the two peneplains. The higher, which dissected narrow 

ravines leading the central basin, the domain Revenik and all farm 

land; the lower flat seems the upper part old wide valley, perhaps 

even lake bed, which the main part has disappeared with the subsided 

crust; while the stream its violent erosion headward from the new 

has all but broken upon the placid beauty this little plain Gomati, with 

its trim fields and sluggish plane-girt stream, and the village nestles the 

farthest recess the plain fear being undermined. 

The central basin contains many hilly outcrops the crystalline rocks, 

but its tributaries provide much flat land. The basin seems 

underpopulated, and for apparent reason, for healthful, sheltered, and 

well watered. divided from the sea wide strip bush-covered 

plateau, part the lower peneplain, from which rises higher wooded 

ridge. 

The isthmus Xerxes, which joins the Athos Peninsula the mainland, 

rests upon the sunken end the crystalline block northwest it, and the 

rocks this appear the western coast; but the isthmus consists mostly 

weak sediments dipping gently the east. northern spur table 

these stands Erissos, the successor the classical Akanthos, and there 

evidence that this strong strategic position has been occupied 

since very early times. The coastal plain north the village fertile and 

moist, and all kinds Mediterranean crops are raised; while the 

undulating land the isthmus gives admirable pasture. Moreover, 

Erissos has its landing place, with many fishing boats. The remains 

the canal cut Xerxes 2,403 ago permit the passage the 

Persian armada have been surveyed Struck,’ and the canal was found 

him have length some 2,450 meters, while its highest point some 

meters above the sea. 

THREE FINGERS 

Cassandra, Longos, and Athos have visited only the others 

have seen only from afar. But seems clear that all three owe 

remarkable shape the subsidence crustal blocks about them. Cassandra 

appears consist mainly weak sedimentary rocks, while Longos, like 

Adolf Struck: Makedonische Fahrten, Chalkidike, Vienna and Leipzig, 1907. zig, 1907. 
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Athos, almost crystalline Both are cut many 

deep ravines and are crowned with Mediterranean pine forests, while the 

lower slopes have macchia each there are considerable tracts 

farm land, probably most Cassandra. The villages and metochia are 

numerous and small, but doubtful the population Cassandra—which 

when 700 families with their flocks and herds are reported have been 

massacred the Turks after insurrection. The natural vegetation 

both peninsulas very favorable bee keeping, occupation much 

practiced. 

The Holy Mountain (Agion Oros) peninsula Athos presents one the 

most striking landscapes the Mediterranean. The long, narrow, rugged 

ridge, rising gradually towards its end and then springing suddenly the 

tip the pyramidal summit white marble 1,935 meters above the sea, 

would picturesque were all bare rock, but clad dense mantle 

vegetation save for the high peak itself; luxuriant macchia bush and pine 

forests below, oak and chestnut higher up, and finally dark fir near the 

pyramid. Moreover, all along both sides twenty great monasteries and 

twelve subordinate houses occupy the most surprising and often most 

inaccessible sites, some them perched rugged spurs, others nestling 

wooded chasms, but all them beautiful their varied medieval archi- 

tecture. The great Russian monastery Panteleimon with its white walls 

and green copper domes might piece the Kremlin transported toa 

very different but still suitable setting; the Greek house St. Paul the 

western foot Athos itself with the whiteness its Byzantine walls vying 

with that huge fan marble blocks which recent earthquake detached 

from the pyramid above and hurled down the ravine clog its mouth below 

the monastery—these are but two the many astonishing glimpses 

had from the western the eastern side, which rule somewhat 

less abrupt, many the monastic centers have had more room spread 

their buildings picturesque irregularity; such places are Vatopédi, 

which Greek, and the monastic village Karies, the seat the Holy 

Synod—the government the monkish Khilandar, the 

Serbian house the northeast, unlike most others lies out sight the 

sea secluded valley; but its defense was ensured high keep near the 

shore, whose summit visible from the monastery. 

THE VARDAR 

The lower Vardar valley which forms the western margin the region 

made primarily two lowlands separated higher block which 

traversed the Vardar the antecedent Tsinganska Klisura, “Gipsy 

Defile.” 

have had opportunity only for the most cursory observations this 

section, and the following outstanding features its geography have been 
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gleaned mainly from the writings who has examined 

and from study the new maps. 

The high crustal blocks the north overlook several lower blocks, nearly 

level plateaus, which are attributable the various surfaces erosion 

referred throughout. They are composed the west granites and 

elsewhere folded crystalline rocks, whose strike northeast-southwest 

save the high Dub ridge Doiran, where 

southeast. The strength the rocks here accounts for the isolation the 

ridge. These plateaus have been attacked erosion along lines weakness, 

but the striking feature still the extent level surface broken only 

narrow ravines. This smoothness emphasized the absence any 

vegetation save the humblest oak scrub and the grass which becomes burnt 

the long summer drought. 

The basin the extreme northwest the region appears due 

crustal subsidence, like the Doiran depression, from which completely 

separated the higher blocks; but the basin Gevgeli, with which 

connected the Vardar valley, mainly due normal erosion. The 

characteristic soil all these plateaus and basins generally sandy and 

coarse. part residual and part deposited, but always relatively 

infertile; and the large agricultural settlements are found near the Vardar 

with their fields the alluvial fans brought from the well-watered moun- 

tains the west the residual clays the hill slopes. There lack 

water for irrigation the basin, and the large villages are surrounded 

vineyards and mulberry groves, for one the leading European centers 

silk production. 

West the Vardar defile patches the peneplain, here trenched 

deep ravines, where their inaccessibility renders them strong defense, 

stand two the largest Turkish villages the region—each with over 2,000 

inhabitants. Otherwise the plateau villages are small. 

South the Vardar defile lie the great flood plain, known the Cam- 

pagna Saloniki, and the marshes the delta. The plain has even 

fault scarp for its western wall, but the east has two long extensions. 

The first these runs the northeast, bounded straight scarps the 

crystalline rock all sides, and all but reaches Lake Doiran. The low 

threshold separating the two basins has been cut through the headward 

erosion Vardar tributary; with the result that the lake, which 

higher was drained the Struma, empties into the basin now under 

discussion, summer when there outflow. The bottom the 

basin occupied Lake Arjan, its marshes and peat beds, and the 

deposits former greater lake which are now somewhat dissected 

streams. The population lives either the margins this basin, where 

water emerges from the rocky rim, else small villages close the 

streams. Elsewhere lack permanent water precludes settlement, but the 

whole surface cultivated intermittently. 

6 Jovan Cviji¢é: Grundlinien der Geographie und Geologie von Mazedonien und Altserbien, Petermanns Mitt. 

Ergdinzungsheft No. 162, 1908. 
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South this basin stands wide plateau, about 100 square kilometers 

area, folded crystalline schist and limestone, ill-drained thinly 

populated save one fertile spot. The plateau mostly given 

grazing. overlooks turn the second great arm the Vardar 

which leads southeastward through area alternating aridity and 

undrained bottom the former lake—to the Galiko valley. 

This section, like the last, has very small population. But south 

stands oval plateau sedimentary strata round the margin which 

ring villages and similar ring prehistoric sites. The population 

probably lives raising poor crops from arid soil and grazing flocks. 

The Vardar has built immense elongated fan beginning the Gipsy 

Defile and reaching nearly kilometers southwards. This accounts for the 

damming back Lake Arjan. But the river has cut through its own fan 

and now runs very variable channel, frequently overflowing its banks. 

result the villagers the east the river valley not practice 

intensive agriculture any extent but are largely occupied with cattle 

keeping, for the pastures the flood lands are rich. Moreover, addition 

the permanent settlements, feature the landscape the temporary 

huts built reeds from the swamps and occupied the Vlach shepherds, 

who migrate hither from the hill pastures the winter. Similar conditions 

regulate the life the Vardar delta, where there are numerous villages and 

many temporary settlements amid the maze reed beds. 

The western rim the Campagna presents entirely different aspect. 

Here the villages are large and stand well above the plain the terraces 

and well-watered alluvial fans. zone rich permanent agriculture 

with important silk and wine production. The settlements the 

Campagna thus fall into three classes: western strip important per- 

manent agriculture irrigation; valley and delta strip with flooded 

pastures and cattle; and eastern area with widely scattered villages 

practicing intermittent agriculture and tending flocks over wide range 

poor pasture. 

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION 

Figure map showing the settlements the region. The population 

statistics have been taken mainly from which cannot considered 

unbiased regards race but probably good can found respecting 

the numbers. These statistics disregard the Mussulman population, which 

have had infer from various sources. aim has been show the 

population distributed prior the first Balkan war, 1912, the wars 

which have involved the region almost continuously since that date having 

considerably upset the status and particular caused considerable evacu- 

ation Turks from the region. the Great War the population near the 

front was course evacuated, and many villages were order 

illustrate the meaning this have inserted the line which was the 

“front” the region from 1916 

M. Brancoff: La Macéd« vine et sa population chrétienne, Paris, 1905 
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Macedonia people live entirely villages, chiefly from motives 

security troubled land. map which shows every village therefore 

gives accurate representation the distribution population. 

have added the map the sites known prehistoric The 

remains these are interpreted the habitations people who lived 

large extent upon shellfish and were therefore dependent the sea. They 

MAP 
SETTLEMENTS 

would further restricted the coast lands the forests which, an- 

alysis the vegetation shows, must have been much more extensive, least 

the eastern part the region; and these peoples could not clear forests. 

The chief classical and Byzantine towns which are known history and 

archeology have also been shown. Their distribution probably determined 

* Taken from Adolf Struck: Makedonische Fahrten, I, Cl halkidike, Vienna and Leipzig, 1907; Bull 

Correspondance Hellénique, Vol. 9, 1916, Paris; The Annual of the British Sch j vol at Athens, Ne 3, Session 1 

1919, London. 

10 
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considerations similar those which have affected the modern popu- 

lation, but doubtless the dependence upon sea communication with Greece 

accounts for the predominance large maritime settlements. 

The most striking feature present-day distribution that the main 

mass the people live depend the basins the plateaus composed 

sedimentary rocks. These are the areas where agriculture 

next the surprisingly large population which exists scratching the thin 

soil over every possible space the high dissected plateaus. 

The population will always remain overwhelmingly agricultural and 

pastoral; but, given settled and progressive government, there must 

assuredly certain definite changes the population. The chief these 

are follows. The swamps and perhaps part the lakes will drained, 

additional rich farm land being thus afforded and malaria Irri- 

gation will considerably extended, and dry-farming methods will 

introduced the more arid parts, while antiquated implements will 

replaced modern machinery. The hill populations will then have 

sufficient incentive move down the plains the lower plateaus, 

which with present methods are too arid support many people. With 

scientific agriculture the Struma plain, for instance, would probably support 

nearly 500 people per square kilometer, instead 217 does its best 

section today. The hills will reserved for pasture and forests; but 

course these two interests must kept quite separate, for the flocks and 

above all the goat must kept out the forest reservations these are 

succeed. 

APPENDIX 

drawing the fracture lines shown the map attention has been paid 

first the geological boundaries, secondly such information exists 

regarding earthquakes the region, thirdly the distribution hot and 

mineral springs, and lastly the study the topography. The information 

regarding the first three contained mainly the works Neumayr, 

Biirgerstein, Philippson, Oestreich, Hoernes, and 

*M. Neumayr: Geologische Untersuchungen tiber den nérdlichen und éstlichen Theil der Halbinsel u ( l 

kidike, Denkschriften Kaiserl. Akad. der Wi in Wien, Mathem.-Naturw. Classe, Vol. 40, 1880, pp. 328-339 

Leo Birgerstein: Geologische Untersuchungen im siidwestlichen Theile der Halbinsel Chalkidike, ibid 

321-327. 
Alfred Philippson: La tectonique de l' Egéide, Ann. de Géogr., Vol. 7, 1808 pp. 11 41 

Jovan Cvijié: Die tektonischen Vorgange in der Rhodopemasse, Sitzungesher. Kaiser Lkad Wi in 

Wien, Mathem.-Naturw. Classe, Vol. 90, 1901, pp. 409-432. 

Idem: Grundlinien der Geographie und Geologie von Mazedonien und Altserbien, Petermann Mitt 

Ergdnzungsheft No. 162, 1908 

Idem: L’ancien lac égéen, Ann. de Géogr. Vol. 20, 1911, pp. 233-259 

Idem: Die Tektonik der Balkanhalbinsel, Compte Rendu Congrés Géol. Internatl. 1X, Vienna, 1903 

Karl Oestreich: Beitrage zur Geomorphologie von Makedonien, Abhandlungen K.K. Geogr. ( n Wier 

Vol. 4, 1902, pp. 1-169. 

Idem: Die Oberflache Mazedoniens, Geogr. Zeitschr., Vol. 16, 1910, pp. 560-572 

Rudolf Hoernes: Das Erdbeben von Saloniki am 5 Juli 1902 und der Zusammenhang der mak 

Beben mit den tektonischen Vorgingen in der Rhodopemasse, Mitt. der Erdbeben-Kommission der Kaiser 

Akad. der Wiss. in Wien, No. 13 (N.S.), 1902 

F. Baron Nopcsa: Die Mineralquellen Makedoniens, Mitt. K.K. Geogr. Gesell 

242-292. 

in Wien, Vol. 51, 1908 
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regards topographic evidence have assumed that where straight 

escarpment exists which cannot explained the ordinary boundary 

between weak and resistant rocks, fault runs along somewhere near its 

foot. most cases the slope taken fault scarp—the dissected 

fault face—and not the fault line scarp due differential erosion unequal 

rocks thrown together faulting. this respect there strong similarity 

appearance the scarps the Great Basin the North American 

cordillera. few cases fault presumed exist where one more 

river have straight course not parallel the rock strike, but 

these lines have only been drawn where there was different evidence for 

another section the same line. 

The fractures are marked the map continuous lines where there 

evidence one kind another, and some cases two such lines are joined 

broken line indicate the supposed continuation. The probable 

direction “throw” indicated where possible the usual spurs the 

line, and noticeable that the throw along any fracture now one 

side, now the several cases two parallel faults have been drawn 

where only one may turn out exist. 

fracture lines may grouped follows: 

The “A” group, with average northwest-southeast trend, i.e. 

parallel the Dinaric folding. 

The “B” group, with average northeast-southwest trend, i.e. 

parallel the pre-Dinaric folding. 

The “C” group, which the trend varies little from east-west. 

4. The “PD” group, of which the direction varies little from north-south. 

Several curved faults are shown, and possible that other lines which 

meet small angle may prove curves. Following list the 

fractures numbered the map. The evidence for the existence each 

stated thus: Geological, hot springs, “h.s.;” straight scarps, “sc.; 

straight river valleys, 

Ag, , ame 5 

sc. and geol. and sections; val. center 

and near Langadha; sc. Sof Ogurli; continuous with 

on S 

gneous intrusion) and h.s., perhaps continuous Ormilia (geol.) 

trusions 

10, cont 

Langadha perhaps continued Revenik sc. and beyond 

il hos 

13, sc. and h.s 

14, (in Beshik block) sc. 

15, (in Beshik block) 

16, (in Beshik block) sc. and val. 
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“B” group, beginning the northwest: 

sc. SW; Khortach and Krusha also val. 

val. These two converge Struma defile which one the main N-S 

fractures the Balkan Peninsula 

geol. Saloniki; val. Dervend and Lahana saddle 

10, sc. 

11, val. SW; curving sc. and 

with step faults sc. and val. 

and 14, small trough 

B 15, Sc. 

16, sc. connecting with curve 

17, 18, 19, 20, and 21, 

“C” group, beginning the north: 

four separate sections, sc. 

10, sc. and geol. 

11, curved fracture, sc. 

C 12, sc. 

“D” group, beginning the west: 

sc., perhaps curve with 

sc. and val. 

sc. Mavrovo and Ogurli, probably connected with line Resitnik Dere, val. 

sc. 

sc. and val.; perhaps continuation determined situation Mivalka defile 

is 
> 



SOME HIGHWAYS ALBANIA AND 

FORGOTTEN RIVIERA 

GEORGE SCRIVEN 
Brigadier General, U.S. 

the minor events the war whose effects have proved constructive 

rather than destructive one the most striking the opening certain 

difficult and little-known regions. such regions were the theater 

operations there were established military bases and depots, seaports and 

centers business, railroads and roads, many which will remain 

permanent aids commerce and will open the way for more extensive 

intercourse the future. 

the more conspicuous works this kind may instanced the vitaliza- 

tion southern Albania under Allied occupation. Valona from forgotten 

hamlet grew into important seaport and military and from 

were pushed out the splendid motor roads north, east, and south that now 

unite erstwhile isolated back country and seacoast. 

The first roads built the Italians Albania were intended, course, 

for army purposes; but even those were constructed, the Italian fashion, 

last through the years, and they will remain long after the soldier has 

gone his way. Others, less obviously military, were designed open the 

land its own inhabitants—to make intercourse practicable and perhaps 

later invite the outlander and his trade. these new highways there 

are two that deserve especially the notice the stranger interested this 

fascinating land. They pass through scenes rare beauty and attraction, 

among interesting people, and places which, though vividly historic 

and filled with Old World charm, have been lost for centuries among 

their unapproachable hills. 

THE HIGHWAY FROM VALONA THE SOUTHERN FRONTIER 

The first these roads that running from Valona the southern 

frontier via Tepeleni and Argyrokastro. Leaving the coast first winds 

through great groves olive trees for the planting which the thrifty 

Venetians once paid the natives liberal bounty, later recovered tax 

the fruit. The policy proved successful, however, since the century-old 

groves are among the finest existence, and the way through them 

pleasant drive through some great park the road winds smoothly 

over the hills. Presently begins climb long zigzag course, steep 

look but with grade never more than twelve per cent, the Italian 

! The ports of Valona and Santi Quaranta are illustrated in the article by H. Charles Woods: Albania and 

the Albanians, Geogr. Rer.. Vol. 5. 1018, pp. 257-273 
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limit for motor roads the Balkans. Soon the pass Babica reached, 

and beyond lies the shallow Sushitsa, behind which the war days lay 

the second line the Italian defense. front fertile valley extends 

the slopes the Maya Kulchit, great mountain rising 6,000 feet above 

the Vyosa. The Vyosa, rapid and treacherous river coming down from 

the Pindus Mountains, long marked the fighting line between the Italian 

and- Austrian troops but now deserted stream without villages culti- 

HIGHROADS SOUTHERN ALBANIA 
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Santi Quar Bin Kalibaki 

Fi 1—Sketch ma “ re Southern Alt a. Sca ximately 1 

vation along its lower course. The road climbs the rugged Mt. Kulchit 

pass into the Vyosa valley. sharp turn into the pass Vayza fairly 

takes away one’s breath, while beyond the road winds over the mountain 

flanks like wind-blown cobweb many hundred feet above the river bed. 

one side looms the overhanging mountain; the other, far across 

the valley, grand but desolate scene mountain mountain extends 

the distant peaks about the pass called Chafa Glavs, curious landmark 

among the chaos hills. Between this and the Vayza crag juts boldly 

from the valley the form crouching panther, and its crests stand 

the huts colony the strange Rumeni (Vlachs), people who trace 

their descent from the soldiers the broken legions Rome who dropped 
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out along the Egnatian Way. Their descendants have remained primi- 

tive their lives the shepherds old, content wander with their 

flocks over the mountain tops summer and through the lower valleys 

with the approach the winter storms. Their homes are often the caves 

the hills, rude stone huts the mountain tops, without trees shelter 

but secure against intrusion. They are interesting but little-known peo- 

ple, these nomads, poor but proud their descent, self-respecting and 

honest. Their settlements sometimes rise the dignity towns, and 

these the most important this region lies near the source the 

Vyosa the western slopes the Pindus. have written them briefly 

earlier 

Fic. 6—A characteristic scene in the hills of southern Albania. The abandoned village of Dukay, with its 

ruined houses, marks the destruction of the Balkan Wars. 

The way continues past the gray houses Lopsi Martolozit, gloomy 

appearance are most Albanian villages except when seen the spark- 

ling sunlight these glorious mountains. Beyond, the unroofed houses 

and abandoned dwellings the village Dukay mark the senseless destruc- 

tion the Balkan Wars and feuds. The road then drops into little valley 

where the wild pear and other fruit trees grow and, crossing river the 

graceful arch Venetian bridge, arrives the ruins Tepeleni lying 

the meeting place three rivers front the pass Klisura, the 

ancient gateway Macedonia. Here the Romans once stopped the inva- 

sion the eastern hordes; and fifteen hundred years later the Venetians 

came enjoy the villeggiatura peace and quiet. Now Tepeleni lies 

complete ruin, relic the ruthless and cruel Balkan Wars this last 

decade. 

From Tepeleni, from which new highway being constructed through 

the Pass Klisura, the route the Zrinos (Drynos) follows old Turkish 

2G. P. Scriven: The Awakening of Albania, Geogr. Rev., Vol. 8, 1919, { 73-83 

— 
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road through valley well tilled and prosperous and passes the site the 

so-called Fountain Youth, great spring that bubbles from the mountain 

side form pool and cascades, supplied doubt underground rivers 

fed the snows above. The pool framed amphitheater gray 

hills which overlook the pleasant Zrinos valley. Beyond the fountain the 

highway crosses occasional half-ruined bridge Turkish Venetian 

construction, which when slightly restored will still stand the strain 

modern field guns, and presently reaches the turn Argyrokastro, 

dream town. Above tower the walls stately castle, new- 

comer structures Albania but old enough have been reduced 

picturesque ruin; beneath lies the town, irregular mass huddled, 

Fic. 7—A typical village site in southern Albania, Nivica Lopes in the hills west of Tepeleni. 

gray-roofed buildings from which rise here and there the whitish walls 

some church mosque and the tombstones burial ground. the 

whole formless town whose narrow, roughly paved streets, without 

sidewalks, wind tortuously along the front the open shops 

bazaars with their meager wares mingle peasant and soldier, Greek pope 

and Moslem priest, with sprinkling children, pack horses, and donkeys 

scene blended color, dirt, squalor, and charm, which Europe 

has part. 

Beyond Argyrokastro the one level road this region continues south 

through the valley shut ranges limestone 

stone, rocky, treeless, and severe. The well-tilled fields lying along the 

river, though fertile, show little sign life. usual Albania the isolated 

farms are unoccupied houses, granary, stables such dot the holdings 

other lands and add the comfort and beauty the 

the morning the peasant comes down from his home the hills with his 

buffalo and primitive implements cultivate the ground while day- 

light lasts, but when evening comes returns his the mountains. 
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Near Han Gyorgutsati the level valley road joins the Turkish highway 

from Santi Quaranta, which long served the entrance southern Albania 

and the Epirus and indeed formed connecting link between the Adriatic 

and Aegean Seas. The han stopping place for caravans and donkeys, 

memorable the traveler, like others its ilk, for its acute discomfort 

and vivid insect life. Here marks important parting the ways; 

the east the road turns across Albania and through Macedonia far-away 

Saloniki; the west runs across the mountains the Chimara the 

Adriatic coast opposite Corfu. 

THE EASTERN BRANCH SALONIKI 

The eastern fork the road, from Gyorgutsati Saloniki long and 

interesting. passes through regions seldom seen and places seldom 

visited which are older than the Christian era. The road was built the 

Turk, doubtless following long-traveled way, and for many years 

served him his control the western Balkans. course was not 

always so. Before the war was scarcely passable, but with the coming 

the soldier was restored and became the main, indeed the only, line 

communication the west for the French and Italian armies occupation 

lying west the salient Florina (south Monastir). may now 

traveled from sea sea comfortably any boulevard and must con- 

sidered masterpiece road building. 

From Han Gyorgutsati the road trends southeastward, crosses the Alba- 

nian frontier (as delimited the London Conference and enters 

Greece. the relay station Kalibaki, marked few huts, the road 

forks. branch turns south Yanina, old stronghold the Turk and 

now orderly, violently Greek town. The main road turns north and 

re-enters Albania near the junction the Vyosa with the Sarandaporo, 

crossing the latter high-arched Venetian bridge. Here the road 

branches again; northwestward the route was once well traveled from 

Yanina Berat, but the north has long been neglected and 

present probably not traversible wagon; however, served the Allies 

during the war line communication pack. 

The main road enters the mountains and ascends the steep grade the 

ruins Lyaskoviki, another victim the eternal strife between Greek and 

Albanian. then continues over forbidding heights Ersek, where the 

right flank the Italian army Albania rested during the occupation, and 

thence the city Koritsa (Korcha) the midst vineyards and 

orchards, wealthy and important place with trade wool, skins, grain, 

and cheese. Copper deposits have been officially reported here. Passing 

south the fine lake Prespa the military road enters the confines 

Macedonia, climbing high into the mountains, then dropping nearly 5,000 

feet Florina, whence the turnpike follows the route the Via Egnatia 

over the mountains and into the Vardar valley. Skirting the capital the 
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great Philip Macedon, now marked few crumbling stones, reaches 

the ancient city Saloniki, once Thessalonica, the shore the Aegean 

Sea. wonderful journey some 400 miles this trip across the Balkans, 

every mile the road delight the eyes. 

THE WESTERN BRANCH THE ADRIATIC 

But return Gyorgutsati, from which the western branch the 

highway leads the Adriatic. Crossing the formidable hills Chimara 

descends Delvino with its olive groves, pleasant town some com- 

mercial importance. Beyond, the road runs through low, somewhat 

uninteresting region and, near the village Metohi short distance inland 

from Santi Quaranta, meets the end the truly extraordinary highway 

recently constructed along the cliffs from Valona, miles away. This 

the greatest the highways which may counted among the remarkable 

achievements the war. 

THE CORNICHE FORGOTTEN RIVIERA 

Always varied and picturesque this “Corniche the Adriatic,” 

venture call it, often truly magnificent passes over stream and 

mountain, now among the clouds and snow (heights bordering the coast 

attain elevations over 6,000 feet and are snow-covered during half the 

year), again the level the sea. Here runs through wooded defile, 

there along precipice edge jutting out upon spur thousand feet 

above the sea, which spreads like turquoise veil the gray-green hills 

Corfu and the dim shores Italy beyond. 

The grandeur and beauty nature are not the only attractions this 

Riviera; them must added the interest history and the charm 

romance. Through the Logara Pass the road enters the wild region the 

Chimara, haunt the brigand and the vendetta. the traveler 

finds many traces the past. Vuno the Lion St. grins rudely 

from the rocks; beyond lie uncovered the stones Roman road; and 

near the inlet where triremes anchored land his legions 

their way meet Pompey the field Pharsalia. Not far beyond, the 

little roadstead Porto Palermo with its Roman memories and its Venetian 

fort and castle, even now mounting modern guns against attack, presents 

strange blending the wars all ages. 

Beautiful is, the coast the Chimara lonely one; its mountain 

slopes lie unpeopled except for occasional hamlet, like the quaint group 

houses that form Chimara, the hut some fisherman farmer the 

sandy shore cove running back into the mountains. strange, 

indeed, that few people live this land promise where soil and climate 

produce the fruits Sicily and where hillside and seashore offer great 

return the thrifty peasant they the tired sojourner the towns. 
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Italy has opened the world forgotten Riviera more beautiful and 

interesting than the winter playground the Mediterranean itself. That 

the coast this Riviera lying almost sight Italy should have remained 

long unknown may appear strange until one remembers the inhospitable 

nature the country. The hostility the natives the rough, mountain- 

ous interior and the long neglect the Turkish government have combined 

render Albania the most inaccessible country the Balkan Peninsula. 

Before the war railroad existed the country, and few traversible roads. 

glimpse the coast might had from passing ship, but little the 

beauty charm the land could discovered. Now all changed. 

Once the narrow strait from Corfu crossed, but jaunt 

motor car from Santi Quaranta Valona; and from Valona Brindisi 

mere ferry boat trip some sixty miles, while Rome itself hardly 

more than night’s journey distant. 



THE CAHOKIA INDIAN MOUNDS: PLEA 

FOR THEIR PRESERVATION 

ENGLIsH 

Univ ersity of Wisconsin 

The great works the ancient inhabitants the Mississippi valley are 

destroyed one one. The bluff face near Alton, which bore the 

Piasa pictograph, was quarried away lime burners 1857; the “big 

mound” which stood the present site St. Louis was graded down 

1869. And now seems that the ground occupied the Cahokia mound 

group the American Bottom broken into factory sites. 

his last visit Cahokia the writer stood the highest platform 

the great mound and saw the smoking stacks East St. Louis only half 

mile away. Cahokia group lies between East St. Louis, 

the west and Collinsville the east, between the Mississippi River and 

its bluffs, alluvial plain this point eight miles wide. Both cities 

are enjoying great industrial prosperity and are rapidly growing together. 

Their junction may few years efface one the greatest earthworks 

prehistoric America. 

DIMENSIONS THE CAHOKIA MOUND 

There are the Cahokia group fewer than half hundred mounds, 

many them remarkably fine state preservation. They are 

different shapes and sizes—square, rectangular, round, and oval. their 

present state erosion they vary height from four one hundred feet. 

Brackenridge, who visited them 1811, describes them “resembling 

enormous haystacks scattered through Among the least 

eroded are the Mounds”, one which rises sugar-loaf peak while 

the other has round top with scalloped border like the large end 

conch shell. 

central position dominating the group the great tumulus known 

locally the “Monks’ Mound.” rectangular form. According 

the survey William McAdams (results published 1883), the base 

dimensions are 998 feet from north south 721 feet from east west. 

covers area therefore about acres. Later surveys have assigned 

respectively 1,080 and 1,010 feet the length, and 710 feet the width. 

The difficulty determining the line junction the lower edge the 

mound with the level the plain chiefly responsible for the variation. 

The mound built series four receding platforms, the highest 

1H. M. Brackenridge: Views of Louisiana, together with a Journal of a Voyage up the Missouri River in 

1811, Pittsburgh, 1814, p. 187 
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which 100 feet (97 feet and 104 feet the later surveys) above the ground 

level and whose arrangement and relative dimensions can better under- 

stood from the illustration accompanying this article than from table. 

The mound oriented with the longer side the base right 

north-south line. The lowest terrace extends entirely across the southern 

face, and the east the center there projecting point which may 

originally have been graded approach. The long north-south terrace 

the west badly gullied, and modern road leading the top the 

mound cuts off one corner. spite years erosion however, all out- 

lines are surprisingly clear. 

This type truncated pyramida' structure was named Squier and 

Davis, the pioneers this field, the “temple then 

would nearly allied with the teocallis Mexico, and has been 

conjectured that the highest platform the mound burned the 

eternal fire the sun god Tolula and Teotihuacan. Furthermore, 

Cahokia, because its huge dimensions and the regular beauty its 

construction, deserves comparison with the pyramids Egypt well 

with those Mexico. There was, however, stone used its building; 

merely great heap drift clay and sandy loam. Cahokia, Sol 

Teotihuacan, and Khufu Gizeh are all straight with the points the 

compass. Their base areas are respectively sixteen, thirteen, and thirteen 

acres, with base dimensions 998 721 feet, 761 feet square, and 756 feet 

square. Cahokia 100 feet high, Sol 216 feet, and Khufu 481 feet. 

The great tumulus has never been explored. Mr. Thomas 

who purchased the land fifty years ago and whose heirs still own it, took great 

pride his possession this impressive monument antiquity, fenced 

off from his cultivated fields, and carefully guarded from the sacrilegious 

spades relic hunters. His sons have likewise taken care that should 

suffer from neither plow nor mattock. The “big mound” St. Louis con- 

tained large sepulchral chamber its interior, but whether Cahokia has 

such secret reveal unknown. That there was extensive burying 

ground about was discovered when Mr. Ramey, ditching the field the 

east, dug down through deep stratum human bones. 

THE BUILDERS 

There has been much brave speculation concerning Cahokia and the 

race men that reared its immense pile. The early antiquarians filled the 

site with all the barbaric splendor Aztec capital. these things 

little known. Certainly the mound hoary antiquity. Its builders 

were with almost equal certainty Indians and not distinct race, was 

formerly held. The mound-builders, however, must have 

sedentary agriculturists, living the villages and the cornfields 

2E.G.S rand E. H. Davis: Ar nt Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, Smithsonian Contribution 

Knowledge, Vol. 1, New York, 1848, p. 174 
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where their descendants were found the French explorers. The Indians 

were often questioned early settlers the region about the origin the 

mounds but seemed have information the subject. 

There must have been some extraordinary zeal dictating the erection 

the great tumulus; for, accept its artificial origin, the greater part 

the drift clay which composed must have been carried baskets 

from the bluffs, two miles away. Whether not this was temple erected 

worship the mighty Mississippi River near by, cannot surely know. 

have, however, the accounts Garcilaso the chronicler 

= 4 

Fic. «—Drawing illustrating the present appearance of the Cahokia Mound. Reproduced by perm 

from the article “Prehistoric Illinois” by J. F. Snyder, Journ. Ill. State Hist. Soc., Vol. 2, 1900. 

ssion 

and others, which temple and domiciliary mounds are described having 

been use the Indians the southern states. these stood the 

council houses and the lodges the and these were the altars 

the sun god’s ever-burning fires. 

ORIGIN THE MOUND 

some scientists has been contended that the great mound Cahokia 

large part natural formation—a mass loess, drift clay, left 

the receding glacial currents and shaped the Indians the present 

‘Garcilaso de la Vega: La Florida del Inca, Madrid, 1723. 

‘Lepage du Pratz: Histoire de la Louisiane, contenant la découverte de ce vaste pays, sa description 

géographique, un voyage dans les terres, l'histoire naturelle, 3 vols., Paris, 1758. 

‘William Bartram: Travels Through North and South Carolina, Georgia, East and West Florida, the 

Cherokee Country, the Extensive Territories of the Muscogulges, or Creek Confederacy, and the Country of 

the Chactaws, Philadelphia, 1791. 

— 
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was the huge bulk the mound, with the consideration the 

long toil required for its erection, that first caused this theory advanced, 

for others the same group have been proved artificial the fact 

that they rest stratum river drift. The contention cannot resolved 

until thorough exploration the mound has been made 

trenching, and tunneling. Examinations the soil which composed 

have yet shed light its origin. According general authoritative 

opinion, highly improbable that such outlier the “bluff formation,” 

loess, would left alluvial terrace. 

any rate there doubt that was modeled with oriented 

sides the mound-building Indians and was used them the central 

structure around which great assemblage similar though smaller struc- 

tures were erected. must kept mind, besides, that although Cahokia 

treble the size any other earthwork the United States, its bigness 

good reason for rejecting the theory its artificial origin. The magni- 

tude the works primitive peoples has ever filled succeeding peoples 

with amazement. 

The first account the mounds was published Brackenridge. 

describes with enthusiasm two the groups across the river from St. 

Louis, and Cahokia writes, “When reached the foot the principal 

mound, was struck with degree astonishment not unlike that which 

experienced contemplating the Egyptian 

writes further, “The step, apron has been used kitchen garden 

the monks Trappe, settled near this, and the top sowed with 

This passage refers colony Trappists who lived the 

immediate vicinity the great mound from 1810 1813, and whose 

memory bears locally the name “Monks’ cabins 

which they lived, however, were the mound just east. The name “Caho- 

kia” applied the group, and especially the great tumulus, memory 

the Cahokia tribe Indians, member the Illinois 

who may have been its builders and whose name borne also the creek 

flowing north the group into the Mississippi. 

The English geologist, Featherstonhaugh, described the mounds his 

book “Excursions Through the Slave 1883 William McAdams 

®N. M. Fenneman (Geology and Mineral Resources of the St tle, U.S. G. S. Bull. 438, 

1911) describes the mounds as mainly remnants of a former valley e slope and 

oval form being entirely natural. To the larger ones he assigns a composite origin. “To a height of 35 feet 

above its base the material of Monks’ Mound shows assortment ar hich is evidently natural. 

Above that height it affords no structural evidence bearing on the question whether it is of natural or artificial 

origin; but the form plainly indicates the work of man, and not of geologic processes. It is highly probable 

that the mound in its natural condition was much lower and broader than at present, and was of rounded, 

almost drumloidal form, similar to the str 

be pointed out that a num 

iller ones of the group which now surround it.” It should however 

ber of the smaller mounds have been opened revealing a fire-hardened altar or a 

decayed burial chamber at the center. The evidence of borings made has been variously interpreted, and the an 

orings themselves do not appear to have been sufficiently deep or numerous to warrant a positive conclusion t I | 1 t apy tol t ff tly d t taft t | 

? Brackenridge, op. cit., p. 187. 

8 Jbid., p. 188. 

*G. W. Featherstonhaugh: Excursions Through the Slave States, 2 vols., London, 18 

Vol. 1, pp. 266-272. 

44; reference in 
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Alton, state geologist, published elaborate account the group, 

with surveys, map,and figures. Since then the Cahokia mounds have 

the transactions many learned societies, and the archeologists the 

world have urged their preservation. 

PLEA FOR PRESERVATION 

bill authorizing the purchase the state the most important part 

the tract was introduced the Illinois Legislature March 12, 1913, 

but came nothing. long campaign, waged associations formed 

St. Louis and the towns Madison County, the 

which the mounds are situated, was unable extricate the proposal from 

the welter politics. Discouraged their failure interest the state 

the purchase, after many years unavailing effort the owners are now 

treating with East St. Louis realty firm, who may dispose the land 

which the mounds stand the large manufacturing concerns which are 

already drawing close them. 

disheartening think what may then happen. There were 

originally four groups mounds, both sides the river. The growth 

St. Louis obliterated the very landmarks that had given her the name 

the “Mound town East St. Louis, the bank, 

destroyed second assemblage. The mounds the Long Lake group, 

twelve miles north, have been shoveled down grade the roadbeds 

several railroads passing that point. not yet too late save the 

Cahokia mounds, but few years more certainly will be. The Peabody 

Museum Harvard University saved the Great Serpent, Adams County, 

Ohio, when was threatened with destruction. greatly hoped 

that some institution association will come the rescue the present 

instance, before wanton destruction overtakes one the great monuments 

primitive man North America. 

William McAdams: Anti 

1883. 

juities of Cahokia, or Monks’ Mound, in Madison County, Edwardsville, IIl., 



THE NATURAL REGIONS MEXICO 

Mexico claims the attention the people the United States more than 

any other foreign country, for their the southwestern states 

one can look over the border into Mexico without realizing that foreign 

country. The international frontier follows great physical barrier, and 

the same general sort landscape continues across without interruption. 

The wide grassy plains Texas and New Mexico sweep southward into 

Mexico under new names but with many the climatic and vegetal features 

familiar north the Rio Grande. The plateau country farther west 

has its replica across the border. 

Although little difference exists along the border, yet one journeys 

southward the contrast with the United States increases. The relief 

modeled much grander scale than the border region. The country 

begins assume tropical fact Mexico becomes very foreign 

land indeed. The progressive changes this southward direction, also 

the changes encountered from east west, define several distinct regions 

which the purpose this article describe. 

(GENERAL FEATURES 

may start with the conception great land mass, the core which 

was formed ancient rocks great resistance, while its surface there 

was deposited thick series strata younger, softer rock. The latter 

became much crushed and folded, forming, besides many groups isolated 

mountains, two great bordering ranges—a very imposing range along the 

western shore and one lesser proportions that skirted the eastern edge 

the land. The latter coast was bordered wide continental shelf, the 

former, ocean depths. After erosion had worn down the entire surface 

state moderate relief the mass was uplifted many thousands feet, 

part the continental shelf being thus transformed into coastal plain, now 

wide, now narrow, and immense plateau being created, bounded three 

sides enormous escarpments. The rejuvenated streams have already 

incised deep valleys the edges the plateau, and are pushing back the 

heads their valleys vigorously into the interior, although yet dissection 

early stage. Associated with the earth movements, volcanic forces 

have built multitude symmetrical cones upon the plateau surface, 

their eruptive materials burying whole sections the former relief, par- 

ticularly along the western and southern rims the 

1 Bosquedo Geolégico de México, Inst. Geol. de México Bol. No. 4, 5, 6, 1806. The physiographic provinces 

worked out from this geological survey correspond very closely with those given in “The Physiography of 

Mexico,” by W. N. Thayer, Journ. of Geol., Vol. 24, 1916, pp. 61-904. 
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Northern Mexico bordered the east coastal plain stretching far 

inland, behind which rises step-like escarpment leading the plateaus 

and high plains the interior. The plateau land continues throughout the 

center Mexico, merging westward into the rough mountainous land the 

Western Cordillera. exceedingly steep escarpment borders this cordillera 

the west, dropping down wide stretch desert the extreme north 

and narrow coastal plain farther south. 

one journeys southward there gradual change since the movement 

uplift was greater the southern part and the same time the con- 

tinental shelf was narrower there. The change first noticeable the 

eastern side. Here the breadth 

the coastal plain diminishes, and AVERAGE ANNUAL RAINFALL 

the interior increases, with the 

result that the eastern escarpment 

becomes formidable. The farther 

south one goes the more accentu- 

nineteenth parallel passed. Inad- 

plateau tapers towards the south, 

becoming narrower and narrower map mean annual 
fall Mexico. For more detailed map see Fig. 

comes abrupt end. 

Both the great plateau the interior and the coastal plains are distinct 

continuation North America, but the south the isthmus the structure 
the country allied that Central America. This southern portion 

consists another plateau (insignificant size and importance compari- 

son with the great plateau north the isthmus), bordered extensive 

coastal plain the side facing the Gulf Mexico. This coastal plain 

continues northeastward forming part the peninsula Yucatan. 

CLIMATIC REGIONS 

study the development human activities and land forms 

Mexico emphasizes rainfall the all-important factor. Basing the classi- 

fication the annual rainfall, the climatic regions Mexico can divided 

into three groups: (1) Arid, (2) Semi-arid, (3) Humid. The extent these 

regions shown the map (Fig. The area classed arid has drought 

during the greater part the year, the average annual rainfall being less 

than inches. The semi-arid areas have rainy season about the same 

length the dry season, with annual rainfall less than inches but 

greater than inches. The humid areas have rain during more than half 

the and annual rainfall over inches. 

Each these main divisions comprises many varieties due difference 

213 
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situation with regard the rain-bearing winds and differences 

altitude. The rain-bearing winds for the most part come from the east, and 

thus the eastern part each division rainier than the western part. For 

example Sonora very largely desert, while Chihuahua has enough rain 

allow considerable agricultural development. 

even greater degree does altitude contribute variation climate. 

Corresponding the coastal plain, escarpment, plateau, and mountain 

ranges are four clearly defined climatic zones. This altitudinal zoning has 

played such important the development the country that, well 

known is, deserves emphasis. one passes inland the first zone 

AVERAGE MONTHLY TEMPERATURES (not reduced sea level) J 
r WW. 

37-50 F BR’ F B above 68 F 
Jl JS Sy VU- vo 

A tay CfZ, 7 th, 

\ 

wh: 

>» y 
Uy } 

hi Diagra s of mean monthly temperatures in Mexico in January and July. For a map 

I lt eratur Fig. 9 on p. 254 

tierra caliente, the hot country; next the zone the escarpment, 

templada, the warm lands; then that the plateau, fria, the cool 

zone; and lastly the zone the high mountains, sometimes called 

heladas, the frozen heights. the accompanying maps are shown the 

actual average temperatures January and July, not reduced sea level. 

The graphs Figure epitomize the 

Coastal Regions 

The coastal plain bordering the Gulf Mexico presents four distinct 

types First the Tamaulipas strip stretching from the Rio Grande 

southeastern almost featureless plain, margined wave-built 

reefs, and running inland for many miles. approaches the mountains 

becomes more uneven, gradually merging into the foothills the escarp- 

ment. 

2 The classification, etc., is based upon (1) data supplied in manuscript by the U. S. Weather Bureau, 

Washington, D. C., 1919, (2) Julius Hann: Handbuch der Klimatologie, Stuttgart, 1910, Vol. 2, pp. 318-330. 

8’W J McGee: The Lafayette Formation, 12th Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol 

reference on p. 376. 

. Survey, 1890-91, Part I, pp. 353-521; 
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The vegetation sparse account the aridity the climate. Behind 

the dunes and swamps the littoral the ground covered with chaparral, 

which dense growth brush mesquite typical. the south the 

climate becomes more favorable vegetation, and islands tropical trees 

appear among the mesquite brush. Clumps fig trees and palmettos break 

the monotony the landscape, and the mesquite itself modified, becoming 

tree some feet height. Near the coast the chaparral alternates with 

wide 

The Veracruz strip differs several respects from the section just de- 

scribed. The width the plain diminishes, almost disappearing the 

southern part. The lagoons are smaller and places disappear altogether. 

The altitude the bordering escarpment greatly 

heavier and gives rise many permanent streams, and thus the coast line 

broken many river mouths. The southern part the plain much 

broken the spurs the dissected edge the plateau and the relief 

still further complicated action. Great cones are perched near 

the edge the escarpment, while the volcano Tuxtla rises the midst 

the plain itself. 

The natural vegetation this division dense jungle, formed partly 

thickly packed mesquite brush and partly plants the tropical forest. 

Here and there are natural clearings, however, open savanas which form rich 

pasture land. the southern part the plain are two well-marked zones 

vegetation: the valleys are filled with thick jungle, while the crests the 

encroaching spurs are clothed with coarse grass broken clumps trees. 

Large stretches land have been cleared, and plantations established. 

Coffee grown successfully the upper slopes the ridges, tropical fruits 

the lower slopes, and the plain itself crops such sugar cane 

thrive. 
The third, Tabasco division, many ways like the Tamaulipas 

strip. also borders shallow sea and has slight slope that the streams 

have next current. They swamps, and wind and waves build 

sandy spits and islands, eventually forming lagoons. The conditions for 

ports are even worse than Tamaulipas, for the shelterless coast exposed 

the full fury the storms that sweep from the north. Behind the shore 

line coastal plain covered with dense vegetation stretches far inland. 

Rolling country succeeds it, beginning about miles inland and continuing 

broad strip parallel the coast. 

The vegetation ranges from the same sort jungle that covers the Vera- 

cruz strip the dense tropical forests southern Mexico. impenetrable 

wall shrubs and creepers guards the dark, damp interior, which roofed 

the tops lofty trees whose branches are matted together creeping 

plants. places along the rivers stretch wide savanas. 

* Vegetation largely based on J. W. Harshberger: Phytogeographic Survey of North America (Series 

Die Vegetation der Erde, Vol. 13), New York, 1911, pp. 633-672. See also Isaac Ochoterena: Las region 

| geografico- botanicas de México, Bol. Soc. Mexicana de Geogr. y Estadistica, Vol. 8, 1919, pp. 221-231 
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THE PENINSULA YUCATAN 

The fourth where the Gulf Plain attains its maximum width, 

the peninsula Yucatan. Structurally this section quite distinct, the 

peninsula being built almost horizontal extremely soluble 

limestone. karst topography the result, there being surface streams 

but extensive subterranean system and characteristic development 

sink holes, known locally With the exception single range 

hills the western part, the whole peninsula flat very gently rolling, 

much cut shallow hollows separated low ridges averaging six ten 

feet height. The northern and western coasts are low and flat, except for 

about miles south Campeche, where low hills, which run across the 

peninsula, reach the shore line and define rocky coast fringed coral 

reefs. Coral reefs also form barrier along the entire length the eastern 

coast. The northern coast bordered almost continuous sand bank 

enclosing extensive brackish lagoon. 

The northern coastal strip dry and covered dense chaparral. The 

low compact shrubby growth broken here and there stretches 

grassland. Strange say, this unprepossessing district has become one 

the richest agricultural regions Mexico, the soil and climate providing 

ideal conditions for the production sisal fiber (henequén). Furthermore 

the aridity makes possible clear the land burning the 

merly the work extracting the fiber was arduous make production 

large scale impossible, but lately the invention machine this 

work, and increased demand for the product, have caused the industry 

progress leaps and bounds and have made this arid district one the 

most prosperous the 

COASTAL REGIONS 

The Pacific seaboard Mexico not important either regards size 

production. general the strip lowland between the high mountains 

and the sea narrow, while nearly the whole suffers from aridity, desert 

alternating with semidesert one journeys from north south. 

The northern desert comprises both the peninsula Lower California 

and the state Sonora. The peninsula partially submerged mountain 

range, the Gulf California, which separates from the mainland, being 

great flooded The latest earth movement has re-elevated narrow 

coastal plain both sides the peninsula. The eastern shore the Gulf 

California formed the coastal plain the states Sonora and 

dunes, and both coast and hinterland are desert. 

Karl Sapper: Sobre la geografia fisica y la geologia de la peninsula de Yucatan, Inst. Geol. de Mé 

Bol. No. 3, 1896. 

*L. J. Cole: The Caverns and People of Northern Yucatan, Bul imer. Geogr. Soc., Vol. 42, 1910 

Elisworth Huntington: The Peninsula of Yucatan, Bull. Amer. Geogr. Soc., Vol. 44, 1912, pp. 801-822 
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South Sonora the coastal plain very narrow, places disappearing 

altogether, and cut off from the interior the almost impassable 

mountains the Western Cordillera Beyond Cape Corrientes the 

coastal plain broadens somewhat and bordered places its seaward 

edge, lagoons and sand hills which form marked contrast the lofty 

cliffs succeeding and continuing southward until the coastal strip 

Chiapas reached. This latter the only part the Pacific coast which 

does not suffer from aridity. 

The Escarpments 

The escarpments are the edges the uplifted plateau which forms the 

interior. examination contour map Mexico shows that three 

main types are embraced herein: the step-like escarpment the northeast, 

the ragged escarpment the southern and southeastern edge the plateau, 

cliff-like escarpment the Western Cordillera. The first type 

extends from the border about the latitude Tampico. Its low and 

step-like character most apparent the northernmost part. Here the 

plateau less than 2,000 feet high distance 200 miles inland. 

the horizontally disposed newer rock that covers the hard core causes the 

ground rise easy steps one journeys inland from the sea. The 

gradient rendered still less steep numerous alluvial fans washed down 

the short-lived streams the rainy season. Farther south, however, 

the climate becomes less arid, permanent streams are frequent, 

plateau edge cut into ragged fringe spurs. The plateau also rises 

height, attaining over 5,000 feet inland from Tampico, and the same 

time approaches nearer the coast, the escarpment being only about 100 

miles inland. Thus the difficulty crossing the northeastern escarpment 

gradually increases one goes toward the south, and the step-like escarp- 

ment the north grades into the ragged escarpment Veracruz. The 

altitude this escarpment much greater than that the step-like 

escarpment; the plateau surface averages 7,500 feet height while from its 

edge rise lofty peaks, for example, Orizaba, over 18,500 feet 

change climate still further accentuates the difference between the 

ragged and the step-like escarpments. The climate the Veracruz region 

far the more humid, and consequence the course erosion very 

different. Instead the edge the escarpment being blunted alluvial 

fans rendered still more difficult for transportation dissection. The 

ravines, called are often more than 2,000 feet depth. Vulcanism 

the form cones and lava flows still further complicates the relief. 

§ Carl Lumholtz: The Sonora Desert, Geogr. Journ., Vol. 40, 1912, pp. 503-510 

W J McGee, in his work on the Seri Indians (17th Ann. Rept. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1895-06, Part 1, pp. 9-50 

gives a description of the physical character of this region. See also, by the same author, the article “Papagueria.” 

Natl. Geogr. Mag., Vol. 9, 1808, pp. 345-371, and W J McGee and W. D. Johnson: Seriland, Natl. Geogr. Mag i, 

Vol. 7, 1896, pp. 125-133 

* Geogr. Journ., Vol. 51, 1918, pp. 190-191 
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The vegetation these two escarpments distinctive the relief. The 

northern part the step-like escarpment unproductive, being covered 

with mesquite and poor grass. one goes south the increasing humidity 

causes the grass improve quality, and provides rich grazing land. 

Farther south still the ragged escarpment Veracruz forms one the 

richest agricultural regions the country. The natural vegetation 

deciduous woodland, principally oak and pine, with grass the upper 

slopes, while semitropical forests occupy the lower The pine forests, 

which supply timber the treeless plateaus the interior, are dense 

altitude 6,000 and height 8,000 feet dominate other vegetation. 

From 4,000 6,000 feet altitude there runs belt mixed pine and oak. 

Where the land cleared plantations coffee, tobacco, sugar cane, and 

tropical fruits thrive the lower altitudes, and the higher ground the 

grains temperate lands can grown. 

THE WESTERN ESCARPMENT 

The western escarpment forms striking contrast the fertile escarp- 

ment Veracruz. consists the barren, ravine-scored flank the 

Western Cordillera, which cuts off the coastal regions from the interior. 

the northern part the Sonoran slope less steep, but the land desert and 

forms great barrier the mountains the more southern section. 

Owing the aridity the climate large stretches the western escarp- 

ment are almost without vegetation, and considerable areas are covered with 

desert plants and shrubs which are economic value. Where the rainfall 

sufficient, however, extensive forests cover the lower slopes, producing 

valuable woods such mahogany and logwood. Above 4,500 feet this 

vegetation gives place oak forests, which flourish 8,000 feet, beyond 

which conifers dominate. The lower slopes are used for growing corn, sugar 

cane, tobacco, cotton, and fruit regions where enough rain falls where 

irrigation 

The Highland 

classified according general structure, the highland region falls into 

two parts: the northern portion, comprising the greater part the country 

and terminating the isthmus Tehuantepec: and the minor southern 

part, comprising the mountains Chiapas. 

The northern part the Highland divided into four natural regions, 

the upland desert Lower California and Sonora, the Western Cordillera, 

called the Sierra Madre Occidental, the dry northeastern plateau, and the 

great Central Plateau (Mesa Central). 

THE DESERT SONORA AND LOWER CALIFORNIA 

Lower California narrow strip mountainous land with general 

northwest-southeast trend, parallel the chief mountain ranges the 

H. M. Wilson: Topography of Mexico, Bull. Amer. Geogr. S Vol. 29, 18907. pp. 249-260 
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Pacific consists core ancient rock which had been carved 

into state high relief erosion before was depressed and buried under 

newer strata great thickness. was again uplifted and large part 

the newer deposits eroded. its relief two types, ancient sharp- 

peaked mountains, disclosed where the newer strata have been removed, 

and mesas often capped with lava formed the dissection the newer 

strata. 

the extreme south there sufficient rain allow permanent streams, 

and the granite mountains are carved into deep the northern 

part, where the relief culminates the San Pedro Sierra, there are 

also permanent streams. rule, however, the aridity broken only 

rains short duration character,*and dry deep water- 

courses with great alluvial fans are the result. The natural vegetation 

whole distinguished its extraordinary desert flora, chiefly thorny 

growths, cactus, agaves, and yuccas including many peculiar 

The upland desert Sonora takes the northern part the land the 

eastern side the Gulf California. interesting example 

arid climate. The surface consists series plains, broken 

buttes, mesas, and sierras, which probably the worn-down stumps 

parallel northwest-trending chains mountains. The plains close 

inspection prove basins, not always landlocked but without drainage 

the the coast many the basins are open the sea, and one 

passes inland each succeeding basin lies higher than its neighbor, the altitude 

gradually increasing from sea level 3,500 feet. Some the basins the 

western part communicate with each other, but the more eastern basins are 

completely shut in. the western part the basin floor appears com- 

posed solid rock covered with thin veneer sand and gravel. The 

phenomena suggest that the region mature stage the cycle erosion 

arid 

the desert Sonora the vegetation characterized its discontinuity. 

There are wide stretches where there vegetation, alternating with areas 

where there sufficient water and soil support growth cactus and 

spiny scrub. Mesquite, verde, and the Sonoran greasewood are the 

chief arborescent forms, but the cactus that forms the most striking 

feature. 

THE WESTERN CORDILLERA 

The Western Cordillera stretches like one-sided spine along the western 

coast through the length the land. Definite information this natural 

11S. F. Emmons and G. P. Merrill: Geological Sketch of Lower California, Bull. Geol. Soc. of Amer., Vol. 5, 

18904, Pp. 4590-514. 

A. W. North: The Uncharted Sierra of San Pedro M4rtir, Bull. Amer. Geogr. Soc., Vol. 39, 1907, pp. 544 4 

Gustave Eisen: Explorations in the Central Part of Baja California, Bull. Amer. Geogr. Soc., Vol. 32, 1900, 

Ppp. 397-429. 

E. W. Nelson: A Land of Drought and Desert—Lower California, Natl. Geogr. Mag., Vol. 22, 1911, pp. 

443-474. 

2 W J McGee: Sheetflood Erosion, Bull. Geol. Soc. of Amer., Vol. 8, 1807, pp. 87-112. Compare also 

W. M. Davis: Geographical Essays, Ch. 15, “The Geographical Cycle in an Arid Climate.” 
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region scant: has been little explored, and its structure appears 

highly complex. There is, however, without doubt system fold moun- 

tains running great ranges roughly parallel the Pacific coast. These 

mountains are about 7,000 feet high, while many peaks rise over 12,000 

feet. The ranges are complicated great amount activity, 

cones and lava flows all stages dissection occurring among 

the west the mountain flanks are more less cut ravines. the east, 

the contrary, the mountains grade into the their 

flanks are not cut anything like the same degree, since this side 

the rivers are intermittent, ending closed basins, and the gradients the 

stream beds are not steep the western side. The course erosion 

here tends rather lessen than accentuate the relief. 

The Cordillera embraces many zones vegetation. The dry lower slopes 

the northern part are covered with grass and mesquite, which give place 

forests oaks, mountain cedars, and pines the ground rises and the 

rainfall increases. The higher parts the mountains are forested with pine 

where the raintall deficient, but where abundant live oaks mingle with 

the pine. The timber resources this region constitute vast source 

potential wealth. yet difficulty access restricts exploitation, although, 

even so, the forest products from some the states, Durango and Chihuahua 

for example, are not inconsiderable. 

PLATEAU THE NORTHEAST 

The arid northeastern plateau formed strata which still remain 

horizontal for the most part. Differences climate have caused quite 

different erosional effects the western and eastern parts. There are 

local names for the distinctive land forms each part, which suggest 

distinguishing names for each region. western part region flat- 

topped mountains, mesas and intervening broad, level 

eastern part has its typical form relief the closed-in, basin-like hollows 

known and this may termed the bolson country. The mesas 

are rule about the same height, though there are differences level and 

slight tilting due the differential uplift. The upper portions the escarp- 

ments which terminate the mesas are precipitous, whether through erosion 

faulting; the base often covered extensive gravel deposits." 

The bolson country situated the east the mesa regions. There 

distinct boundary between the two. The same general structure probably 

underlies each, but the surface forms have been differentiated erosion. 

The relief becomes Jess pronounced, the level the land lower, and the 

climate more arid, one journeys eastward. The sides the mesas become 

+O. H. Howarth: The Western Sierra Madre of Mexico, Geogr. Journ., Vol. 6, 1805, pp 

E. O. Hovey: The Western Sierra Madre of the State of Chihuahua, Mexico, Bull. 

1905, Pp. 531-543. 

4 R. T. Hill: Preliminary Notes on the Topography and Geology of Northern Mexico and Southwe 

Texas, and New Mexico, A mer. Geologist, Vol. 8, 1891, pp. 133-141. 
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less precipitous, the streams are fewer, and none are permanent, while the 

plazas give place The bolsons are little below the general 

surface the surrounding plateau, which here averages 5,000 feet height. 

The basins are aggraded areas filled with waste washed down streams 

carried there the wind. Besides bolsons other features this country 

are the ever-shifting sand dunes and the monoclinal mountains which mark 

the edges tilted blocks strata. 

The vegetation sparse. The land its natural state produces desert 

flora—bunch grass, cactuses, and yuccas, and such woody plants the 

mesquite and the guayule. Human occupation the region practically 

confined stock raising and mining, save where the possibility irrigation 

changes the whole aspect affairs and renders the land exceedingly produc- 

tive. example the transformation semidesert into rich plantations 

found parts the Bolson Mapimi (Coahuila and Durango), where 

cotton and tobacco are grown for export, well food crops for home 

GREAT CENTRAL PLATEAU 

The natural regions the highlands already described sink into insignifi- 

cance beside the great Central Plateau, the fourth and, from the viewpoint 
human occupation, the most important these divisions. contains 

the great cereal region, upon which, from time immemorial, the life the 

country has depended, and from its depths come the precious metals which 

have made Mexico such importance the world large. The plateau 

triangular-shaped area stretching southeastward from east-west line 

22° 30’ bounded the south and east steep escarpments, cut 

innumerable streams into deep ravines. the west and north grades 

imperceptibly into the Western Cordillera and the northeastern plateau, 
differing from the latter climate rather than topography. The core 

the plateau formed ancient crystalline and sedimentary rock with 

igneous intrusions various dates, the whole mass having been folded, 

faulted, crushed, and subjected long-continued erosion before the uplift 

that ushered the present cycle This uplift was accompanied 

tilt the north. Thus the southern edge has been raised higher than 

the northern part. Some the lines fracture are shown Figure the 

great scarp faults are due them, and along them are piled the cones 

produced violent bursts volcanic The present result the 

long process that there are two mountain types, residuals and volcanic 

cones. The older residual mountains are distinguished rounded summits 

and long, low ridges. The volcanic peaks are much greater height, 

completely dominating the older relief. They show the forms usually found 

‘s La Repdblica Mexicana: Coahuila, Resefia Geografica y Estadistica, Paris and Mexico, 1909, pp. 41-43. 

% Virlet d’Aoust: Observations sur le systéme des montagnes d’Anahuec ou de l'Amérique Centrale, Bull. 

Soc. de Géogr. de Paris, Vol. 13, 1877, pp. 241-274. 

’ Felix and Lenk: Uber die tectonischen Verhaltnisse der Republik Mexico, Zeitschr. Deutsch. Geol. Gesell., 

Vol. 44, 1802, p. 303 
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regions, cones various stages dissection, extensive flows, lava 

plateaus, etc. The group mountains the northeast Mexico City 

example the older, residual, type mountains, while and 
Ixtaccihuatl are 

The Central Plateau means all mountains. Among its most 

characteristic features are wide stretches level land. These are aggraded 

areas sometimes still occupied shallow lakes, sometimes later stage, 

being drained streams which have cut through the basin rims and 

captured the areas interior drainage. The climate rainy enough 

cause vigorous stream action, which rendered more powerful the great 

height the plateau. the eastern edge the climate the most humid 

and there erosion most vigorous. The outlying district Oaxaca, which 

has not had its drainage system interrupted volcanic disturbances, 

almost entirely cut off from the main mass the plateau and 

highly dissected surface, showing what would have happened the entire 

plateau, after the uplift, had not the process erosion been blocked 

vulcanism. 

The Central Plateau has many zones vegetation. The high plains 

the interior suffer from lack rain, being grass-covered where there 

sufficient moisture and suitable soil, and barren where the soil alkaline 

sandy where local topography most completely cuts off precipitation. 

The foothills bordering the plains are also generally devoid timber. The 

lower slopes the mountains are covered with scrub forests. Spruce and 

fir forests clothe the upper slopes some the higher ridges while the 

escarpments and the outliers the plateau have belt deciduous trees 

below the pine forests. The timber line lies altitude 

feet, which elevation there are often extensive alpine meadows. The 

snow line about 15,000 feet. 

THE HIGHLAND CHIAPAS 

South the isthmus rises the highland Chiapas, plateau small 

dimensions, whose maximum width only 150 miles and whose length 

hardly more. Its maximum height about 6,000 feet. the Central 

Plateau two types relief are distinguishable. the north there are flat- 

topped mesas; the south there are sierras showing sharp ridges. the 

northern part the ground rises series terraces, and there belt 

well-marked cuestas that run from southeast northwest. There evi- 

dence considerable volcanic activity this section: the southern part 

the contrary has but one peak. 

The vegetation the plateau Chiapas resembles that the southern 

escarpment and the outliers the plateau. That part which high enough 

out the tropical zone has belt deciduous trees with clearings 

* Ezequiel Ordéfiez: Observaciones relativas 4 los voleanes de México Memorias Soc. Cientifica “Antonio 

Alzate,” Vol. 8, 1894-95, pp. 183-196. 
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grassland which form rich pasture. Still higher the mountain slopes are 

covered with pine forests. The agricultural possibilities the region are 

great; the lower slopes and foothills can used for tropical crops such 

sugar, coffee, rubber, cacao; and the upper slopes fiber plants 

grown. The timber the mountains forms valuable 

‘Emilio Bose Resefia acerca de la geologia de los estados de Chiapas y Tabasco, Inst. Ge de Mé 

Bol. N 20, 1905, Ppp. 7-20 r 

Karl Sapper, work cited in footnote 5, and map at the end of the volume 
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THE DISTRIBUTION POPULATION MEXICO 

the late SUMNER CUSHING 

[With separate maps, Pl. IV, facing p. 232, and PI. V, facing p. 242.] 

The manner which the people Mexico are distributed especially 

instructive because exhibits such striking contrasts. densely populated 

plain often bordered almost uninhabited region mountains. 

the dry north section supplied with water for irrigation may have 100 

people per square kilometer, while adjacent section, equally flat and 

fertile, but without water for irrigation, may have practically perma- 

nent population. Again, malarial coastal strip usually unoccupied 

save for few squalid families folk, while well-drained section 

directly back densely peopled. causes this peculiar distri- 

bution form the subject this article. 

The characteristics distribution appear most clearly when the popula- 

tion divided into rural and urban town contains 

2,000 more persons considered urban, for Mexico such place 

almost sure have many the characteristics Latin city such 

plaza surrounded least few government buildings, and large church 

and important market place, and perhaps some paved streets. 

over, towns such size large proportion the people are engaged 

trade and transport, even though the business may simple scale and 

founded purely agriculture. the other hand, great majority the 

places less than 2,000 persons are rural the sense that they consist 

largely the houses farmers who out the fields each must 

borne mind, however, that the differences between cities and villages 

Mexico are not nearly striking the United the dry 

parts the country even the smallest village like city having the 

adobe houses all close together without intervening yards and gardens. 

the other hand, the wet portions Mexico even the cities often 

resemble overgrown villages. part, however, are there many persons 

living isolated farms, common with us. The Mexican rural popu- 

lation consists almost exclusively villagers. Where the population 

sparse means that the villages are small and far apart. 

Each the two kinds population, rural and urban, illustrated 

map (Pls. and based the latest census, that The maps have 

been carefully compiled and aside from the imperfections the census itself 

are believed accurate. compiling the rural map the partidos 

counties have been taken the unit. The population the towns has 

\ map showing total population distribution is given by José Covarrubias in a publication of the Ministr 

Agriculture, “Varios estudios complementarios las leyes agrarias, Mexico,” This described 

based on the municipio (township); the scale is approximately 1: 13,000,009.—Epir. Nore, 

907 
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each case been subtracted, and the number remaining inhabitants has been 

taken the basis for determining the population per square 

the city map the size about 850 towns over 2,000 indicated the size 

and character the symbols. compiling this map was surprising 

find that more than about 600 these towns were shown any single 

map, although some were one map and others another. 

Rural Population Mexico 

Not only the rural population Mexico almost entirely agricultural, 

but the permanent wealth and prosperity the country must depend 

it Teotihuacdn looking east over the maguey fields to the pass 

of Apam. This broad pass is the great highway leading from Puebla and the coast region into the Valley of 

Mexico. Copyright by C. B. Waite 

quite within bounds say that Mexico’s rural problems were settled 

satisfactorily, many the other difficulties would quickly adjust them- 

selves. preliminary the problem necessary know something 

the distribution the rural population. This distribution depends 

largely rainfall, altitude, and these conditions determine the 

success and intensity farming. 

RAINFALL AND POPULATION DENSITY 

The most striking thing shown the map rural population the 

contrast between the very sparsely inhabited country districts 

northern half Mexico and the densely populated south-central part. 

The chief cause for this contrast the north there are fewer 

than five rural inhabitants per square kilometer because the rainfall 

? Compare with the rainfall map, Fig. 10, p. 255, and also the temperature map, Fig. 9, p. 254. 
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generally less than inches (50 cm.), which insufficient water crops. 

Except where irrigation practiced mining carried on, the people are 

supported grazing. the extreme north and northwest, where the rain- 
fall even less than inches (25 cm.), the rural population less than one 

person per square kilometer. Here grazing relatively poor; some parts 

indeed are typical deserts. This most sparsely settled portion Mexico 

has about the same density rural population our Rocky Mountain 

states, while the rest the northern half Mexico has about the same rural 

density our Pacific states. Because the scarcity isolated farms and 

ranches, however, the distance from settlement settlement greater than 

the corresponding parts the United States. 

Fic. 2—On the outskirts of Cuernavaca, capital of Morelos: in the background Popocatepetl (right) and 

Ixtaccihuatl (left). The sheltered valley has a delightful climate and rich soil and is famous for its production 

of sugar cane and fruits Copyright by C. B. Waite.) 

The effect rainfall strikingly exhibited the environs Monterrey 

where local increase more than inches accompanied cor- 

responding increase rural population more than per square kilo- 

meter. South this relatively favored section the rainfall diminishes 

little and then increases once more. The rural population, however, does 

not respond might expected. The fact that, although the total 

annual rainfall greater than the north, its not favorable; 

nearly all the rain falls late summer and early autumn, too late give 

the crops goed start. Hence grazing the main support the very sparse 

population, and southern Nuevo and nearly all Tamaulipas are 

included the section having less than five persons per square kilometer. 

the more densely populated south-central part the rainfall ranges 

from inches more, and practically all comes summer when 

most needed. Here crop farming successful, and the rural population 

rises persons per square kilometer, about the same that the 

Middle Atlantic states New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania—the 

} 
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part our country where densest. certain sections where agri- 

culture especially favored important cities have grown up. These 

turn have made easy market crops and get relatively high prices, 

and here rural inhabitants, and even more, are supported each 

square kilometer, condition similar that existing the environs 

our own large cities. Cities which have grown particularly good 

agricultural regions and which are surrounded particularly large rural 

populations include Mexico City, Toluca, Puebla, Morelia, Leén, and 

The beneficial effect increased rainfall, however, does not continue 

indefinitely, for there may too much rain. This especially the case 

regions where the rain distributed throughout most the year, 

southern Mexico, instead being limited single season, the 

center and north. such regions agriculture becomes extremely difficult. 

This partly because the constant moisture leaches away the plant foods 

from the soil rapidly that one two crops (where single type plant 

cultivated) exhaust the soil unless fertilizers are used abundantly and 

the subsoil turned deep plowing—both very processes 

for inert tropical people with energy and little capital. The diffi- 

culty agriculture tropical regions that are constantly wet also due 

part the rank growth native vegetation which chokes the cultivated 

crops. these seemingly contradictory statements lies one the most 

noteworthy characteristics the vegetation the moister tropical regions 

its great diversity. single species does not cover given area and thus 

draw heavily one two special constituents the soil, but many species 

grow side and all are able thrive. Thus the luxuriance 

tropical vegetation can overcome only extraordinary energy the 

part the individual, which course rare Mexico, else culti- 

vating “plantation” crops such sugar, bananas, rubber, and cacao. Such 

crops, however, support dense population only when they are under the 

constant supervision northern races who import food exchange for 

the semi-luxuries raw materials raised the plantations. Hence the 

abundant rains and the absence sufficiently long dry season southern 

Mexico from southern Oaxaca and southern Veracruz southward and 

eastward cause the rural population scanty general the 

dry north. 

ALTITUDE AND RELATED FACTORS 

Although rainfall the chief factor controlling the distribution the 

rural population, its influence greatly modified altitude. Not only does 

altitude affect the amount and some degree the seasonal distribution 

rainfall, but modifies the temperature and thus not only changes the kind 

crops but alters the energy with which man attacks the difficulties nature. 

Within broad regions favorable although variable rainfall the density 

rural population varies with varying altitude. This particularly strik- 



ing zone across the country from Veracruz Manzanillo. The well- 

watered Gulf plains are little above sea level that their temperature 

high and debilitating. Moreover, the dense weeds respond the heavy 

rains, while the warm jungle breeds disease-carrying mosquitoes and other 

insects that make life miserable. Under these conditions the rural popu- 

lation remains sparse, from one five persons per square kilometer. 

the altitude increases with distance from the coast, the temperature 

becomes more stimulating. The rainfall also increases; but, because 

the relief, the third the three great conditions that control the density 

rural population, the rain runs off rapidly from the slopes, and there 

7 

Fic. 3—A typical scene in the neighborhood of Mitla in the sierras of the Oaxaca plateau: here or i 

are commoniy used as hedge fences. In pre-Columbian times Mitla was a center of civiliz Zay 

culture Today it is a backwater far off routes of travel. (Copyright by C. B. Wait 

unhealthful accumulation the water swamps and marshes. With 

the increase altitude one approaches central Mexico the rural popula- 

tion rises from and then from persons per square kilometer 

when the high plateau reached. The relatively dense population the 

central plateau results almost much from the high altitude its 

stimulating temperature from the favorable rainfall. 

the western coast whole the regions low altitude 

bordering the sea (the coastal plain very narrow lacking altogether) 

have fewer than five rural inhabitants per square the altitude 

increases inland the density population increases per square kilo- 

meter. Almost everywhere the higher densities population advance 

toward the coast retreat from with the advance and retreat the 

higher elevations. Thus high plateau approaches the coast Colima 

province and with the population line per square kilometer; the 

same thing happens the case the Guerrero plateau. 
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Other plateaus are equally potent supporting comparatively dense 

population. The Oaxaca plateau, almost isolated from the main body 

the central plateau, has population from more per square 

kilometer. The still more isolated plateau Chiapas supports rural 

density and over per square kilometer, while all the bordering lower 

lands are less densely inhabited. 

exception the influence altitude found the low plains 

Yucatan. Although the temperature debilitating the other low- 

lands, much the northern half Yucatan contains rural population 

over five the square kilometer, and about one-sixth the state the 

density over explanation lies the relative dryness the 

coastal region and especially the sharply defined dry season and the free 

circulation the air under the full exposure the trade winds. These 

conditions give northern Yucatan another advantage, for they favor the 

growth sisal. The region well suited this fiber which much 

needed for binder twine the United States, that modern enterprise has 

gone and helped increase the unusually large rural population which 

existed here even before the fiber was raised for export. Beyond the rela- 

tively dry and favored area given over sisal the Yucatan peninsula, 

the constant rains and dense jungle cause the low plain undeveloped 

wilderness which roams very sparse and wild Indian population. 

INFLUENCE RELIEI 

Mexico, elsewhere, the level lands tend support the largest rural 

populations because the usual association fine fertile soil and the ease 

tillage and transportation. Yet, have seen both northern and 

southern Mexico, rainfall not favorable the plains must almost 

unused, except perhaps for grazing. the altitude unfavorable, 

the Gulf coastal plain, the density rural population south- 

central Mexico, however, all three elements, rainfall, altitude, and relief, 

are favorable over broad areas; and the combination produces 

densest population. 

Let consider unfavorable relief. Rugged lands generally have coarse 

soil, plowing troublesome, and gullying rapid. correspond- 

ingly arduous, and the transportation difficulties the way marketing 

surplus products are apt even more discouraging. The best illustration 

comes from the Sierra Madre Occidental. Sonora 

across Sinaloa and Durango central Tepic both rainfall and altitude 

are favorable for good rural population, but relief unfavorable. The 

density rural population between one and five per square kilometer 

and one section west the city Durango falls even below one per 

square kilometer. important part this population engaged 

mining. Another example southern Chiapas where the rugged cordillera 

supports only meager rural population; but, though the altitude here 

favorable, the rainfall may too heavy. 

~ 
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Ruggedness contributing cause the low density population 

along the western coast, for here the land begins rise almost directly from 

the shore and soon becomes maze valleys and ravines. might 

thought that the eastern escarpment rising the plateau from the inner 

edge the Gulf coastal plain would also rugged enough keep down 

the rural population. Such the case part; but here even the wildest 

sections are scattered innumerable pockets, parks, 

and these under favorable conditions rainfall are ideal for corn, fruits, 

and especially coffee. These favored spots counterbalance the influence 

generally rugged topography and bring the average density rural 

population per square kilometer and even higher. 

Urban Population Mexico 

IMPORTANT CITIES MEXICO 

almost purely agricultural country, Mexico lacks the numerous 

large cities that are characteristic countries where manufacturing 

important. The population one-sixth that the United 

States, but the ratio cities much cities having over 

10,000 population, Mexico had only while the United States had 601, 

ratio one nine. the same the United States had cities 

exceeding 100,000 inhabitants these over 500,000) while Mexico had 

only two, the capital (471,000) and Guadalajara (119,000). 

The important cities Mexico are sustained chiefly trade and not 

manufacturing. Their most striking characteristic that they are 

market places where the surrounding agricultural population buys and sells. 

NUMBER SMALL CENTERS 

When comes the small center with several hundred few thousand 

people Mexico has larger share proportion the total population than 

the United States. This the normal tendency agricultural region, 

may seen states like for the farmer needs small market 

near hand. The tendency congregate small towns has doubtless 

also been much increased the general insecurity that has characterized 

Mexico for many centuries. When small bands robbers are abroad, 

compact community gives feeling protection, even though entails 

hardship upon the farmers who have travel several miles and from 

their farms. The tendency for the people congregate small centers 

rather than live isolated farms also due large measure the water 

supply. the north permanent supplies water are scarce that all the 

families considerable region must congregate one spot. Even the 

central plateau the long dry season winter causes all the minor sources 

water dry that the farmer cannot depend springs wells 

his own land. Hence the Mexican, even when farmer, generally 
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lives what may called center population. Sometimes the center 

takes the form hacienda plantation headquarters, 

village. 

The accompanying map (PI. 241) shows the Mexican cities their 

natural grouping. The cities themselves fall into the following dis- 

tinguished symbols: 

‘lass Mexico City, population 471,000 

‘lass population from 50,000 125,000 

‘lass population from 25,000 

‘lass 
Class population from 15,000 

Class population from 5,000 

lass | 

all students Mexico the capital looms takes 

great importance when compared with other Mexican cities, but falls 

down when studied relation cities other countries. Among American 

cities Buffalo, San Francisco, and Los Angeles rank well above 

over many the dwellers the capital live adobe huts one two 

rooms, and few require space office buildings well homes, that 

the city makes less impression than its size would warrant. 

the other large cities, Guadalajara ranks with Trenton, Puebla with 

Tacoma, Monterrey with St. Joseph, Me., San Luis Potesi with Charleston, 

Mérida with New Castle, Pa., with Chattanooga, Veracruz with 

Kalamazoo, Aguascalientes with Saginaw, Mich., Morelia with Superior, 

Wis., and Chihuahua with San José, Cal. This compariscn includes the 

eleven largest Mexican carry the comparison farther weuld 

involve the use American cities small that there little that 

they would widely known. 

CONCENTRATION CITIES SOUTH-CENTRAL MEXICO 

The most striking feature the city map the concentration cities, 

both large and small, the south-central part the country 

high Mexican egg-shaped area whose larger end Guadala- 

jara and San Luis Potosi and whose longer axis extends from those cities 

Oaxaca would take the region where cities are most numerous. This 

the real Mexico, the place where the rural population densest and hence 

where the cities grow largest. Although occupies only sixth the 

country, contains more than two-thirds the cities and nearly two- 

thirds the total population. Altitude, water supply, and soil are the chief 

favoring factors. The altitude lowers the temperature degree more 

3 In the comparison figures for the United States are according to the 1920 census; for Mexico, 1910 (there 

being no later census and no official estimate). Mexican cities are of much slower growth than cities of the 

United States 

‘Compare Professor Jefferson's map showing the situation of Mexican cities in relation to the 5,000 foot 

contour line, Bull, Amer. Geogr. Soc., Vol. 46, 1914, p. 437, reproduced in the Geogr. Rev., Vol. 3, 1917, p. 24. 



favorable for work than the lowlands while yet remains high enough 

raise some crops profitably not only summer, but even December 

and January, provided there water. The water supply the form 

rain irrigation water from rivers and wells adequate general. The 

soil the level areas deep and high natural fertility, quite unlike the 

depleted soil the far wetter southern lowlands. 

INDIVIDUAL GROUPS SOUTH-CENTRAL MEXICO 

While detailed ‘study individual cities not appropriate 

article, will helpful divide the cities Mexico into groups accord- 

ing their geographical location. South-central Mexico contains such 

groups follows: 

Ten Central Plateau Groups. (1) Mexico City, (2) Puebla, (3) Toluca, 

(4) (5) Pachuea, (6) Guanajuato, (7) Michoacan, Jalisco, 

(9) San Luis Potosi, (10) Rio Verde. 

Three Eastern Coast Escarpment Southern part Tamesi- 

(12) Veracruz, (13) 

Three Western Coast Escarpment Oaxaca, (15) 

(16) Morelos. 

One Isolated Plateau Group. (17) Guerrero. 

The groups are separated from one another either mountains, such 

those between the Mexico City group and the Puebla group; rugged 

valleys, between the Guerrero plateau group and the Morelos escarp- 

ment group; arid stretches which water available for irriga- 

tion, between the San Luis Potosi group and surrounding groups. 

PLATEAU GROUPS 

One the most interesting and important differences among the larger 

plateau groups the present rate growth. This probably depends 

measure upon the relative fertility the soil. Guanajuato 

plateau group and the Mexico City group serve examples. Around the 

former the soil highly fertile because good climate and favorable 

chemical composition. Moreover, although the region was densely popu- 

lated ancient times, has not been intensively farmed recent genera- 

tions has the region near Mexico City. When Cortez entered the Valley 

Mexico found the Aztecs cultivating it, and since then cultivation 

has been continuous without the use artificial fertilizers. The growth 

cities the Guanajuato plateau rapid, while the Mexico City plateau 

almost stationary aside from the influence the capital. 

the Guanajuato plateau has cities the fifth rank higher, that 

with over 10,000 inhabitants, while the Mexico City plateau has only 

All these except one are closely huddled about the capital that they 

seem sustained more its influence than the resources the 

surrounding country. present, however, cities towns the lowest 
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ranks, with 2,000 10,000 inhabitants, are more numerous and more 

compact groups the Mexico City plateau than the Guanajuato plateau. 

This probably due the good the Guanajuato plateau, 

the other hand, there are certain sections where the need irrigation pre- 

vents the growth cities unless artificial supply water available 

supplement the rainfall. 

the Puebla group the influence good farming conditions evident 

from the rather even distribution many minor cities, while the influence 

general prosperity appears the development the city Puebla. 

That city, however, like Mexico City, has grown far larger than the condi- 

tions the immediate environs would justify and has become the third 

city the country. This rank due partly the religious importance 

Puebla Aztec and colonial times, partly the recent introduction 

manufacturing, especially cotton, and still more the help direct railway 

communication with three important regions: (1) Mexico City the 

northwest, (2) Veracruz the east, and (3) Oaxaca the south. 

Turning now the minor groups the plateau, the Toluca and Oro 

groups are almost continuous with the Mexico City group and have similar 

plateau conditions. The Michoacan and Jalisco groups are favored agri- 
culturally like the Guanajuato group, but they suffer from insufficient 

transportation. Both have only the blind ends railway systems and are 

hampered the lack through routes. this respect they contrast 

strikingly with the Puebla group. The Guerrero group, however, still 

less favored, being the most isolated the plateau groups. cut off 

all sides valleys and has railway connections. wonder 

that lacks cities above the sixth rank, none having over 10,000 inhabitants. 

Not all the plateau groups are dependent primarily upon farming. The 

Pachuca and San Luis Potosi groups are supported principally mines. 

Both are located almost the driest stretch south-central Mexico where 

farming impossible except irrigation, and this limited small 

supply river and well water. But nature has endowed the adjacent 

hills with deposits precious metals that the small groups cities are well 

sustained. Each carries lively trade with the mining camps and smelts 

great deal ore. 

The Rio Verde group, the remaining plateau group included the 

populous central plateau, closely associated with the valley whose name 

bears. makes use its waters for irrigation and enjoys the easy means 

transportation which the valley affords this rough region. 

THE ESCARPMENT GROUPS 

One the most interesting aspects the growth cities Mexico 

the influence the escarpments that intervene between the low coast 

lands and the high plateaus and mountains the interior. first thought, 

rugged escarpment would seem repel city growth, but between the 



Fic. 4—Guanajuato, in a narrow mounta‘n gorge of the Guanajuato plateau. The plateau is known alike 

for its agricultural resources and its mineral wealth. The capital city owes its foundation and its present 

importance to its rich silver mines Copyright by C. B. Waite 

Fic. 5—The town of Amecameca lies at the foot of Ixtaccihuatl, upon a plain well watered by the melting 

snows from the mountain. Copyright by C. B. Wait 
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stern inhospitable ridges are many smiling, flat-floored valleys and coves. 

These open stretches have the advantages the plateaus their stimulat- 

ing altitudes and deep soil. Moreover, their position either gives them 

good rainfall, or, failing this, they are well supplied with water for irrigation 

since they lie along streams that rise the plateau. 

Irrigation great moment the Veracruz section the escarpment 

because there the rainfall sufficient for the needs the farmer, but else- 

where prime importance. fact, the drier sections, such the 

northern part the escarpment both the eastern and western coasts, 

the cities have characteristic location that portion the course 

where the volume greatest, that just before begins dwindle through 

Fic. 6—Quer‘taro, typical agricultural city whose existence depends upon the fertile agricultural lands ot 

the Guanajuato plateau Copyright by ¢ B. Waite 

evaporation and absorption. narrow are these favorable limits that 

many cases only one city finds room along each stream. This accounts for 

the line isolated cities along most the western escarpment. 

Not only the location but the size the escarpment cities depends the 

water supply. close inspection drainage map shows that the larger 

escarpment Cities the dry sections are the larger rivers. Thus Hermo- 

sillo and two cities the fifth rank which 

large for that part the country, are located upon two the largest rivers 

the western coast, while the seventh-rank towns are small streams. 

Such relation, however, does not apply the Rio Grande Santiago 

farther south since flows through region abundant rains. 

THE IMPORTANT EAst ESCARPMENT 

far the most important section the escarpment, the map clearly 

shows, that which contains the Veracruz group cities, including Orizaba, 

Jalapa, Cérdoba and Teziutlan. This group has all the advantages that 

have been enumerated for escarpment cities general and, addition, 

abundant rainfall and unusually good transportation, since the cities lie 



routes from Veracruz and other points the coastal plain Puebla and 

Mexico City. 

The San Juan escarpment group (18) stands next the Veracruz group 

importance. Monterrey and Saltillo are its chief given the 

name San Juan because the San Juan River system the dominating factor. 

The special advantage the two chief cities that they are important 
railway centers the shortest and best route from the United States 

the Mexican plateau. 

the south the San Juan group comes the escarpment city Vic- 

toria the Rio Soto Marina. Then comes group unimportant 

cities scattered over large area that associated with the Tamesi and 

sth 

Fic. 7—Chihuahua, a thriving center of distribution for mines and cattle’ ranches in t rid northern 

plateau. (Copyright by C. B. Waite 

Panuco Rivers, chiefly with the latter. This group promises grow 

rapidly importance with the rise Tampico. 

South the Veracruz group the escarpment swings around the sylé the 

plateau and holds three groups cities, the small Papaloapam group 

associated with the upper waters the river system fat name, the 

group associated the main with the headwaters the Mexcala 

River, and the hollow group the province Only the last 

holds fifth-rank city, Cuernavaca. This seems owe its importance 

the close proximity the densely populated plateau groups. Most the 

“cities” are the lowest rank, and even are The unimpor- 

tance these three groups, with the plateau groups, due 

chiefly inadequate transportation facilities. The few railroads that 

enter the groups end blindly within them, except one which goes 

Oaxaca like end. 

West Morelos the escarpment group thins scanty line towns 

the lowest rank. The reason obvious. railroad penetrates the sec- 

tion, and trade carried along mule trails does not suffice develop cities 

importance. 
When the escarpment line reaches the railway that runs from Manzanillo 

fi 
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the interior expands include small group cities with Colima, 

city fourth rank, the expands, too, little the northwest 

include the group centered about (19). Here the terrain partakes 

the nature detached plateau much escarpment. Surprising 

may seem, the port Manzanillo (1,503) too small appear the 

map, even though railway terminal. Northwest the 

escarpment cities form merely thin line for 800 miles Hermosillo beyond 

which the escarpment ceases exist. 

GROUPS THE NORTHERN DESERTS 

might expected, the desert cities Mexico are grouped according 

river systems, water being the prime factor. Water scarce, how- 

ever, that irrigation limited. Although ranches are widely distributed 

over the whole region, usually happens that the main dependence for the 

food supply placed upon distant region like south-central Mexico 

the United States. The cities are sustained trade these commodities 

with the surrounding mining camps and ranches and transportation and 

industries related minerals and cattle. This explains how such towns 

can grow regions where there almost population outside them, 

appears the map rural population. 

Tue Group 

This group (20) lies along the Rio Conchos, the first large river system 

Mexico south the United States border. Numerous tributaries rise 

the eastern slopes the Sierra Madre Occidental and flowing the north- 

east unite form the trunk stream which empties into the Rio Grande near 

Presidio. the main stream flows across the dry sandy the 

eastern part the province Chihuahua dwindles greatly and dry 

seasons disappears altogether. Hence find cities along this portion 

the course: they are all located small but 

Chihuahua, the Chubiscar tributary, the lion the group. With 

the dammed waters the Chubiscar the city well supplied for wash- 

ing and drinking purposes and can carry some irrigation. But the main 

support the city trade with the highly successful mines the vicinity 

and the ranches the rich grazing lands the This trade facili- 

tated two important railways, one being the main line from Paso 

Mexico. Parral, near the southern end the group, the counter- 

part its northern associate relation ranches and mines, but, being 

LAGUNA 

The Laguna group (21) located partly broad basin, known the 

Laguna District, and partly the two chief rivers that empty into the 
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basin, the Rio Nazas from the southwest and the Rio Nieves (or Aguana- 

val) the south. the western edge the basin Torreon with two 

important suburbs, Gémez Palacio the northwest for manufacturing and 

Lerdo the west for the better class residences. These three form the 

nucleus the whole group. 

Because good supply water for irrigation and because the flat floor 

the basin, old lake bottom, ideal for water distribution, farming 

more successful than connection with any other desert group. Two 
products stand out notably, cotton and wheat. The Laguna District 

chief cotton section, and more wheat raised there than needed 

locally. All other food products, however, are imported. The Laguna 

group cities, therefore, thrives trade cotton, wheat, imported 

foodstuffs, and the products neighboring mines. local plexus rail- 

roads cares for the needs the basin, and connected with outside sec- 

tions railways running south the Mexican plateau, east Monterrey, 

northwest Paso, and southwest Durango. 

All the other groups the northern deserts and arid lands are based 

primarily minerals; the coal group centered around the Sabinas basin; 

the iron group around Salinas Hidalgo; the Monclova group has mines 

its own, but more important still the smelting carried with coal from 

the north and iron ore from the east (22). Both the Matehuala (23) and 

Zacatecas (24) groups are founded almost literally upon silver have 

other valuable mineral deposits. 

- 

THE GROUPS CITIES SOUTHEASTERN MEXICO 

There remain treated seven groups cities located southeastern 

Mexico. Two these, the groups the Tuxtla and are merely 

small isolated groups that possess most the advantages those already 

described the escarpments since they nestle coves considerable alti- 

tudes, the first the flanks the Tuxtla volcano (25) and the other the 

valley the Rio Chiapas traverses the Chiapas plateau (26). 

The other five groups are situated low altitudes and have sufficient 

rains, hence they are founded upon farming and trade tropical products 

destined for temperate countries. The most conspicuous these the Sisal 

group Yucatan (27). Its center Mérida, city second rank; and 

blessed with network railways collect the valuable sisal fiber destined 

chiefly for the rope factories the United States. the use sisal for 

binding twine were given up, this group cities would suffer severe 

blow but would probably still prosper, they have long done, because 

northern Yucatan apparently the best the Mexican lowlands climate. 

The economic backbone the group centered around San Juan Bautista 

(28), now called Villa Hermosa, the banana, although other tropical prod- 

ucts are important, such cacao, sugar, and cabinet woods. From its head- 

quarters Frontera the United Fruit Company extends its influence over 
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the whole group and accumulates its products over extensive system 

navigable waterways. short railway links the Grijalva River system with 

the Usumacinta 

The other three lowland groups, the Puerto Mexico group (29), the Papa- 

loapam Valley group (30), and the Tehuantepec group (31), are supported 

variety tropical products. Chief among them are rubber, coffee, 

sugar, bananas, coconuts, and vanilla. The Tehuantepec group shows the 

influence the railway. 

GROUPS CENTERING SEAPORTS 

noteworthy that the seaports Mexico, excepting the minor ones 

Puerto Mexico and Salina Cruz, are not members city groups. Tampico, 

Tuxpan, Veracruz, Campeche, Progreso, Acapulco, Mazatlan, and Guaymas 

are all isolated. located the hot, wet, malarial lowlands, and the 

population remains the city merely profit the passing imports and 

Other cities the vicinity would not share this profit, and, 

the other hand, there are several conditions discourage their growth. 

This why several relatively well-known Mexican seaports like Manzanillo 

and San Blas fail appear the city map. The conditions health are 

bad that the ports fail attract many 2,000 persons. 
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THE RELATION HEALTH RACIAL CAPACITY: 

THE EXAMPLE MEXICO* 

HUNTINGTON 

Yale University 

geography and history few words play more important part than 

few ideas are more vague than those indicated this word. 

doubtful whether the true qualities any race earth can accu- 

rately defined. This because what call racial character compound 

three distinct items: (1) innate physical and mental characteristics, 

which are the result inheritance and are thus truly racial; (2) the effects 

training, that education, religion, government and other institutions, 

which combine determine the way which the innate capacities 

shall directed; and (3) health and vigor, which determine the energy 

with which people uses its innate powers the pursuit incul- 

cated training. the present paper propose take the last these 

three, namely, health and vigor, and after showing how measured, show 

how related geographical environment. The specific example 

Mexico will taken show how health plays part determining racial 

character. 

The death rate almost universally recognized the best measure the 

health and vigor community. Except the rare case epidemics like 

the influenza epidemic 1918, physicians find that unhealthful seasons 

there always premonitory wave minor ailments followed wave 

severe sicknesses, and then wave deaths. The ratio between these 

three conditions—minor ailments, severe sicknesses, and deaths—doubtless 

from country country, but the same general principle applies every- 

For the United States whole can form fair estimate this ratio, 

and that will serve guide elsewhere. the “registration area” this 

country (which now includes per cent the population) the annual 

death rate now about per thousand the population. This means 

that the average individual lives approximately years. During the 

adult portion those years each person who actively work has 

average about 6.6 days year illness severe enough require 

doctor, know from recent surveys made the Metropolitan Life 

Insurance Company. Since there are also sick days when the doctor not 

* The author's article, “The Factor of Health in Mexican Character,” Journal of International R 

Vol. 11, 1920, which should be read in connection with the above, takes up the same dis iscussion from a social 

standpoint. 
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called, since children and old people have more sickness than persons the 

prime life, and since persons not strong enough for steady work are not 

included the Insurance figures, seems safe say that the 

average person has days per year when not well enough 

nearly 300 such days during the average lifetime 

AVERAGE DEATHS 
CITY 

PER THOUSAND 

Amsterdam 12.6 

London 14.7 

Copenhagen 14.7 

Berlin 15.2 

St. Louis 16.3 

Vienna 16.7 

Paris 16.9 

Denver 

San rant isco 1901 1913 17.7 

Havana 18.7 

Budapest 19.2 

19.4 

Petrograd 22.6 

Moscow 26.1 

Calcutta 26.1 

Madrid 1905-1905 28.6 

Johannesburg 1903-1912 29.5 

Panama 1912-1916 30.1 

Madras 38.7 

Veracruz 41.2 

Mexico 
Cairo 49.2 

Lucknow 1907, 58.5 

(a) The rate given for Havana is probably too low as it is more than likely that many deaths are not re- 
ported. 

(b) Natives and Eurafricans only. 

c) Egyptians only. 

minor ailments few statistics are available. has been found, how- 

ever, the New York State Commission Ventilation under the chair- 

manship Professor Winslow, that all times during the winter 

average tenth the New York school children have colds other 

diseases the respiratory organs aside from tuberculosis. Such diseases 

severe forms cause sixth seventh all deaths. This means that for 

each death from respiratory diseases there are colds, average 

cold and half per year during ordinary lifetime. This figure appears too 

small, for the average person certainly suffers from colds least two weeks 
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per similar ratio prevails between deaths and minor ailments 

other types such headaches, indigestion, anaemia, nervous affections, and 

diseases the circulatory system, the average person, even the more 

healthful parts the United States, has some minor ailment about half the 

time. Hence may roughly frame our ratio thus: For one death there are 

about 300 days severe sickness and 6,000 days minor ailments. the 

death rate elsewhere double treble the rate our own country, the 

little ailments and the sicknesses which much prevent from doing 

our best work and being our best selves are also much more numerous than 

here. How great effect such ill health must have “racial character” 

and civilization, each reader can judge comparison the achieve- 

ments himself and his friends when they are feeling their best and when 

they are “under the 

MORTALITY CURVE MEXICO CITY 

895 1900 (905 1910 

| 

Os 

45; 

42) 442 503 489 500 426 404 449 454 487 460 426 390 480 390 

Fic. I 

APPALLING DEATH RATE MEXICO 

Let now turn Mexico and see how its death rate compares with that 

other parts the world. The available statistics are scanty and inaccu- 

rate. Nevertheless they least show the minimum mortality. Since many 

deaths are not recorded, the figures err the side giving Mexico fair 

name. only two places, Mexico City and Veracruz, are they sufficiently 

full worth using for our present purpose, but fortunately these two 

places represent the two main types environment, namely, the high cen- 

tral plateau where the great majority the people live, and the coastal 

lowlands. 

All parts Mexico, including even the plateau, appear terribly 

handicapped ill health. How bad the conditions are the plateau may 

judged from the statement Mexican official named who 1916, 

1 Since this article was written Mr. Wallace Thompson has called my attention to the tact that owing t 

lack of medical care fatal illnesses in Mexico are generally of shorter duration than they are in the United States 

The fact that of the 467,085 deaths registered in Mexico in 1910 only 139,008 were listed as “classified by doct 

and 328,957 as “unclassified” seems to indicate that two-thirds of the deaths occurred without medical attend 

ance. Moreover, under such circumstances minor ailments develop into severe illnesses sooner than in this 

country. Hence, each death is associated with less than the 300 days of severe illness and the 6,000 days 

minor ailments which seem to be the average in the United States. Even so, however, the am 

among the Mexicans nust be far in excess of what prevails among us. 

2A. J. Pani: Hygiene in Mexico [City]: A Study of Sanitary and Educational Problems, New Yor nd 

London, 1917. Reviewed in the Geogr. Rev., Vol. 8, 1919, p. 200. 
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order President Carranza, made study the health Mexico City. 

his book makes the remarkable assertion that Mexico City “is, as- 

suredly, the most unhealthful city the whole Coming from 

Mexican, and Mexican official that, this truly astonishing, but 

close the truth. Table the death rate Mexico City from 

1913 compared with that twenty-four other cities during the same 

period, far the available figures permit, while Veracruz given for 

1910-1913. not surprising find Veracruz worse than Bombay and 

Madras which much resemble climate, but surprising that the 

death rate Mexico City exceeded only that Cairo Egypt and 

Lucknow northern India. These two cities are preéminently unhealthful 

MUNTHLY MORTALITY CURVES MEXICO AND INDIA 
Je ly 

Fic. 2——-Graph comparing the seasonal death rates in Mexico 

and India. The Mexican highland is represented by statistics 

for Mexico City, 1805-1918, the lowland by Veracruz, 1011 

1913; statistics for India are for the period 1905-1014 

even their unhealthful countries, for all the cities Egypt had combined 

death rate 38.6 for 1909-1916 against Cairo’s 49.2 for 1910-1916; 

while Lucknow twice unhealthful hot, tropical Calcutta and about 

half bad again the still more tropical cities Bombay and Madras. 

When remembered that Mexico City there probably more negli- 

gence recording deaths than any the other cities, except perhaps 

Havana and Veracruz, and hence that the death rate really higher than 

the figures indicate, evident that are dealing with one the most 

unhealthful all the places where people live large numbers. 

REASONS FOR Mexico City 

view the fact that the Mexican plateau has usually been considered 

one the most healthful parts the tropics, this conclusion not only 

surprising but disconcerting. The mind once inquires whether there may 

| Wow 
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not special, local causes ill health which can easily eradicated. 

Pani says that there are two such causes. the location Mexico 

City old lake bed, and the other the poor sanitation the city. 

Both causes are real, but neither offers more than partial explanation 

the extremely high death rate. The old lake bed, Pani truly says, be- 

comes wet and swampy the rainy season, but this does not increase the 

death rate. might the swamp harbored malarial mosquitoes, 

but Mexico City almost free from malaria (see Fig. 3). matter fact 

the death rate Mexico City diminishes markedly during the rainy season 

summer, appears Figure and lowest the very time when the 

lake bed becomes most swampy. 

Pani’s other reason that Mexico City crowded 
poorly fed, poorly housed, poorly governed, and subject to epidemics. 

Hence its death rate higher than that the surrounding country dis 

tricts and does not truly represent the potential healthfulness the Mexi 

can plateau. This undoubtedly true, but making due allowance for the 

disadvantages inherent large city still that the death rate 

abnormally high. Moreover, the entire Federal District shares with Mexico 

City its unenviable conditions bad health. The following table shows the 

high mortality the suburban These municipalities are 

not simply urban centers, but each contains considerable rural section, that 

Xochimilco covering 204.3 square kilometers, that Milpa Alta, 277.1, 

and that Tlalpam, 317.5. Moreover several these towns with thei 

surrounding territory stand well off the flat valley floor and, appears 

from their population, are net large 

rHE FEDERAL (1911) 

POPULATION KILOMETERS PER THOUSAND 

36,078 13.9 

Xochimilco 30,093 204.3 

Ixtapalapa 24,507 161.6 

21,812 

Hidalgo 18,344 75.0 

San Angel 16,734 15.9 

Milpa Alta 16,268 277.1 39.0 
Tlalpam 15,448 317.5 

Atzcapotzalco 14,419 39.4 

13,230 57.7 

Cuajimalpa 5,193 34.6 

Federal District 720,753 1,498.8 

* Data from Pani, op. cit., p 
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will seen that the death rate nowhere falls below 30.7, while the 

municipality Guadalupe Hidalgo, virtually part Mexico City, 

goes high per thousand. 

Pani might well have gone farther out that the high death 

rate Mexico City due part the poor the Mexi- 

can government, and the complete lack sanitation. Nevertheless, 

doubtful whether efficient European government such Great Britain 

could reduce the Mexican death rate low that Calcutta, for example, 

although that city has the disadvantage being hotter, damper, and larger 

than the Mexican capital. The reason for thinking this that the British 

have not succeeded doing cities like Cairo, Lucknow, and various 

others northern India. Even Johannesburg, which has advantage 

over Mexico City latitude, rainfall, change seasons, age the pop- 

ulation, and size the city, British rule has reduced the death rate only 

about 29.5. 

CLIMATIC CAUSES MEXICAN ILL HEALTH 

The great cause the poor health Mexico appears 

the climate. Our task find out what particular elements the 

climate are most important. The common idea that damp steady heat 

much the werst condition, while dry clear air moderate temperature 

supposed much the best. The facts, however, means bear out 

this conclusion. Omitting Havana because the doubtful character its 

statistics may divide the tropical almost cities Table 

into three groups: 

(1) Low, moist, and hot: Panama, Bombay, Madras, and 

Veracruz. Average death rate 34.6 

(2) High, dry, and cool: Johannesburg and Mexico City. Average death 

rate 37.0. 

(3) Low, dry, and hot: Cairo and Lucknow. Average death rate 53.8. 

course the number cities these three groups means 

enough lead positive conclusions. Many other facts, however, point 

clearly the same direction that may regard the groups typical. 

They lead the following conclusions: 

(1) Tropical highlands have means the advantage health that 

usually supposed. 

(2) Dry tropical regions are general worse than those that are moder- 

ately moist, provided consider only those places from which such 

scourges malaria and yellow fever have been eliminated. 

(3) Among the well populated parts the tropics undue dryness the 

one hand and monotony the other almost much harm high 

temperature. This does not mean that extreme humidity good, but the 

point that are here making that, spite the popular impression 
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California are on too small a bas‘s to be significant. 

» 
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the contrary, dry heat not good that with reasonable amount 

moisture. 

THe Errects ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE 

This conclusion humidity contrary accepted beliefs and 

Let take 

the number deaths different seasons Mexico City shown 

Figure 

the same time important that further evidence needed. 

The most notable feature Figure that the death rate 

increases from minimum November maximum May. This can 

have nothing with the temperature; for, while the death rate increases 

with the coming cool weather and fairly low January when the 

mean temperature 53°, keeps increasing until May, the warmest 

month, with mean temperature 65°. This latter figure practically 

the optimum, most favorable for mankind general.‘ 

Yet this temperature the health the Mexican plateau its worst. 

Something else seems the controlling factor, and that something 

apparently dryness, else some condition such too much light dust 

which goes with dryness. There almost regular increase the death 

rate throughout the dry season. April and May are the dryest months 

the year and have the highest death rate. Then during June the rains begin, 

and the death rate falls markedly and drops off thirteen per cent the 

next two months. After the rainy season has passed its height the death 

rate begins increase little but declines slightly once more under the 

stimulus cooler weather only increase with the dry warm weather 

spring.® 

Mexico not alone its indications the harmfulness dry air. 

India, appears the ten-year seasonal curve Figure the dry 

winter season, spite its more favorable temperature, much less 

healthful than the wet summer. example from quite dif- 

ferent climatic region also worth citing. Boston examination 

all the operations for five years one large hospital and for ten years 

another shows that the weather has the same effect operations the 

health and vigor the community Let take all the days 

Boston when the temperature the day after the operation 

ranged from 40° 70° F., thus corresponding the range Mexico City 

throughout the year. divide these days according the relative 

humidity M., get the number deaths per day the two hospitals 

(Table 

World Power and Evolution, Yale Ur 

In seeking the cause of the asce I 

‘Elisworth Huntington Press, 1910. 

nding mortality curve during on in Mexico City it would seem 

necessary to consider also the effect of the great amount of dust in » air that is breathed. So fine is the 

alluvial sediment deposited formerly in the lake bottom but n« desiccation of the lake that the 

slightest breeze raises it into the atmosphere. For weeks at <¢ ar-by mountains are completely 

obscured by this haze which hangs over the city. Its presence i iry season must greatly 

aggravate all such diseases as affect the respiratory ran immer rains clear the atmosphere and lay 

this dust, thus restoring the mountain air to its wonte Epir. Nore. 

* Ellsworth Huntington: Air Control and the Death Rate after Operations, Modern 

Medicine, Chicago, Vol. 1, 1919, pp. 463-468 and 555 

4 
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The driest days with humidity per cent less have death rate 

per cent greater than the moistest days. But Mexico City and 

throughout the larger part the plateau where the majority the Mexi- 

cans live, most the winter days and more than half those the whole 

year fall group dry the driest group Boston. Hence appears 

means accidental that the dry cities Table are the ones that 

show the highest death rate. 

RATIONS 

AT OA. M. 

61-70 O.415 0.391 0.351 0.346 

51 60 0.460 0.395 0.334 0.271 

50 0.503 0.440 O.444 415 

our surprise the effect dryness must not overlook the equally 

adverse effect extreme humidity high temperatures. This illustrated 

the dotted line Figure which shows the seasonal variations the 
death rate Veracruz from 1910 1913. the warm lowlands Mexico 

the winter months are better than those summer not only because they 

are cooler, but because they are drier. The effect humidity high 

temperatures admirably illustrated the following figures showing 

deaths after operations the Boston hospitals when the thermometer 

PER Day Boston HOSPITALS AFTER OPERATIONS WHEN 

RELATIVE DEATHS PER DEATHS PER 

Day 

Under 0.937 71-80 0.347 

41-50 0.459 SI-9go 0.500 

0.244 0.775 

61-70 0.250 
‘ 

Table shows clearly that high temperatures health 

remarkably sensitive extremes either dryness moisture. The Mexi 

can and the northern parts the plateau have great many days 

high temperature, and most these unfortunately are either much too 

moist much too dry. 
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THE RELATION TEMPERATURE HEALTH MEXICO 

Having seen how unfavorable are the conditions relative humidity 

Mexico, let now see what effect the temperature has upon the health 

and energy both the body and the mind. Table shows (1) the mean 

temperature the coldest menth, (2) the warmest, (3) the difference 

between these two, and (4) the altitude some the chief places 

Mexico. 

TABLE V—TEMPERATURES SOME THE CHIEF PLACES MEXICO 

In degrees Fahrenheit) 

MEAN MEAN 

TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE ALTITUDI 

Town WARMEST RANGE (in feet 

2 Mexico City 52 65 13 7500 

San Luis Potosi 6200 

Saltillo 53° 5400 

7 Monterrey 50 85° 29 1600 

The table arranged such way that stations represent the 

high plateau, the best part Mexico regards temperature. Stations 

and represent the northern lowlands which are intermediate region, 

while represent the southern lowlands, the worst part the country. 

Let begin with the southern lowlands. Even Veracruz the mean tem- 

perature the coldest month fer day and night together 70° F., six 

degrees higher than best for physical health proved the study 

millions individuals, and nearly 30° higher than that which stimulates 

the people more northern lands plunge into their work with redoubled 

energy each year the approach winter. summer the temperature 

for night and day together averages which more than 10° higher 

than the hottest month New York City. The absolute maximum 

New York, sure, higher than these tropical regions, but that 

slight importance compared with the enervating way which day 

after day and month after month the thermometer rises 90° more 

each noon the Mexican lowland. People simply cannot energetic. 

not matter choice, but actual physical inability. For short 

time, sure, they may rouse themselves great exertion, but the 

weariness thus induced demands long period recuperation. people 
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are maintain even the low state vitality which passes for health 

the tropics, they must things easily and slowly, else must have 

long periods rest. Even so, they are afflicted with minor and generally 

unrecognized ailments most the time. They never know the zest and 

vigor that make work not merely easy but often delightful under more 

favorable climate. 

Turning now from this worst part Mexico the best part, find 

that our table the more populous part the highland represented 

Mexico City, San Luis Potosi, and Zacatecas. The regions typified 

these places contain about half the people Mexico and are much the 

most important sections. far mere physical activity concerned, 

the mean temperature excellent. The average winter temperature for 

day and night together ranges from 52° 55°, while the summer tempera- 

ture varies from 65° Thus much the year the temperature 

close the optimum for physical health. Perhaps this one reason why 

the Indians the plateau are comparatively strong and active and are 

able run astonishing distances with heavy loads their backs. Never- 

theless, have already seen, the death rate three times high 

the best part the United States England. The extreme dryness 

the long winter presumably has much with this, but the lack 

variability also important. While the winter weather very pleasant, 

the temperature rarely falls low enough cause frost, and the conditions 

which preduce the maximum mental stimulus are rarely reached. Worse 

than this the fact that the change from season season compara- 

tively slight; and worst all, the change from day day still less 

marked. Mexico City the average variation from one day another 

only from third fifth great the northeastern United States. 

Such variations, except cold weather, are one the greatest aids health, 

appears from numerous studies the question New York and Boston. 

Mexico, however, what few marked changes temperature there are, 

probably more harm than good, because they are infrequent. Where 

people are subjected frequent changes temperature, they can stand 

cool wave and are greatly stimulated it. Where they live, however, 

relatively uniform climate such that the Mexican plateau, even 

moderate drop temperature apt chill them and hence neutralize 

whatever beneficial effect might otherwise arise.’ 

7 While the day-time temperatures in the shade on the Mexican highlands vary but little from season to 

season, there are frequent extreme changes met with in the immediate fall of the thermometer aft 

and in passing from sun to shade. Data published by the Observatorio Meteorolégico Central at Tacubaya, 

just outside of Mexico Cty, show that at all seasons of the year these severe changes occur, the difference between 

day and night temperatures frequently amounting to 25° F. and reaching as much as 35°, while from sun to 

shade the difference is greater still. These variations are no doubt too frequent, sudden, and extren * to serve 

as a stimulus to the inhabitants, but rather expose them to constant danger of colds, thus aiding in the develop 

ment of bronchitis, broncho-pneumonia, pneumonia, tuberculosis, and the diseases of the digestive apparatus, 

the ailments that cause most the deaths Mexico City. this connection see “Climatologia 

Mexicana, desde el punto de vista higiénico,” by José Guzman, in Memorias S 

Vol. 20, 1903, pp. 181-289.—EbiT. NOTE. 

c. Cientifica “Antonio Alzate,” 
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INDIRECT CLIMATIC EFFECTS 

addition all these direct effects climate there are certain indirect 

effects. One the insects—mosquitoes, fleas, lice, ticks, and many other 

kinds obnoxious vermin. Some bring malaria, typhus, and the hookworm 

disease; others merely cause incessant irritation which those who have 

not experienced can scarcely comprehend. Again, the Mexican diet 

poor, partly because corn and beans are intrinsically poorer diet than 

wheat and meat; but also because the inertia due other causes that 

prevents the people from properly varying and preparing their food. Once 

more, the inertia arising primarily from the climate causes the people 

slow taking remedial measures when some minor ailment afflicts 

them. Thus the little troubles hang and on, sapping the vitality and 

finally causing premature death. 

RACIAL COMPOSITION THE MEXICANS 

Now that have gained some appreciation the poor conditions 

health Mexico and the climatic causes which are responsible for them, 

are ready inquire what effect these conditions climate and health 

have upon racial character. Let preface this inquiry, however, 

briefly recalling certain well known facts the races which make the 

Mexican people. First come the Indians, varied assortment tribes, 

some with high abilities and some with low. far their capacities can 

appraised, the Indians certain stocks, such the Mayas and, less 

degree, the Aztecs, are means despised. Not only they pos- 

sess the germs greatness, but many instances these germs have come 

fruition. Nevertheless, the Indians whole not seem endowed 

with minds equal those the more advanced races Europe. 

Over against the Indians stand the Creoles, people Spanish descent. 

far heredity concerned, there reason think that they rank quite 

high. Many the original Spanish emigrants were undoubtedly mere ad- 

venturers worse, but the great majority were least men with more than 

the ordinary degree initiative and boldness, and fair proportion pos- 

sessed unusual ability. Thus, though the Creoles today might expected 

inherit certain inconstancy temperament, they would also expected 

inherit the germs real genius. 

The union the dull, stolid, steady Indian, with his occasional streaks 

ability, and the adventurous, versatile, and inconstant Spaniard with his 

strong admixture brilliancy has produced the third great element the 

Mexican population, the mestizo. biological law that the mixture 

diverse types tends produce extremes. This obviously true the 

mestizos. Some are completely dominated the sluggishness their 

duller Indian ancestors, while others show only the brilliant and adventure- 

some spirit their best Spanish ancestors. Sometimes the good qualities 

both the Spaniards and the Indians are united, and get men like Diaz 
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who possessed quick brain and fertile imagination combined with great 

steadiness purpose and strong other times the evil quali- 

ties both types combine, and get stupid, cruel, and inconstant mestizos 

who become the worst bandits. 

THE EFFECT CLIMATE AND HEALTH MEXICAN CHARACTER 

Lack space forbids analyze the effect climate and health upon 

each these three types separately, but general what true one also 

true the others. begin with the lowlands, far the worst effect the 

retardation mental activity. Anyone who has watched his own mental 

processes knows that often difficult think problem through the 

end; the mind revolves again and again the same limited channels. 

knows perhaps that ought something, but very 

difficult decide which several things begin and how begin the 

one that finally chosen. This lack the power concentration and 

prompt action one the most marked characteristics ill health, 

and ill health the great bane Mexico. While the people who live 

like that the Mexican lowlands may not happen suffering 

from any specific disease, they practically all suffer chronically from anaemia 

and other unknown and unnoticed ailments which prevent energetic action. 

Such conditions make the inherent stupidity the Indians more marked, 

while they increase the nervousness and irritability people Spanish blood. 

Turning now the highlands, think what means when the best part 

country has three times much sickness our ordinary cities. Remem- 

ber that for every death the United States there are perhaps 300 days 

severe sickness, and perhaps 6,000 days little ailments. cur work 

some dull routine process where thought required, the fact that are 

physically below par may make little difference, but when comes intense 

and protracted thought the difference between the man ill and the one 

who well reaches maximum. Mexico, and the number 

people whose mental work befogged this way approximately three 

times great London New York. 

Among the Indians who have been subjected the unfavorable conditions 

the plateau for indefinite period, the more active and nervous types 

seem have been largely weeded out natural selection. Such types are 

apt include the leaders who compel the rest make progress, and their 

elimination almost irreparable loss. Among the Creoles the same ten- 

dency towards the weeding out the more alert types apparently going 

on, and the Spanish element Mexico appears trending toward the 

relative inertia the Indians. Nevertheless, the old nervous qualities still 

remain and are apparently intensified the climatic surroundings. Hence 

the Creoles are excitable, unstable, and lacking self-control. With these 

qualities goes inability apply themselves steady work, inability 

like that which have described the lowlands, save that less pro- 
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nounced. Yet shows itself continually. Even among the best the 

Mexicans relatively few can plan out great piece work all its details 

and then through the drudgery carrying out. Great plans, 

indeed, are made with ease and are proclaimed the housetops, but the 

mental and physical health carry them out rarely present. 

All these results the Mexican environment, whether they direct 

indirect, combine produce much what commonly called the racial 

character the country. The fact that the body and mind are not suffi- 

ciently stimulated manifests itself various ways according tempera- 

ment. persons takes the form ready bursts anger; others 

leads boastfulness, false pride, and disregard law. Again, 

seems safe attribute such cause good deal what call the 

“dishonesty” the Mexicans, and also the apparent cruelty 

ence. Mexican sees horse suffer from sore its back. feels 

sorry for the animal and wants relieve the strain, but too much 

trouble. had sufficient energy, would wash the sore spot, repair the 

saddle, and take care the animal’s back, but instead doing sits 

lazily around and then loads the animal next day spite its shrinking. 

Thus the Mexican becomes callous the pain others, and this sort 

thing continued through many generations makes people indifferent all 

sorts suffering and injustice whether among animals among men. 

well known that, general, strong people are apt also gentle and con- 

siderate. 

Another unpleasant trait which often strikes the foreigner dealing with 

Mexicans, their failure think things through the logical conclusion. 

Part this failure, doubt, due the innate stupidity certain indi- 

viduals and lack training, yet the physical and mental inertia which 

are here discussing have much with it. Almost everyone knows 

that the reasoning which two three the morning after 

have lain awake most the night, apt poor. conjure 

all sorts difficulties and cannot see them their true proportions because 

are physically depressed. the same way the Mexican, because 

chronically below par health, apt not reason things through fully. 

cite the old example, tells the weary traveler that his night’s resting 

place only mile away when actually five. This doubtless because 

wishes please the traveler, but reasoned the matter through, 

would conclude that the traveler would far better pleased the long run 

told the exact truth. His answer, certain way, like the impatience 

the sick man. not stop reason that will get much more 

being considerate than being harsh. 

THE RELATION BETWEEN HEALTH AND CHARACTER CHILDHOOD 

this point may well turn back once more the Mexican mortality 

statistics. well known that the character the great majority 
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people becomes relatively fixed the time they are twenty: many author- 

ities say that the first five are more important than all the rest put 

together. The sickly child terribly handicapped. This being so, may 

help understand Mexican character study the death rate 

ages. the basis figures given the official reports the Mexican 

census 1910, Wallace Thompson his excellent book “The People 

Mexico” (New York, 1921) finds that the apparent death rates for that 

year various ages were appears column Table VI. 

MEXICAN AND NATIVE AMERICAN DEATH RATES 

AGE RATE IN| REGISTRATICN AREA IQII RATIO 

NATIVE PARENTAGI 

Under 241.0 (365.0 102.2 2.36 (3.56 

Under 5 years 80.7 89.5 29.8 2.71 (3.00 

From years 16.0 5.17 

From years 2.2 

From years 12.1 3.4 

From years 14.4 5.0 

From 30 to 44 years 19.9 6.2 3.20 

* The division between the last two groups comes between 59 and 60 years in the Mexican figur 

The figures parentheses column and likewise column proba- 

bly ought substituted for the others. The reason for this appears 

Table VII, which inserted partly show how difficult deal with 

Mexican statistics. The two columns figures Table VII show the 

number persons various ages Mexican population 15,160,369 

and standard typical population 15,445,608 the northern United 

TABLE VII—CHILDREN VARIOUS AGES AMONG MEXICANS AND TYPICAL POPULATION 

SIMILAR SIZE THE UNITED STATES, 

AGE MEXICANS AMERICANS 

Under month 60,172 24,180 

months 205,049 116,586 

467,943 261,285 

2-3 years 467,977 256,587 

4-5 vears 457,701 
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States 1910. The much greater proportion children among the Mexi- 

cans means not only that the birth rate Mexico high but that relatively 

few people live beyond middle age. 

For our present purpose the important feature that the number 

infants from months age Mexico 1910 according the official 

figures was nearly twice great the number under months age— 

512,417 against 265,221—whereas the corresponding figures for the United 

States are 134,793 and 140,766. This is, course, absurd, for times 

peace and relative prosperity the number children born two successive 

periods six months never differs more than few per cent. Probably 

the number 512,417 the total all children under year age. This 

would leave 247,196 from months age. possibly, though less 

probably, the number 512,417 should 212,417. supposition makes 

the Mexican figures Table VII consistent with one another and with 

those the United States, for removes the impossible excess children 

the lines labelled “6-12 months” and “Under The corrected 

numbers parentheses Table are based the supposition that 

512,417 the number children under year age. Such corrections 

emphasize the fact that Mexican statistics are not only carelessly collected 

but heedlessly tabulated. 

INFANT 

Turning back Table VI, column shows the death rate per 1,000 

during among about 24,000,000 native whites native parentage 

the registration area the United States with the omission the three most 

southerly states, North Carolina, Maryland, Kentucky. Only one year 

used; but was typical year, and the basis population large that 

more years would not appreciably affect our results. For Mexico other 

years are available. Column Table gives the number 

which the Mexican rate exceeds the native white rate this country. 

the ages and respectively the Mexican death rate 5.17 and 

3.57 times great among the native white Americans. Among older 

people this excess gradually, though irregularly, diminishes. The great 

falling off among old people probably because their deaths are recorded 

less carefully than those the prime life. Moreover, the age old 

people frequently overstated. For example, while Mexico purports 

have about one-fifth many people aged have the native American 

whites proportion their numbers, she claims over four times great 

proportion over 100 years age. 

Among young children, well among old people, the ratios column 

Table appear less than the ages but this almost 

certainly fictitious. All backward countries show the same tendency toward 

carelessness recording the deaths old people and still more children, 

especially very young infants. well known that advanced countries 
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the greatest medical progress has been made the reduction infant 

mortality, whereas backward countries have done little along this line. 

Hence there seems little doubt that the ratios column Table 

should larger infancy and early childhood than any other time. 

Accordingly seems safe estimate the ratio for infants under year 

column 6.0 even 7.0 and for children under years 5.5 6.0 

or pe ssibly more. 

Even these estimates, however, are below the truth. They are based 

annual death rate 30.8 for Mexico whole; but this calculated 

from figures collected unskilled and careless census agents. When 

remembered that even the United States reliable mortality figures are 

available for nearly half our area, there will surprise 

actual death rate should prove third larger than reported. Even 

that, however, would make less than the reported rate for Mexico City. 

All things considered, then, seems probable that among Mexican children 

under years age the death rate from times great among 

native white children native parentage the northern United States. 

average, however, even such American children suffer more from 

illness than those the more intelligent tenth from whom are drawn the 

readers this article. Hence the death rate among average Mexican 

children probably times great among the relatives and friends 

the reader. that so, would seem Mexican children must 

suffer from illness times much the children our own most 

intelligent communities. How great effect this may have upon character, 

have tried show the article referred page 243. Almost certainly 

must mean that inherited weaknesses racial origin are intensified. 

the Spaniards race are lacking persistence, they are not gifted 

with great self-control, these qualities are sure exaggerated the child- 

hood the Indians are stolid and stupid, repeated periods ill 

health childhood will certainly not help overcome these traits. 

all this discussion the effect climate upon health, and upon char- 

acter, must recognized that many causes are working together. Hence 

almost impossible distinguish between things that man does because 

stupid, those that are the result bad training, that occur 

because his health poor. this article are merely pointing out ways 

which the general enervation produced the climate Mexico tends 

increase tendencies which may exist for other reasons. the 

cans were all high mental caliber—if, for instance, they were equal the 

Puritans who settled New England—doubtless their lot would much 

improved. they were properly educated and trained, there would also 

improvement. All the disadvantages the country work vicious 

circle, each accentuating the other. What Mexico needs from foreigners 

first appreciation the many fine qualities which are still innate all 

parts her population; second, the way which these good 

traits are often smothered sheer lack energy and will power because 
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great variety unfavorable conditions physical environment and 

health; and third, sympathetic comprehension the steps which the 

forces historic development have interplayed with heredity and environ- 

ment produce the present tangled web. Without help from outside 

without some rare inherent capacities doubtful whether any race could 

successfully resist the unstimulating and discouraging effects the Mexican 

physical environment. Yet can discover just how the environment acts 

produce its depressing effects and can then pass our knowledge and 

help its application, there doubt that large part the climatic 

handicap can some day overcome. 



RECENT HISTORY AND PRESENT STATUS THE 

VINLAND PROBLEM 

now eight years since the author published the results his researches 

into the matter Vinland.' here proposes analyze the subsequent 

developments comment and theory this three-century-old problem, 

whose solution still incomplete. 

“Early Norse Visits North America” was urged, had been 

urged previously Dr. Storm and others, that among Vinland saga texts 

our reliance should mainly the eldest—the Hauk’s Book narrative 

and the nearly identical, though independently copied, manuscript No. 557 

the Arna-Magnaean collection Copenhagen, entitled “Eric the Red,” 

and that the Flatey Book version should used only incidentally and with 

special caution. was further stressed that geographic identification 

must distinguish the names extensive regions (usually ending “land”) 

from those which mark some notable local feature the coast line and that 

dealing with both, and especially dealing with the latter, have 

consider and compare the coast about the year 1000, which not neces- 

sarily the same that today. The final conclusion was that allowing, 

however imperfectly, for these transformations and for the natural failure 

exactness popular story growth which remained unwritten for about 

two hundred years, may still say that main quarters 

Vinland (Straumfiord) were most likely Passamaquoddy Bay, with 

Grand Manan Island (Straumey) out before the currents the mouth 

the Bay Fundy; and that Hép, the most southerly point which 

attained, was almost certainly lower New England, perhaps (though not 

necessarily) Mount Hope Bay (see Fig. 267.) 

Some the foregoing suggestions—especially coastal changes and 

the difference between “land” and spot—would seem almost too rudi- 

mentary and obvious for statement, except for the fact that they are 

perversely disregarded really notable writers. 

Hovgaard’s Work 

1914 appeared important book, “The Voyages the Norsemen 

America,”? Professor William acknowledged authority 

nautical architecture and engineering and navigation, also excep- 

tionally versed Scandinavian matters. Its preliminary presentation 

1 W. H. Babcock: Early Norse Visits to North America, Smithsonian Misc. Colls., Vol. 590, N 10, W 

ington, D. C., 1913. 

? William Hovgaard: The Voyages of the Norsemen to America (Scandinavian Monographs, Vol. 1), New 

York, 1914. 

205 
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the lives, homes, and relics old-time Icelanders and Greenlanders 

particularly interesting. His account the means and methods Norse 

navigation worthy companion Dr. Nansen’s the same 

subject, which was published while Professor Hovgaard’s book was 

preparation. Thus have two independent mutually supplementing and 

perhaps equally valuable dissertations experts the problem from “the 

point view the quite vital one. Taken together their 

attractive and helpful presentations seem have exhausted that branch 

the subject. 

ILLUSTRATION 

There another feature the work which Professor Hovgaard seems 

lay especial stress and which has certain interest and value. calls 

attention the lack Dr. Nansen’s volumes “any description illus- 

trations the coasts America likely have been visited the Norse- 

men” and himself provides series photographic views taken intervals 

all the way from Baffin Land New Jersey. Necessarily they leave many 

points unshown, but they present more complete exhibition the 

kind than has hitherto been attempted. Obviously, confined the 

sea front appears now. Probably some parts the coast have changed 

little aspect since Thorfinn Karlsefni’s time, and for purposes com- 

parison with the words the sagas the illustrations are strictly relevant; 

but such not always the case. 

TESTIMONY TRANSFORMING CHANGES 

Professor Hovgaard incidentally bears significant testimony 

forming changes. 

characteristic feature Labrador, and, mentioned above, Baffin Land also, 

the deposit drifted boulders with which the surface the country thickly strewn, left 

the bed rock the ice the glacial period. The presence these boulders especially 

marked the higher levels; fact, near the coast below the two-hundred-and-fifty-foot 

level they have been largely washed away ground down the sea during the process 

uplift the land which took place post glacial times. Many boulders are left stranded 

the valleys the emerging land the so-called raised boulder beaches. These boulders 

remind the hellur the sagas, that the rocks, large (flat) stones, which suggested 

the Norsemen the name 

The passage which Professor Hovgaard has chiefly mind doubt 

that from Hauk’s Book, rendered him follows: 

They sailed first the Western Settlement and from there Bjarneyar (Bear Islands). 

Thence they bore away southward when they saw land and put out the 

boat and explored the land and found there large flat stones, many which were twelve ells 

wide. There were many Arctic foxes there. They called the land 

* Fridtjof Nansen: In Northern Mists, translated by A. G. Chater, 2 vols., New York, rgo1t. 

Hovgaard, op. cit., pp. 194-105. 

5 Ibid., p. 103. 
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The parallel but slightly more archaic manuscript, A.M. 557, has “with 

north wind” instead “southward” and defines the width the stones 

the statement “two men could spurn soles” one them, obviously lying 

atlength. Hellur,mean- 

ing flagstones, would 

analogy rather than 

all often do. 

water level, for the text 
does not absolutely re- 

quire this, but would 

water can help 

fication. The Ragged 

Islands that figure con- 

picuously one his 

views are probable case 

point. Professor Hov- 

gaard elsewhere ascribes 

similar and still con- 

tinuing uplift New- 

foundland. However, 

may granted that 

there has been less trans- 

formation abrupt 
e Fic. 1—Map illustrating the Vinland Problem reprod dona 

coasts like those parts reduced scale from map accompanying the author's work, “Early 

Newfoundland. Visits North America.” 

would seem that cliff 

may usually raised lowered few feet few score feet without 

greatly changing the aspect its wave-washed base. will mentioned 

later, more important modifications appearance and productiveness may 

have taken place more southerly parts the North American coast 

the result submergence. 
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CONFUSION SAGA GEOGRAPHY 

salient feature the book conjectural duplication triplication 

saga geography. are told that Vinland may distinct from 

anything visited Karlsefni and that “the Markland one expedition may 

have been the Vinland another, and the Helluland one expedition may 

not have been the Helluland curious way looking 

things reaches almost perversity such statement as: “If Markland was 

Cape Porcupine, must seek Vinland (i.e. Leifsbooths) farther 

True, Professor Hovgaard here dealing with the local identification 

another; but these passages reveal too narrow tendency treat great 

region particular place. would never dream restricting old-time 

Iceland Skalholt old-time Greenland Gardar; but has strong 

tendency identify Vinland with Leifsbooths some other 

restricted neighborhood; and his objection Cape Porcupine for Markland 

not that cape, mere spot instead land, but that the wrong 

cape spot. 

recognizes, however, that the relative positions the three American 

lands are always the same the sagas: “Markland was lower latitude 

than Helluland, and Vinland was still lower latitude than 

this they reflected reality. The American sea front presented first the 

region treeless, stony northern wastes; then, going southward, the forest 

country, still cold during many months and not bountiful natural yield 

except timber and game; and lastly the warm and fertile land vines 

producing abundant grapes and that wild grain which its young growth 

looked like wheat, though was really wild rice, and which the Norsemen 

called self-sown wheat analogy, being amply familiar with wheat, raisins, 

and wine reason their European trade. 

EFFORTS HARMONIZE BOOK AND THE FLATEY 

Professor Hovgaard not all content with Dr. arraignment 

the Flatey Book narrative late corruption the Hauk’s Book saga 

distinguished numerous errors quite out accord with seasons and 

conditions the new world and kind least likely made 

contemporary. some pains harmonize the two versions almost 

armis even where they are apparently conflict—an amiable and 

helpful intent were feasible. The results are sometimes curious. Thus 

ascribes two American voyages Leif, although neither version nor any 

tradition aware more than one; but two are required provide for 

inconsistent events, motives, and details. The credit first discovery 

given Biarni instead Leif, save the voyage for the Flatey 

Book, but the credit the latter not stalwart enough carry the voyage 

* Ibid., p. 221 

’ Ibid., p. 225 

Ibid., p. 221. 
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story half sister Freydis and her ghastly inhumanities, which 

supposes, agreeing with most others, developed unwarrantably from 

some grotesque but harmless hints Hauk’s Book. 

accounts southern conditions and products 

much more northern 

The inconvenient 

which considers 

are explained transfers from supposed narrative 

explorations, now lost us. 

According Professor Hovgaard’s calculation, Biarni struck accident 

the Newfoundland coast, made his second landing Hamilton Inlet, 

Labrador, and his third probably island off Bathn Land, whence 

sailed his father’s Greenland home. Leif, having previous voyage 

struck the lower coast, reversed Biarni’s route, continued along the 

sea front Newfoundland and Nova Scotia Cape Sable, Mark- 

land,” then crossed the Gulf Maine southern New England. He Says: 

Vinland was the region Cape Leif may well have been 

there, but the data are too meager for confident assertion. doubt 

reached some seaboard where warmth prevailed and grapes fit for wine 

making abounded. Beyond that can neither affirm nor deny. But the 

conception Vinland among the old Norsemen apparently would include 

Cape Cod. 

SCHEDULE VOYAGE 

The Hovgaard map voyage places his first landing the 

extreme northern part the Labrador coast; his second (supposed 

Markland) less defensibly the same coast little below Nain, near the 

northern limit even rather small trees, where perhaps one ever thought 

finding forest before; his third, Straumfiord, their chief Vinland home, 

Sandwich Bay also Labrador, moderately available rather cold 

oasis but the immediate neighborhood the shore aptly described 

Cartwright “the country God gave Cain;” and, finally, his most 

southern point, the delightful, near Sop’s Arm the particularly 

inhospitable front northern Newfoundland. view the many fine 

and valuable things which the book contains, such schedule must found 

disappointing. the saga the whole region near Straumfiord presented 

attractive during summer time. 

There were mountains there, and the country roundabout was fair look upon. They 

did naught but explore the country. There was tall grass there. 

There were self-sown wheat fields the land there wherever there were hollows and 

wherever there was hilly ground there were vines. They remained there that winter. 

snow came, and all their live stock lived 

Perhaps “no snow” understood snow that would lie deep and 

interfere with grazing. There might very little snowfall, indeed, during 

Ibid., p. 228 

® [did., p. 107 
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unusually mild winter Narragansett Bay. But cannot pretended 

that the winter conditions recited fit Newfoundland. The only recourse 

discard such passages; but they are integral, characteristic, and significant 

parts the saga, and there trace interpolation. 

Fossum’s Work 

More recent and little less full Dr. discussion the Norse 

discovery America. The following sentence from the introduction gives 

the spirit his treatment: “If this work has any character its own, 

that accepts without reserve the statements the saga narrative and 

attempts follow the text 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER THE SAGA 

This going much too far the other direction. Such acceptance might 

warranted had hand authenticated contemporary narrations 

the normal historic kind; but one pretends that the explorers brought 

saga back with them even wrote one afterward. There may have been 

written memoranda the nature ship’s log, though the prevailing 

opinion that even these items passed oral tradition the rest 

the Vinland-voyage parts the most nearly trustworthy version that 

have are chiefly baliad-like verses translated into prose and presenting 

successive episodes graphic, imaginative, sometimes mythical, way. 

have suggested “Early Norse Visits:” not extravagant ingenuity may 

distinguish the episodes Thorhall the Huntsman, the Gaelic Runners, the 

Battle the Death Thorvald, the Markland Captives, and the 

Death Biarni, each easily separable and individual, probably single 

ballads their original Two them preserve residua the 

original verses, which diction and meter are said belong the eleventh 

century. 

The more voluminous earlier portion the saga, dealing with events 

Iceland and Greenland, and especially the latter, developed from, built 

about, the achievements Eric the Red and lesser degree the 

experiences Gudrid, the wife Thorstein Ericsson and afterward the 

more successful explorer, Thorfinn Karlsefni. picturesque with 

elaborate sorceries, gruesome prophecies supposedly reanimated corpse, 

and sufferings from threatened shipwreck, famine, and pestilence. 

These varied materials were brought together, through what intermediate 

procedure cannot tell, and took shape the final saga-composer’s hands 

about the year 1200, judge the nobly epic style which characteristic 

that period. There may have been some changes between that time and 

its final copying into Book few years before the death Hauk 

Erlendsson 1334. certain there were some divergencies different 

1 Andrew Fossum: The Norse Discovery of America, Minneapolis, Minn., 1918, p. 8. 

Babcock, op. cit., p. 79. 

~ 
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copies, for the parallel and corroborative manuscript A.M. 557 varies 

slightly several points and omits the final genealogy, which Hauk himself 

apparently added. Even the first there was some uncertainty; the saga 

itself frankly gives alternative variant the expedition, making 

Karlsefni take but part his force with him, leave Biarni and Gudrid 

behind Straumfiord, and return after only two months’ stay. There are 

signs, too, that the saga man permitted himself occasional liberties with his 

material. Thus Haki and Haekia the matter stands are said find 

grapes and grain spring, that is, about the time that the eggs sea birds 

and waterfowl were plentiful. Their little story does not synchronize with 

the rest the saga. There can doubt that have here real instance 

displacement. Whether for Thorfinn for Leif before him, these Gaelic 

Runners did their rapid investigating, all, the early autumn. 

However much may value this saga for its general evidence 

important feature history and for its high and entertaining literary 

qualities, can reasonably treat sacred gospel followed 

“without reserve” and “closely” all its “statements”? 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER THE FLATEY BOOK NARRATIVI 

The case for the Flatey Book narrative much worse. have 

history before its copying 1385; but good judges hold that its 

composition cannot have been much earlier, determining the test 

style, which crucial these Icelandic matters. That became saga 

about 350 375 years after the Vinland voyages. The saga composer 

had knowledge some version the Hauk’s Book narrative, for refers 

the Saga Eric and another place mentions Karlsefni having given 

the fullest account Vinland matters. must also have had access 

other traditional sources for items which seem authentic, such 

palisades around Thorfinn’s house, the grain shed island, and the 

crude astronomical observation the length the day and the sun’s 

rising and setting, presumably made Straumfiord. But has confused 

this bay with has multiplied voyages, making almost every prominent 

person Thorfinn’s party head one them; and has generally blurred 

the record. Leifsbooths, which the other saga knows nothing and which 

Leif can hardly have had time build the Vinland interruption his 

main mission, are found each succeeding party explorers apparently 

intact (for there suggestion rebuilding) even after the natives had 

shown themselves furiously hostile and would surely have visited destruction 

anything belonging the invaders. Inconsistencies and errors abound. 

Nevertheless, Dr. Fossum prefers the Flatey Book version most cases 

where the two differ, although, like Professor Hovgaard, aims utilize 

both. his statement the case. 

The two sagas that relate these exploits each presents [sic] distinct phase the events 

The story the Flateyarbok gives account the deeds the family the Red 
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and the Greenlanders The story of the Karlsefne saga describes in detail the expedition ot 

Karlsefne and the Icelanders. Karlsefne was Icelander, resided Iceland, and was there 

looked upon asa n itional hero. As long as it was possible to keep apart the stories of the 

Greenlanders and the Icelanders, there was quarrel between the two sagas; but soon 

the geography the new discoveries became confused and indistinct, the claims the 

Greenlanders and Icelanders are sure toclash. Bjarne, Leif, and Thorvald 

developed Greenland and was late coming Iceland. The saga 

Eirik the Red and his family Greenland and the saga Karlsefne Iceland seem have 

developed independently for least two centuries. When length they attempted 

combine them they found that the only part that suited both was the account the 

Red Greenland. Counter-claims were made the partisans the two families, 

and strife arose which has continued down our day. how far Karlsefne 

himself guilty misrepresenting the facts, and how much are attribute his 

ambitious family, not easy determine. any rate they made claims which 

friends Greenland could not concede. Inthinly veiled language they attacked 

even the Red, who had helped them many ways and shown them great hospitality 

OBJECTION CONCLUSION 

The total offending which based the charge “ingratitude for his 

hospitality” seems that the artless graphic fashion such narratives, 

often concerned about trifles, the saga Hauk’s Book relates how Thorfinn 

Karlsefni from his ship stores helped out Eric’s supplies Christmas 

time dearth, that all enjoyed themselves mightily. This was probably 

true, having regard the conditions the time and place. The statement 

seems natural and harmless. One must demur other features these and 

like passages. not know that there was any saga “Biarni, Leif, and 

Thorvald” nor that any saga ever was composed Greenland. Biarni was 

not member “the The Greenland passages the two sagas are 

far from identical. There Karlsefni saga authoritatively named 

from the beginning. Centuries after the copying Hauk’s Book, Arne 

found its version left without title and wrote into the blank 

space above it: “The Saga Thorfinn Karlsefni and Snorri Thorbrandson,” 

but generally believed that the title should “The Saga Erik the 

Red” the case the companion manuscript A.M. 557. There 

proof any strife between Icelanders and Greenlanders over claims 

glorification these sagas. The Erik the Red saga Hauk’s Book 

and its companion does not appear have been conceived all spirit 

hostility that chieftain and his family disparagement them. 

very far from being eulogy Karlsefni Icelanders generally 

the expense Eric’s family Greenlanders, and not the narrative 

exclusively Icelandic voyage, thus contradistinguished; though, 

that, all Greenlanders were then Icelanders less than twenty years’ 

residence Greenland. certainly presents Thorfinn Karlsefni’s claims 

distinction, but was almost member Eric’s household circle and 

any rate had rendered conspicuously important service which could not 

suppressed. 

3 Fossum, op. cil., pp. 134, 135, 137, 147-148. 
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more plausible indictment for injustice the family Eric might 

drawn against the Flatey Book version, which deprives Leif the credit 

first discovery favor the outsider Biarni and charges Freydis with 

most diabolical murders, including the unprovoked slaughter several 

quite helpless women her own hand. there need 

impute any sinister motive unfair bias the composer either 

form the saga. The pleasure telling good story and explaining 

historical matters would doubt motive enough. This article has 

already indicated how these narratives probably came into their present 

volume and shape. 

LOCATION VINLAND THE LAWRENCE 

result his study the sagas, particular their sailing directions, 

real fancied, and with some personal inspection the ground, Dr. Fossum 
dissents widely from some parts Professor Hovgaard’s scheme courses 

and landings. the case Karlsefni the comparison not startling. 

Dr. Fossum merely shifts Straumfiord from Sandwich Bay, Labrador, 

Notre Dame Bay, Newfoundland, and Hép from one Newfoundland bay 

another little southward, without making the identification 

appreciably more acceptable. But the treatment Leif quite revolu- 

tionary. Instead carrying him Cape Cod and warm regions beyond 

with Professor Hovgaard, Dr. Fossum takes him through the strait Belle 

Isle and the Gulf St. Lawrence westward the island Anticosti and 

the mouth the St. Lawrence River, then the river far the northern 

limit growth the large wild grape the Isle Orleans. other 

words, his Vinland not the seaboard relatively warm latitudes but 

inland westward and down that northern river, where winter winter 

indeed. follows that Thorvald’s western boat voyage exclusively 

river journey and his eastern voyage becomes nearly complete circum- 

navigation the gulf. But the settlement Leifsbooths, the alleged 

chief home Vinland, placed the St. Lawrence River, and there’s 

not much about all suggest the old geographers’ conception possible 

connection with Africa. 

Considering that both Professor Hovgaard and Dr. Fossum rely chiefly 

the Flatey Book for all events preceding the voyage Thorfinn Karlsefni, 

that their methods are much alike, and that both are especially equipped for 

the task, seems curious and suggestive that such diverse results should 

reached. 

brief inspection some these Flatey Book guideposts may 

instructive. related Leif’s party: 

When they were ready they sailed out sea and found first the land which Biarni and his 

shipmates found last. Great ice mountains lay inland back from the sea. They 

returned the ship, put out sea, and found second land. They sailed away from 

the mainland with northeast winds and were out two days before they sighted land. 

4 

| 

| 
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These vague assertions appear have been strung together continue 

the story, without attempt such precision would guide future 

navigators permit close identification places. Some other statements 

are perhaps shade more particular, but manifestly unsafe treat them 

invariably significant, exact, and reliable and strain for the utmost 

that can evolved from them. Such procedure might land any 

harbor. 

THE TESTIMONY THE CROSS 

support his Vinland the St. Lawrence Dr. Fossum cites instances 

early missionaries who found the cross that region, with some accom- 

panying vestiges Christianity. cannot tell how far the wish may have 

been father the thought the case these good priests. The cross 

rather widely spread symbol. But and other religious relics any 

kind really were left white visitors there still occasion for crediting 

the gift the Norsemen, especially since they the opening the eleventh 

century were newly and imperfectly Christianized the best. But other 

white peoples with more deeply grounded Christianity may well have been 

the St. Lawrence long before the time when the cross surprised the 

priests. The map Sylvanus, 1511, shows the Gulf pretty accurately and 

affords fair indication that some one had explored it. Basque and Breton 

fishing crews frequented the banks Newfoundland and the neighboring 

shores still earlier and may have sailed far within. needless prolong 

the list possibilities. There nothing all connect these supposed 

vestiges Christian faith with the Norsemen. 

THE TESTIMONY THE GAME LACROSSE 

further reinforcement Dr. Fossum cites the game lacrosse, which 

has already done similar duty several works. But those who know the 

Indian best seem convinced that exclusively native origin. Any 

partial parallels Norwegian origin may well pass coincidences 

being conceivably due some vastly remoter common ancestry—the former 

being much more But even the Norsemen taught lacrosse some 

Indian tribe the performance may have taken place any one many 

points along the coast. There nothing anchor Gaspé, Anticosti, 

the Isle Orleans. Surely the case for corroboration wavering and 

tenuous heat haze summer time. The St. Lawrence hypothesis not 

new with Dr. Fossum. Indeed, applied Great Ireland, least 

old Eugéne Beauvois’ work" the discovery the New World the 

Irish; that say, the seventies the last century. Though never 

widely accepted and though discountenanced facts and climatic 

conditions, this theory comes into sight now and then with 

advocate. 

new 

4 Eugéne Beauvois: Le découverté du nouveau monde par les irlandais, Nancy, 1875; map on p. 82 
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REAL CONTRIBUTION THE SUBJECT 

One can only say that Dr. Fossum has been more happy some less 

salient and capital contentions. has made seem even more probable 

than before that Eric the Red extended his first explorations part 
Baffin Land. may right also supposing that the Bear Islands, from 

which Karlsefni took off more less the southward his voyage 

Helluland, lay near the Baffin Land shore—Upper Greenland 

Baffin Land, matters little which. northerly wind such mentioned 

the saga would facilitate the voyage from either point, with difference 

only few degrees the direction sailing. may, however, well 

adhere the still general understanding till have more conclusive 

evidence that this point departure was the western, not the eastern, 

side Davis Strait. 

VIEWS AND CRITICISM 

Mr. Alphonse Gagnon, Quebec, thoroughly conversant with the 

productions and temperature that region, has had word say con- 

cerning the hypothesis which locates Vinland isin reply study 

the learned Danish ethnographer-geographer, Professor Steensby, 

unhappily since deceased, “The Norsemen’s Route from Greenland 

which with local differences follows the same general lines 

Dr. Fossum’s work. Mr. Gagnon expresses grave doubt that the Norsemen 

would find wild grapes the territory now comprised the county 

Montmagny, least such quantity and quality would justify the name 

Vinland. finds other incongruities the saga statements that the 

cattle lived freely pasture winter time and that the ground was not 

frozen. 

Steensby takes Karlsefni well Leif the St. Lawrence and finds 

Keelness near the mouth the Saguenay, instead the Newfoundland 

shore, while Straumfiord becomes reach the lower St. Lawrence River, 

Straumey the Small Hare Island therein, slight expansion the 

Riviére Sud little above its mouth near St. Thomas, and Wineland the 

southern shore the main river and the country behind roughly corre- 

sponding the county Montmagny wider sense the whole lower 

part the valley the St. Lawrence River. This more thoroughgoing 

than Dr. Fossum’s scheme the voyages and offers welcome relief from 

the contrasting references “Leif’s Vinland” and “Karlsefni’s Vinland” 

some recent works. But the Danish writer appears attain unity and 

conformity establishing both them inadmissible quarters, condemned 

considerations climate and natural production such Gagnon has 

indicated. there is, course, much solid worth Professor 

% Alphonse Gagnon: La question du Vinland, Bull. Soc. de Géogr. de Québec, Vol. 12, 1918, pp. 211-218. 

%H. P. Steensby: Norsemen’s Route from Greenland to Wineland, Meddelelser om Groénland, Vol. 56, 

Copenhagen, 1918, pp. 149-202. 
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little treatise. insists Dr. Storm’s position favor the 

Eric the Red saga given Hauk’s Book and A.M. 557 and the com- 

parative unreliability the Flatey Book version. 

The veteran historical investigator Henry Vignaud has published 

interesting “Early Norse Visits North America.” 

comprises very fair summary much the contents that book and 

presents many remarks with which accord. However, Mr. Vignaud 

does not think are warranted seeking lands Norse discovery far 

south southern New England. believes that these redoubtable 

people had discovered country lovely and fertile that where they 

have placed their station Hép they would have remained there, not- 

withstanding the admittedly dangerous hostility the Indians. But 

must not accept unreservedly the nearly impossible feats arms recorded 

the Icelandic sagas. These Norsemen were good soldiers but not magi- 

cians. Also there were few them, while the Indians were relatively very 

numerous. Vinland expedition, the largest record, 

numbered only hundred and sixty men. the other hand, the region 

about Narragansett Bay was probably abundantly populated natives, 

was when white men next found the place. The Norsemen, course, 

had firearms and were little, any, better supplied with missile weapons 

than their opponents. Their principal advantage was the possession 

steel swords and axes contrasted with the stone tomahawks the 

Indians; then, too, their shields protected them. There also something 

said for their wider, still credulous, intelligence and their better 

disciplined ways. But all these advantages could not offset such great odds 

nor sufficiently fortify them against the wearing, unhopeful discomfort 

living constantly guard against relentless and stealthy enemy. Some 

the early English settlements, better equipped than the Norse, failed 

utterly; others maintained their ground with difficulty the aid repeated 

reinforcements from ample home population times readier transit. 

The Greenlanders and Icelanders Vinland were practically cut off from 

their bases, and, even had these been accessible, few men could have been 

spared from Greenland. seems that Karlsefni consulted only common 

prudence withdrawing from untenable outpost while his force was not 

yet weakened. The final abandonment Vinland was determined, according 

the saga, fierce quarrels Straumfiord among the colonists themselves 

over the women; also perhaps some degree the unsatisfactory winter 

conditions the place. all seems follow very naturally and quite 

the order things, human nature, savage and quasi civilized, being 

history discloses. 

17 Journ. Soc. des Américanistes de Paris, Vol. 11, 1914, No. 1, pp. 335-337. 
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SUMMING RECENT OPINION 

Professor Delabarre, while dealing amply and excellently with quite 

distinct has incidentally reviewed the recent course opinion 

the problems the Vinland voyages, taking kind straw vote the 

authors represented his notes and observing changes judgment from 

time time. disclaims positive conclusions his own, for reasons 

given; but his brief summary presents very favorably the work and views 

Dr. Fossum, who “seems establish conclusively the fact that 

Vinland and Thorfinn’s Hép were different already set forth, 

one cannot recognize “region” all nor admit that Vinland was 

region which did not include 

THE BEARING THE DIGHTON ROCK INSCRIPTION 

Professor Delabarre relates some interesting observations which has 

made bearing the subsidence non-subsidence land the neighbor- 

hood Dighton consequently all probability about Narragansett 

and Mount Hope bays well. doubtless right attaching importance 

the marsh-growth investigations Mr. Charles Davis, tending 

establish depression the New England coast even considerably farther 

north. His own experiences with Indian artifacts old level below the 

marsh-peat surface island near the rock have like tendency. Regard- 

ing the surface which the rock has stood the evidence certain colonial 

entries suggests movement the opposite direction far concerns the 

last two three centuries. But these entries, cited, seem indefinite with 

regard the area now under water. any case, not necessary 

maintain subsidence the coast continuing till the present time nor till 

those entries were made. hardly reasonable suppose that part 

the Dighton Rock inscription was carved under water immediate 

expectation overflow, such regularly happens now. The year 1003 

long way off and allows leeway for considerable changes. One need only 

suppose moderate lowering level—regular irregular, continuous 

discontinuous—during some part the last nine hundred years. Wild rice 

still native the Narragansett region; picture ample beds the 

time Karlsefni, the wild “wheat” “hollows” the saga, where now 

only water. not likely that one neighborhood exception the 

general behavior the lower coast, easily accounted for the post-glacial 

uplift the shore farther 

18 E. B. Delabarre: Recent History of Dighton Rock, Publis. Colonial Soc. of Massachusetts, Vol. 20, Boston, 

1920, pp. 286-462; reference on pp. 315-317. 

19 Tbid., p. 318. 

2 Ibid., pp. 3909 and 400. 

2 The generally accepted theory of recent and continuing subsidence of the Atlantic coast of the United 

States and the southeastern coast of Canada has been controverted by Professor D. W. Johnson who sets forth 

the theory of coastal stability within historic times. See the article “Is the Atlantic Coast Sinking?,” Geoer. 

Vol. 1917, pp. 135-139. 
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Conclusions 

will observed from the foregoing summary the work recent 

writers that there considerable tendency rehabilitate the Flatey Book 

narrative authority source; partly harmonize the two versions 

making them deal with expeditions distinct regions, multiplying 

Vinlands, and the rest; and disregard the saga’s explicit statements 

the favorable conditions Hép and locate that bay one point 

another the chill face Newfoundland. some writers Leif’s Vinland 

fares better, being allowed stray even far southern Massachusetts; 

but others held fast the shores the St. Lawrence. minutely 

literal method construing these old half historical voyage stories, which 

have all perhaps been too much addicted, has now about reached its 

climax. that the foregoing features criticism and exposition prevail 

for the present not, course, admit that they are mainly sound 

correct. Not very long ago Nansen’s mythological criticism was the 

ascendant, threatening obliterate the saga altogether. That phase has 

passed; and works like Dr. attempting literal following the 

words both sagas, with allowances few possible, are perhaps 

natural reaction. 

need not quite either extreme. unnecessary shut our 

eyes certain elements myth the sagas, but may wisely decline 

treat purely mythical the plain statements real products and 

conditions that are still found situ and only needed finding then. Simi- 

larly, there need treat something too precious tampered with 

such statements that they sailed just two days before making each 

their first three discoveries. This conventional formula would readily slip 

from saga man’s pen long afterward, would also some hints 

direction that have occasionally been held require very great precision 

construing; also such bit careless attribution the skin boats alleged 

use the Indians Hép. Possibly this may likewise true 

the explosive Indian weapon which still inadequately explained, for 

surely not the archaic Algonquian two-men club, Schoolcraft once 

fancied. 

ANTECEDENT PROBABILITY NORSE VISIT CAPE Cop 

has often been said, very soundly, that even there were sagas and 

records voyages must believe that daring race seafarers like the 

Norsemen could not remain several centuries settled Greenland without 

visiting accident design the neighboring regions America. 

likely that Eric touched, least saw, Baffin Land the course his 

first three years’ Greenland explorations. not, hunting parties the 

Nordsetr men were certain before long. Labrador, too, lying next 

below, and also offering broad front Greenland across comparatively 
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narrow sea, was plainly marked destiny for early discovery. These 

things are obvious. lower regions, true that neither Baffin Land 

nor northern Labrador would offer much suggestion more hospitable 

climes lure the visitors farther southward; but there remained the 

probability chance southern landfall, storm-driven, age when 

charts and compasses were wanting and men were greatly the mercy 

wind and weather. report warm, rich southern country, veritable 
earthly paradise men from relatively cheerless and meager latitudes, 

would surely reinforce the zeal southward-coasting explorers, 

carry them well toward the abundance and comfort reported. According 

the saga, this was just what happened. Leif, the long transatlantic 

voyage from Norway, was storm-driven from his course for Greenland and 

brought Vinland, probably not farther north than Cape Cod and possibly 

much below it. his very favorable report, Thorfinn Karlsefni and his 

friends organized expedition would-be Vinland settlers and followed the 

American coast downward, perhaps first wide loops sea sailing, 

knowing that they could not yet near desirable home site, but afterward 

more closely, scrutinizing they sailed, until they reached bay northern 

Vinland with country about very lovely summer time, though sure 

prove dangerously unproductive and cold winter—as they could not yet 

know. 

all happens the saga naturally would happen, and the best 

proof general authenticity that, according its record, the Norsemen 

found what they were sure find—since was really there. The capital 

item allurement, Vinland (Wineland) the Good, lay waiting all the 

time, land where great beds wild grain bordered the estuaries and shallow 

parts rivers; land ample timber growth where grapevines festooned 

the wooded hillsides, often yielding large grapes delightful flavor; 

extensive land, stretching and down the coast, parts bending far out 

eastward and warm enough its lower reaches suggest connection with 

Africa. 

MARKLAND AND HELLULAND 

Markland and Helluland, course, were also there, distinguished 

their characteristics forestry and stoniness, with all kinds game the 

one and Arctic foxes the other. Some latitude may allowed their 

boundaries, which doubtless were not very clear the Greenlanders the 

later saga men. Undoubtedly Newfoundland was forest land (Markland), 

and the term may then have included also part southern Labrador for 

the same was equally certain that the explorers searched far 

enough they would find the Furdustrandir, stretch seemingly inter- 

minable flat sands and dunes sometimes the mainland sometimes with 

long, shallow lagoon between. This practically unbroken formation 

for all the shore south New York; also, with one two breaks, for that 

2 W.H. Babcock: Markland, Otherwise Newfoundland, Geogr. Rev., Vol. 4, 1917, pp. 300-315. 
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between New York and the tip Cape Cod. North that can hardly 

said exist, except minor stretches, the most considerable and charac- 

teristic which probably the Atlantic front Richmond County, Cape 

Breton, where boats are said hauled sometimes across the low isthmus 

St. Peters the inland water known Bras d’Or. Nine hundred years 

ago the low strands this Nova Scotian part the coast may have been 

much more extended than now. Whether not these were specifically the 

beaches intended, the explorers certainly must have had afterward ample 

experience farther southward with the strands which seemed long that 

the vessels would never have done sailing them and were named the 

Wonderstrands. Possibly these may have been dislodged from their proper 

place the narrative. more important note that here was something 

real and great, something which the Norsemen could have inkling from 

home experience, but which they found and recorded. 

CORROBORATING FEATURES 

Certain more restricted coastal features add corroboration. island 

(Straumey) with strong currents about set front inlet and bay 

(Straumfiord) with fine grass country about may not exclusively 

American; but the combination rather unusual, and some search would 

required find either hemisphere. found, however, the 

mouth the Bay Fundy Grand Manan Island, Grand Manan Channel, 

Passamaquoddy Bay, and the surrounding region. Again, the saga calls for 

peninsula extending northward and containing river flowing from the 

east the west. This peninsula conspicuous point named 

Keelness (Kjalarness). Stefansson’s map 1570 (or 1590) names 

Promontorium Winlandiae, showing that tradition held the northern 

extremity Vinland. Now there are four northward peninsulas our 

coast; the upper end Labrador just south Hudson straits and barred 

its practically Arctic conditions; the northern peninsula Newfoundland, 

riverless and far too chill; Cape Cod, which has rivers; and the western 

northward-jutting part Cape Breton Island, which has Margarie and 

Mabou Rivers, flowing stated the saga, and quite fulfills every 

requirement. 

From Straumfiord, are told, Karlsefni made year’s expedition south- 

ward, apparently seeking more favorable winter quarters. Sailing long 

way,” his men established themselves into which river emptied 

before passing thence the sea. They found vines and wild grain all 

suitable places. the winter was mild that their cattle lived 

pasture and snow fell—perhaps, previously stated, should under- 

stand none that would cover the ground and interfere with grazing. The 

conditions indicate part Vinland such Leif 

visited and such was more worthy the name. Several nearly land- 

locked bays the middle parts our coast would supply all that called 
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for, perhaps none better than Mount Hope Bay between Rhode Island and 

Massachusetts. 

One finds verisimilitude also the behavior the Indians, who first 

traded with them, afterward fought them, and were beaten off with 

culty, that the white men judged best back Straumfiord. The 

story the battle very realistic and with the description the natives 

must have come first from though the saga man may 

responsible for few interpolations suggested above. The Norsemen 

would have had data from which invent these Indians. They must 

simply have experienced them. 
Some question has been raised about the absence “mountains” from the 

neighborhood Passamaquoddy Bay and Mount Hope Bay, though they 

are mentioned Straumfiord and the saga. But what 

mountain? the former instance the context shows that nothing Andean 

Alpine could have been intended. Rather the reference such gracious 

fells high rounded hills actually find. There mention 

mountains the description One manuscript only dealing 

quite different region refers the mountains which were this 

authentic, may refer the range hills running northward from behind 

Fall River; but any event too slight reliance control the identi- 

fication important station. 

THE PROBABLE COURSE EXPEDITION 

view the above considerations seems most likely that 

expedition explorers and intending settlers, after sailing south south- 

west from known regions western Greenland and barely landing the 

treeless and cheerless front upper Labrador, made brief but longer stay 

Newfoundland among the abundant game its forests, crossed the strait 

Cabot the low sands and upjutting northern horn Cape Breton 

Island but declined round that cape into the Gulf, preferring follow 

down the Atlantic face Nova Scotia instead. This brought them 

bay-indented sea front and especially the Bay Fundy and its branches, 

the sweeping sides which would attract double attention after the slight- 

ness ebb and flow along the coast last left behind them. they 

established their home pleasant grassy country, bordering Pas- 
samaquoddy Bay, with Grand Manan Island lying out before it. Here, too, 

they probably made the observation eyktarstadr and dagmalastadr which 

has been such bone contention, being commonly assumed, without 

warrant, mark their most southern point travel. When food grew 

scant winter time they moved out the island, with some gain though 

still unsatisfied. They were within the borders Vinland, but far north 

its warmer parts which Leif had reached. The country about them was not 
land grapes, though season few specimens might brought 

scouts and runners from rather distant points. Wine was simply not 
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had. search for home site more truly representative Vinland became 

urgent. 

minority the explorers, led Thorhall the Huntsman, thought 

was found sailing around Cape Breton Island the Gulf beyond, 

and they departed that quest with one vessel. But Karlsefni rightly 

judged that the greater (and doubtless the warmer) stretch coast lay 

southward and sailed that way long distance, perhaps crossing the Gulf 

Maine directly, but possibly skirting its curved shore instead. The 

nearly landlocked bay, Hép, where planted himself again, among the 

hills full grapevines and the low grounds full wild rice, may have been 

far north Ipswich, Massachusetts, but the conditions seem better met 

some part the southern face New England, such Mount Hope 

Bay. They landed and built their houses the spring and lived there 

comfort through the next summer and winter—the winter exceptionally 

mild one—but, after sojourn year, the hostility the neighboring 

Indians drove them back Passamaquoddy Bay. 

Then Karlsefni with one ship essayed route, sailed around 

Cape upjutting promontory, and reached the mouth the Marjorie 

Mabou River, well down its western side. Here again native hostility 

awaited him, and Thorvald Ericsson was killed sharpshooting archer. 

futile chase left them with the impression that the aggressor was more 

and worse than human. So, save the rest their party, they hastened 

back again Passamaquoddy. Then, baffled and disappointed and 

quarreling among themselves, they finally left Vinland altogether for 

Greenland, pausing Markland the way. 

seems that Rafn was about right the most southerly point reached, 

but his identification has suffered the character the supplemental 

local evidences brought forward needlessly its support. The round 

tower, Dighton Rock, and the “skeleton armor” not recommend any 

hypothesis; but unfortunate that they should seem detract from one 

entitled serious consideration without them. Whether Leif touched the 

coast still farther south must remain mere matter fancy. seems 

have supplied the conditions and data which had reported. 

There may have been other Norse voyages America, cannot estimate 

how many, and possible that the Flatey Book narrative may perserve 

few items contributed them; but seems that Thorfinn 

elaborate and long continued endeavor adequately explore and perma- 

nently settle the only one which have report that will enable 

trace approximately some detail, notwithstanding the strange way 

which the narrative grew into its final form; and that the course 

events—and the intending colonists—must have been pretty nearly 

herein described. 
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VILHJALMUR STEFANSSON 

the Arctic, real lands have surpassing skill hiding themselves, while 

lands that never existed appear clear and indubitable the eyes the 

keenest and most experienced explorers. 

1826 Sir John Richardson, then his first Arctic voyage, sailed close 

Clerk Island Dolphin and Union Straits. his second voyage 1848 

tells that because unfavorable conditions passed Clerk Island 

without seeing it. Noone has seen since. 1911 traveled sled over 

the site it. Down that time Clerk Island appeared the Canadian 
Government maps, but will not appear future. 

Several other Arctic lands, after being reported men authority, have 

kept their places the chart for one several generations but are now 

gone forever. Others have been rendered doubtful have least been 

compelled retreat before the advance knowledge. this class are 

Sannikov Land, the existence which has been doubtful the 

voyage the and the Vaigatch, and Crocker Land reported 

Peary. 

seems that Crocker Land should still granted period grace. 

MacMillan marched into the edge (as plotted Peary) and found only 

sea ice. Had taken soundings and found abysmal depths, the case 

against land being there would impregnable. But took critical 

soundings, and the soundings taken our journey aimed towards the same 

general locality 1917 grew deeper went away from the known 

lands but continued “continental shelf” character for 150 miles 

traveled towards Crocker Land. suggest that let Crocker Land bide 

till the vicinity sounded and shown deep water, till the region 

explored thoroughly that know not merely hiding. 

For some Arctic lands, has been remarked, have shown striking 

aptitude hiding. The strait between Cape Chelyuskin and Nicholas 

Land but miles wide and the land the north high, even moun- 

tainous, and yet that passage was traversed 1878 and 

Nansen 1893 without either them suspecting that was strait. The 

discovery remained for Vilkitsky 1913. 

only about miles north from Cape Parry Nelson Head Banks 

Island, and Nelson Head bold cape with high hills low mountains just 

behind it—3,000 4,000 feet high. have various times spent altogether 

several months Cape Parry, and nearly every day climbed the highest 

hills there (300 400 feet) with field glasses look northward for bears 

and seals and incidentally for land. And yet, only two three times have 
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seen Nelson Head, but each those times saw clearly, well above the 

sky line. 

1853 Leopold McClintock, the most capable and admirable 

the entire noble line British naval men who laid the American Arctic bare 

our eyes, was what now call Cape McClintock the northern end 

Patrick Island and did not see the large land which discovered 

sixty-two years afterwards lying only miles the northeast. Nay 

more, says the record which found his cairn Cape McClintock 

that had visited “the islands and reefs lying the have 

since examined his manuscript map, sketched into his diary the time, and 

this shows that had seen some small sand bars that are miles 

north-northeast Cape McClintock, only that much distant from our 

New Land. have also stood Cape McClintock looking northeast 

without seeing anything but what saw. then went the “islands and 

reefs” which visited and even those beyond, which saw only from 

distance, still without seeing land beyond. And the day was apparently 

clear. But later, days more favorable weather conditions, have 

climbed the hills our New Land and seen Prince Patrick Island and 

all the intervening islands and sand bars. 

Having justified few examples our thesis that nonexistent lands 

reveal themselves while real ones lie hiding, come the interesting 

case Plover Land. 

PLOVER LAND 

Captain Kellett, who was superior officer 1853 (when 

McClintock discovered Prince Patrick Island and left there the record 

quoted above), had three years earlier been command the Herald her 

Beaufort Sea voyage when she discovered Herald Island. After telling about 

discovering and landing Herald Island Kellett reports that about 

latitude 72° N., longtitude 175° W., there extensive land upon which 

did not set foot. his account the following perhaps the most striking 

passage 

There was fine clear atmosphere (such one can only seen this climate), except 

the direction this extended land, where the clouds rose numerous extended masses, 

occasionally leaving the very lofty peaks uncapped, where could distinctly seen columns, 

pillars, and very broken peaks, characteristic the higher headlands this sea—East 

Cape and Cape Lisburne, for example. far man can certain who has 130 pairs 

eyes assist him, and all agreeing, certain have discovered extensive 

OTHER VOYAGES THE VICINITY PLOVER LAND 

Plover Land (named for the companion ship the Herald) was put 

the charts. But later Commander Rodgers the U.S.S. Vincennes ran 

through the position indicated the Admiralty chart and anchored 

fathoms latitude 72° N., longitude 174° 37’ W., where Plover Land 

1 Papers and Correspondence Relative to the Arctic Expedition under Sir John Franklin, Parliamentary 

Papers, 1850. 
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Fic. 1—Reproduction on a reduced scale of a portion of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey chart 9400 

(Arctic Coast of Alaska), 1914, to show the charted position of Herald Island in relation to Wrangell Island 

(Waring Point) and soundings in the adjacent waters. The soundings charted north of the islands define Lieut. 

Berry's course in the U. S. S. Rodgers, 1881 (compare the chart, p. 143, reproduced to accompany G. W. Little- 

hales: The Navy as a Motor in Geographical and Commercial Progress, Bull. Amer. Geogr. Soc., Vol. 31, 1899, 

pp. 123-149 and note the map on p. 148, showing the drift of the Jeannetie). On the chart has been plotted the 

last stage of the drift of the Karluk dates being given and soundings in fathoms, 
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should have been, and reported that for thirty miles every direction there 

was land though the weather was clear that the horizon was apparently 

without little doubt, however, cast this testimony the fact 

that the same voyage Commander Rodgers failed see Wrangell Island 

although, according his reported astronomical observations and our 

present knowledge, was only few miles from it. After all, the position 

assigned Plover Land Kellett was only approximate; there may also 

conceivably have been error position Rodgers’s reckoning. 

Later the ship Rodgers, commanded Lieutenant reported 

reaching latitude 73° 44’ longitude 171° 48’ without seeing 

consult the standard charts find the whole vicinity Plover Land 

sounded. But the figures show shallow water, the facts were determined 

balance themselves still leave possibility land. may also 

remember that, supposed that Kellett was nearer the land than 

thought, may have overestimated its extent. 

now come the reason for the writing this paper. Plover Land has 

again been seen. 

PLOVER LAND AND LAND 

the spring 1914, after the wreck the Karluk short distance 

the northeastward, several members our expedition remained encamped 

Waring Point, Wrangell Island, for several months. During that time 

land other than Herald Island was seen one day the eastward and was 

repeatedly seen thereafter. The two most important witnesses are John 

Hadley and William McKinlay. 

THE TESTIMONY HADLEY 

John Hadley, native Canterbury, England, had spent most his life 

the Arctic since went thither petty officer the U.S. 

Revenue Cutter Thetis sent determine whether the station the Amer- 

ican whaling fleet Herschel Island was Alaska Canada. Some the 

time had been aboard whaling but for the most part had been 

engaged whaling from shore station either Point Hope Point 

Barrow. met him 1908, and from first meeting liking and 

admiration for him increased continually. was one the most valuable 

members our expedition 1913 1918. For fifteen months 1913- 

1914 was with the Karluk section that expedition. re-engaged him 

1915, making him second officer the Polar Bear, which 

later became captain. 

point years Hadley’s Arctic experience has never been equaled 

any explorer, far know. had, for instance, spent there more than 

twice many winters Peary, even before joined our expedition. 

2 Rept. of the Secretary of the Navy, Dec. 3, 1881, Reconnaissance of Behring'’s Straits, pp. 7-9. 

3 Rept. of the Secretary of the Navy, Nov. 28, 1881, pp. 6-9, 755-763. 

“Whaling off the Alaskan Coast: From the Journal Jack Hadley Point Barrow, Alaska,” 

Amer. Geogr. Soc., Vol. 47, 1915, pp. 905-021. 
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These were not inactive years ashore, for every spring was out with 

companions both white and Eskimo fighting the ice and weather the 

strenuous sport catching that biggest all game animals, the bowhead 

whale. Colonel Roosevelt once planned hunt bowhead whales the 

northern coast Alaska. might have found braver sport than hunting 

lions Africa: certainly would have found more healthful than the 

South American jungle. Hadley had found healthful. His eye was still 

keen, and was his enjoyment life; his judgment was sound nature. 

These considerations lend weight his story what called “Borden 

Land.” 

was from higher ground the vicinity Waring Point that Hadley 

first noticed new land beyond Herald Island. The northern tip this 

land was hidden Herald Island, and extended about 25° south. His 

first thought seeing was the strangeness not having seen before, 

especially the march ashore after the wreck the Karluk. When 

made statement that effect the Eskimo Kurraluk, the Eskimo 

replied that had seen the land both from the ice after the Karluk was 

wrecked and while the party were still encamped there and also while they 

were their way Wrangell Island. Hadley inquired from the other men 

whether they had seen the land, but none them had noticed it. did not 

consider this strange, for assumed that would have been covered with 

snow the time and perhaps only indistinctly visible, being but white 

outline white horizon. Had been distinct, himself certainly would 

have noticed it. 

After the land had first been seen was visible whenever weather con- 

ditions were suitable. matter common knowledge that the absence 

fog one’s immediate vicinity guarantee that there not thick 

fog bank lying invisible few miles away and hiding everything beyond. 

Accordingly did not strike Hadley remarkable that many apparently 

clear days the land could not seen. 

After the land had been seen three four times and there was general 

agreement its reality, was decided name “Borden Land” honor 

Sir Robert Borden, who had been chiefly instrumental securing the 

transfer our expedition from American auspices those the Canadian 

government. 

Hadley considered the most important fact about the land this, that 

when was first seen was large extent covered with snow and that 

day day the snow could seen getting less and less, that when 

the land was last seen the snow was mainly confined what appeared 

gullies the slopes hills. said had doubt all the existence 

the land; the fact that was not seen from the decks either the King 

‘and Wing the United States Revenue Cutter Bear when they were cruising 

the vicinity Herald Island looking for the missing members the 

would, his opinion, have explained its non-appearance. 

| 
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This, substance, what Hadley told me. has since died, will 

fortify myself quoting Archdeacon Hudson account his inter- 

view with Hadley this subject. The time the Archdeacon’s visit our 

camp was late March, 1918. quote from his most interestingly written 

book, Winter Circuit Our Arctic Coast”: 

Ten miles more brought Barter Island and the extensive building, half under- 

ground sensible vernacular fashion, Mr. Stefansson’s base camp, and here were 

hospitably received Captain Hadley, who was charge. had the Karluk 

when she was lost, full scientists and all sorts expensive and elaborate equipment, and 

bore small part bringing the survivors Wrangell Island, there lying many months 

until rescued the King and Wing. just read the “Last Voyage the Karluk” 

was illuminating many ways hear Captain Hadley’s account. 

But what interested most keenly was his statement that while Wrangell Island, 

again and again, clear days, had seen land with mountain tops far the north- 

east. 

plied Hadley with questions: There could possibility that was cloud banks 

saw mirage? How could when lay always the same place and bore always the 

same shape? Could make any estimate the was very far off, perhaps 

hundred miles, perhaps more; was impossible say, but had bold rugged mountain 

peaks covered with snow places and places bare. reminded him the Jeannette 

drift, the Vincennes voyage, Berry the Rodgers. Yes, knew the two former 

though seemed think there was some doubt about the last, but did not matter how 

many said there was land there, had seen again and again, and had more doubt 

about than about the island were now. How many times altogether could say 

that had distinctly seen it? Well, had made count; every thoroughly clear 

day; and said that though clear days were rare, when they were clear they were 

wonderfully clear. Had seen the land twentytimes? Yes, fully twenty and probably more. 

there stands: Rodgers did not see Wrangell Land for fog, though but few miles off 

his course; there may have been other land did not see; the Jeannette drifted steadily 

northwest away from Herald Island and this land reported northeast. And 

testimony agrees remarkably with Kellett’s 

William Laird McKinlay Scotchman, graduate Glasgow Univer- 

sity where specialized mathematics and physics. our expedition 

was charge the investigations terrestrial magnetism. Apart from 

his lack Arctic experience was training about well equipped 

anyone could report the phenomena here question. 

Before deciding publish account wanted story. 

quote his letter verbatim, far related Borden Land. The 

sketch map exactly drew it. 

With reference what Mr. Hadley may have told you regarding appearance land, 

not suppose that can add much, but can certainly confirm that evidence. The 

appearance land was seen only days when conditions were fine and clear. bore 

roughly east east-northeast from our position the small bay Waring Point which 

our camp was situated, its northern end being line with the southern end Herald 

Island, and was visible the south for distance roughly four times the length Herald 

Island, the latter presented itself our position that time. have not sufficient 

’ Hudson Stuck: A Winter Circuit of Our Arctic Coast, New York, 1920, pp. 304-305. (Reviewed in this 

number of the Geographical Review.) 
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experience the effects mirage polar regions able say whether such appearances 

may have been due such cause; but probably the fact—and this was the one 

really noteworthy fact—that, making allowance for the slight variations conditions 

visibility clear days, the outline was all occasions practically identical, rules the 

consideration mirage out the question, and renders the actual existence land more 

probable. 

the outline was hardly possible for note much detail, beyond the fact that 

the side presented seemed consist for the greater part its length cliffs steep 

slopes. one occasion there appeared decided gap, separating the land into two 

distinct parts; but, whether due defects visibility near the surface not, this was not 

generally noticeable. was impossible for make even rough estimate the distance 

the supposed land; but the height the highest point appeared slightly less than that 

Herald Island, although, course, the fact that was much farther distant than Herald 

would mean that this lower altitude was apparent rather than real. 

Perhaps cannot better than give you extract few brief notes bearing this, 

under dates when the land was seen, together with rough sketch the outline and weather 

notes for each day. 

Wednesday, June 17, 1914 

Appearance land direction Herald Island, bearing roughly ENE. Apparently 

much farther off (than Herald Island). 

Weather—calm; light airs. Completely overcast early morning; clear all day 

thereafter. 

Friday, June 

The island again shows clearly with unchanged appearance. land, some- 

thing new and uncharted. 

Weather—wind south, light strong breeze. Cloud—few stray cirrus. 

Saturday, June 

Our island again showed clear and unchanged. and have decided 

name Borden Land. 

Weather—wind south, variable from light strong. Cloud—few Ci. 
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Sunday, June 

Hadley reports having seen our island again when went out this morning, but 

indistinctly. 

Weather wind east, light moderate breeze. Cloud, fog, not dense, from 

till P.M. 

Friday, June 

Our island was again clearly visible, with what appeared gap cutting two. 

The constancy outline almost convinces that actually land, but hard 

believe that the Karluk drifted through that region without being sighted. 

Weather—wind light and variable. Clear all day; evening. 

(Fog and conditions bad visibility intervened until July 3.) 

Friday, July 

Our island has been remarkably clear today; unchanged outline. 

Made rough sketch this outline. 

Weather—wind first light, but later variable. Clear forenoon; completely 

overcast later. 

From that date until the and Wing arrived, September conditions were 

untformly bad, indeed, only four days appear the total which could described 

clear—August 4—and probably the fact that were constantly the ice its 

neighborhood search game accounts for mention our seeing recurrence the 

appearances noted above. that period days were foggy misty, rain fell 

and snow 12; while 17, which none these phenomena was noted, were “completely 

overcast.” 

From study the track the Karluk’s drift you will see that from the first week 

December the ship was never very far north the line which the supposed land appeared 

be; and point that line any farther south the ship’s track after December 

than where land was sighted December 29, bearing (Herald Island). Moreover 

from December December every day with two exceptions was clear either all day 

part the day; but have knowledge any appearance land having been noted 

any member the ship’s company during that period. This fact, together with the 

knowledge that the charts show that region more less sounded, made very much 

inclined doubt the probability the existence land that direction; but far the 

testimony our vision can go, can assure you that can strongly corroborate Mr. Hadley’s 

statements that did see appearances land. Indeed, was, have already remarked, 

the noteworthy fact that the outline was every occasion practically the same that most 

impressed and finally led make the rough sketch enclose. 

The following notes account are pertinent: 

refers the southern end Herald Island being northeast from 

Waring Point, while the American and British charts east but 

few degrees north east. more likely that the charts are wrong 

either the position Herald Island that Waring Point than 

that McKinlay erred much giving the direction the one from the other. 

That there should gap seen the land one occasion does not 

affect the evidence the presence land. have frequently seen such 

gaps lands well known exist—the cause being either mirage 
fog bank lying the land. for this reason that some large bays laid 

down polar charts are found exist only the charts— gap appearance 

caused fog mirage has been taken for bay. 
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The hardest blow against Borden Land struck 

statement that from December December every day with two 

exceptions was clear and that land was seen, far 

ing the chart, the should during this time have been northerly 

direction from Borden Land, and well known all Arctic travelers 

that conditions for seeing land the south can never more favorable than 

exactly this time year when any land, matter how snow-covered, 

would clear silhouette against the southern dawn. 

But this statement offset the one Hadley that the Eskimo 

Kurraluk did see the land the south during the period question. Hadley 

believed might have been seen the Eskimo even though had escaped 

his own notice. And, because his experience and habits close observa- 

tion, Hadley was certainly more likely notice than anyone else, with the 

possible exception the Eskimo. 

Thus the facts try continually counterbalance each other, alternately 

introducing doubt into our certainties and canceling our doubts. seems 

reasonable, however, that the Borden Land Hadley and McKinlay and 

the Plover Land Kellett are existent they are one and the same. But 

the various accounts are reconciled, will necessary shift the 

charted positions either Point Waring Herald Island, both. That 

may not prove difficult seems, for the observations our expedition 

have already shifted the positions several such well-known landmarks 

Cape Parry and Cape Bathurst much twenty miles. the far north 

faith the sextant and chronometer occasionally moves mountains. 
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THE AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 

Lectures and Elections Fellowship. the last issue the Geographical Review 
announcement was made the speakers and subjects the January and February meet- 
ings. addition there were given two lectures the technical series the home the 
Society, Broadway 156th Street, follows: 

February Dr. Stevenson addressed the Society the subject “Maps 
the American Geographical Collection Relating Early Exploration and Dis- 

There was distributed the lecture pamphlet twenty-one pages, especially 
prepared for the occasion, entitled: 

DESCRIPTION EARLY MAPS 

Originals and Facsimiles 

(1452-1611) 

Being part the permanent wall exhibition 
The American Geographical Society 

With partial list and brief references the re- 
productions others which may consulted 

the Library. 

Under each main map title the pamphlet there about page text description together 
with brief list references. 

was the good fortune the Society have Dr. Hogarth, Oxford University, 
give special illustrated lecture, Tuesday evening, March “Recent Explorations 

was attendance over four hundred Fellows and friends, and un- 

usually high degree interest. illustrated article Dr. Hogarth will appear the 
July number the Geographical Review the subject his lecture. 

the building April Alan Ogilvie, the staff the Society, will give 
illustrated lecture Macedonia. Mr. Ogilvie was Captain the British Army dur- 

ing the war, spending most the war period surveying portions Macedonia. 
the author article that subject the present number the Review, and number 

papers the Geographical Journal Mr. Ogilvie graduate Oxford Uni- 
versity and was Reader Geography the University Manchester the time his present 
appointment was made. 

the January, February, and March meetings, President Greenough presiding, there 
were presented with the approval the Council the names 224 candidates who were 
duly elected Fellows the Society. account the annual meeting the Society 
involving the election officers given the following paragraphs. 

Annual Reports the Society. the annual meeting the American Geographical 
Society held January the Engineering Societies’ Building, West Thirty-ninth 
Street, the annual reports the Council, the Treasurer, and the Special Committee 

were read, follows: 

REPORT THE COUNCIL 

January 20, 1921 

The Council presents herewith brief review the activities the Society during the 
past year. These have recovered large measure from the dislocation caused the 
Great War. 

The work the Society has been directed toward the achievement two principal 
objects: the first seeking meet the interest our Fellows through the Geographical 
Review, the Annals the Association American Geographers, the monographs, and the | 
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lectures; the second involving effort add the permanent fund geographical 

knowledge original research and exploration. The results the latter must 
necessarily restricted the limited means the command the Society, but are 
gratified announce that through the generosity some the Council have been able 
this year initiate extended scheme intensive scientific research the geography 

Hispanic America and Brazil. 
The first step the development the program aims the review and classification 
all available scientific data geographical nature that pertain Hispanic America. 

Topographic data all kinds, climatic facts, and population statistics are first importance. 
Account taken everything man’s physical environment that affects his distribution, 

his activities, and his economic welfare. While such study reaches back into history 

most concerned with present conditions and the possibilities the immediate future. 
The work will involve the compilation maps—topographic and distributional—on 
various scales; but always including sheets the scale 1:1,000,000 which will conform 

the scheme the International Map. further includes the production complete 
distributional maps Hispanic America dealing with soil, vegetation, and land classifica- 
tion. The undertaking proposed ambitious one, but the Society happy say that 
assurances co-operation have been given the whole group Hispanic American 
countries cordial spirit that augurs well not only for immediate scientific results but 
also for the fostering mutual understanding and sympathetic relationship towards which 
the field geography offers peculiarly fortunate approach. Details progress will 
presented from time time our Fellows through the columns the Review. 

The Geographical Review, which has heretofore been published monthly periodical, 
will hereafter changed quarterly issue, giving more permanent shape which 
hoped will meet with your approval. 
tributed this decision. 

The projected series monographs the Research Series, alluded our last Annual 
Meeting, has advanced that includes altogether fourteen numbers. The two leading 
publications are now press and are entitled, “The Battlefields the World War: 

Study Military Geography,” Professor Johnson, Columbia University, 
about 600 pages, 170 illustrations; and New World: Problems Political Geography,” 

Dr. Isaiah Bowman, Director the American Geographical Society, 600 pages with 
over 200 maps and photographs. Order cards for these monographs have already been 
distributed our Fellows. 

Additions the Library comprise 1,406 books, 519 pamphlets, 5,308 periodicals, 3,482 
maps, and atlases. Our collection now comprises 57,210 books and pamphlets, 50,643 

maps and atlases. 
The gold medals the Society were awarded follows: The Charles Daly Medal 

Dr. George Otis Smith, Director the United States Geological Survey, Washington, 

The David Livingstone Centenary Medal William Speirs Bruce, Edinburgh, 
Scotland, for his distinguished work the Antarctic. 

The David Livingstone Centenary Medal Alexander Hamilton Rice, New York, 
for explorations north-western Amazonas. 

The lectures the Society have been well attended and have given general satisfaction. 

These, eleven number, were given the following speakers: Dr. Charles Upson Clark, 
Professor Clarence Young, Archdeacon Hudson Stuck, Mr. Carl Professor 

Henry Crampton, Dr. Fay-Cooper Cole, Dr. George Otis Smith, Mr. Edgar Banks, 

Mr. Roy Chapman Andrews, Baron Gerard Geer, and Dr. Alexander Hamilton Rice 

The number Fellows the Society 3,307, whom 397 are Life Fellows. 
The Report the Treasurer, submitted herewith, gives summary the income and 

expenses the Society, together with condensed balance sheet showing satisfactory 

financial condition. 

Various technical considerations well have con- 

conclusion, may said that the organization was never better fitted for the purpose 
designed serve and the hope entertained that its disinterested efforts are appre- 

ciated the community. Our acknowledgments are due all the members the staff 
for their efficiency and devotion. 

Respectfully submitted behalf the Council. 
JoHN GREENOUGH 

Chairman 
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REPORT THE TREASURER FOR 1920 

The following statement the receipts and expenses and the condensed balance 
sheet the Society shown the books December 31, 1920: 

Receipts and Expenses 

December 31, 1919, there was balance income account. 

During the year there have been received from annual dues, 
interest investments, and sales publications. $61,049.49 

Special 

74,049.49 

76,426.63 

There has been expended for salaries, house expenses, library, meetings, 

publications, postage, insurance, etc. ..... 75,961.03 

Balance income account December 31, 1920. $465.60 

Condensed Balance Sheet 

$30,781.99 Capital uninvested.......... $1,872.96 
Temporary investments...... 45,041.76 Annual dues paid advance. 330.00 

Monograph Publication 
Hispanic American Research 

33,480.24 
Sundry deposits and reserves.. 21,166.51 

7,500.00 
Income account balance..... 465.60 

$75,823.75 

HENRY PARISH 

Treasurer 

REPORT THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE 

January 25, 1921 

The Special Committee appointed December 16, 1920, nominate and invite suitable 

persons fill vacancies which will occur the offices the Society the date its 
annual meeting January, 1921, respectfully report that they recommend the election 

the following gentlemen the offices designated: 

TERM TO EXPIRE IN 

Swift Balch 
Banyer Clarkson 

192 

Frank Polk 
Franklin 
Roland 

Philip 
Redmond Cross Committee 

Paul 

The reports the Council and the Treasurer were approved and ordered file. The 
persons recommended the Special Committee for the offices filled received the 
unanimous vote the Society and were declared duly elected. 

| 
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NORTH AMERICA 

Weather and Crop Yields the United The detailed study weather 
and crop relations has led recognition one more critical periods the growth 
crop, when its future prospects are largely determined. Thus, for corn, Professor Warren 
Smith has shown that the time when extra half inch quarter inch rain most 
valuable, the days immediately following the blossoming. The temperature well 

the moisture critical period exercises important control over crop development. 
For instance, the case the cotton belt for the best yield cotton May should dry, 
June both warm and dry, and August cool and wet. has proved possible predict the 

yield cotton more accurately from mathematical analysis these weather factors than 
from the reported condition the crop itself. Mr. Blair has summarized these and 
other interesting results investigations this sort recent article, “The Mathematician, 

the Farmer and the Weather” (Scientific Monthly, October, 1920, pp. 353-361). points 
out that careful determination the heat and moisture requirements particular 
crop during its critical periods, coupled with detailed climatic analysis region, will 
indicate whether not that crop climatically adapted that locality. “Further, there 
are ways advancing retarding, within certain limits, the time occurrence the 

critical periods, thus bringing them into the time when favorable weather more likely 
to occur.” 

Mr. Wallace “Mathematical Inquiry into the Effect Weather Corn Yield 
the Eight Corn Belt States” (Monthiy Weather Rev., August, 1920, pp. 439-446) has 

recently extended Professor Warren Smith’s work the yield corn Ohio (see his 
book, “Agricultural Meteorology,” 1920). Mr. Wallace concludes that “the problem 
predicting corn yield from the weather relatively simple the southern half the corn 
belt, notably Kansas, Missouri and southern where drought and heat June, 
July and August are the chief the north, however, lowa and Minnesota, 
the departures the monthly means temperature and rainfall from the average show 
disappointingly small correlation with the total yield corn for each State. appears 
that better results would obtained with the use the county the unit area and 
dividing the time into phenological periods rather than into the arbitrary calendar months. 
Furthermore, obvious that along the northern border the corn belt, early killing 

frost might reduce silage the crop from large areas for which previous weather had 

indicated heavy prospective yields grain. Under such conditions only the yield per 
acre actually harvested for grain could expected show any marked relation the 
weather previous the frost. 

Some numerical estimates have been compiled the U.S. Bureau Crop Estimates (see 
the Monthly Weather Rev., August, 1920, 446) showing the effect adverse weather 
the yields important crops. the period 1909 1919 the yield wheat was cut 
22.9 per cent deficient excessive moisture, floods, frost freeze, hail, hot winds and 
storms; but only 6.9 per cent the combined effect plant disease, insect and animal pests, 
and defective seed. The adverse weather factors experienced reduced the yield corn 
27.7 per cent, while the other factors mentioned took off only 4.4 per cent more. The corre- 
sponding estimates for potatoes are 20.7 and 9.3, and for cotton, 22.3 and 13.2 per cent. 

CHARLES 

Weather and the Pioneer Arkansas. account “Weather and Crops 
Arkansas, 1819 1879,” gleaned Hickmon from Little Rock newspapers and pub- 
lished the Monthly Weather Review, August, 1920, illustrates how large factor was 
weather the life the pioneer. 

The agricultural system the pioneers Arkansas Post (Little Rock) was well adapted 
the variable weather. The farming was diversified—cotton, corn, wheat, potatoes, 

truck, fruit and cattle raising—and the uplands well the lowlands were cultivated. 
average growing season would result good returns; but, now, average weather 

was exceptional. hot season favored corn and cotton; cool one the root crops, wheat 

and pasturage. wet summer, not too cool, was fine for corn, potatoes, and cattle; but 

poor for cotton and wheat. wet seasons the farmers the uplands fared well, while 
those the river flood plains lost their crops because floods. When droughts occurred, 
however, only the lowlands gave fair yields. The early settlers used the Arkansas River 

their highway for taking cotton market and bringing back bacon, flour, provisions, 
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newsprint, etc.; but low water ice frequently interrupted trade. When there was high 
water, the other hand, the overland mails did not arrive, because unfordable streams. 

The reading Mr. Hickmon’s article impresses one with the familiar succession un- 
usual storms, floods, snows, and mild winters. affords demonstration the fact that 

our weather, variable though is, essentially constant, matter importance the 

SOUTH AMERICA 

The Colombia-Ecuador Boundary. The Ecuadorian Government has recently 
published document entitled “Arreglo limites entre las Republicas del Ecuador 
Colombia, documentos oficiales” (Quito, 1920), which gives account the demarcation 

Sketch Map Illustrate the 
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Fic. 1 

operations the boundary with Colombia. This boundary had been defined the 
treaty signed July 15, 1916, and which ratifications were exchanged 
January 26, 1917. 

The maps accompanying this document are peculiar interest, they are based 
trigonometric data and precise measurements, and provide zone accurate survey across 
the Andes hitherto unsurveyed section. Unfortunately the quality the reproduction 
falls far short that the work which the maps represent. The surveys were executed 

joint commission operating three sections, from the mouth the Mataje River 
the Pacific coast the watershed between the Napo and Putumayo Rivers. 

The boundary commission showed that the definition included the treaty had been 
based upon inadequate knowledge the topography, and found necessary make 
important modifications number places. For instance the line was follow the 
San Juan River upstream the mouth the Agua-Hedionda valley, and thence this 
valley its head the Chiles Volcano, and run from this summit the source the 

Carchi River. The Commission states that the Hedionda valley does not exist, and that 
the Carchi River has three sources Mt. Chiles. 

The boundary survey has resulted the fixing large number positions, and 
placing the confluence the Putumayo and Sucumbios nearly sixty miles west its 

| 
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supposed position. has revealed the sources two east-flowing rivers—Afiladores and 
Lora, while has greatly changed the courses the rivers surveyed. interesting 

note that the new survey crosses the northern extremity the chain geodetic 
triangulation carried out the French Mission measuring the arc meridian from Payta 
(Peru) and completed 1907. 

The position the new boundary shown the accompanying sketch map which 
has been compiled from the maps the boundary commission. was apparently con- 
sidered unnecessary survey sections where the location the boundary was not 
doubt. Thus there gap the work the San Juan River, and the southeastern 

terminal the demarcated line the point where the watershed between the Putumayo 
and the Napo attained. 

While the two Republics are nowagreed upon their common frontier, the eastern extremity 
this line cannot regarded settled until both Colombia and Ecuador come 

agreement with Peru, whose territorial claims Amazonia overlap those both countries. 

The Coastal Belt Peru. Fellows the Society who had the opportunity hearing 
Mr. Robert Cushman Murphy lecture the subject “The Humboldt the 
Islands Peru” will interested know his published results under the title “The 
Seacoast and Islands Peru” (Brooklyn Museum Quart., Vol. 1920, and Vol. 1921). 

Mr. studies are not confined the habits and distributions the guano birds but 
embrace the physical environment and its life relationships. Among the illustrations are 
eight distributional maps showing either the ranges the breeding places various 
vertebrates, chiefly the western coast the Americas. The relative constancy physical 
conditions the Pacific coast strong contrast the periodicity that marks the Atlantic 
coast and reflected two outstanding features: (1) extraordinary latitudinal range 
distribution groups animals far northern and far southern origin and (2) equally 
extraordinary abundance higher vertebrates littoral waters low latitudes. These 
results are closely correlated with the physical conditions, particularly 
phenomenon upwelling sea water along the coast. 

Previous the publication Mr. paper there appeared the same 
subject with notes climate and economic geography (R. Coker: “Habits and Economic 
Relations the Guano Birds Peru,” Proc. Natl. Museum, Vol. 56, 1920). Mr. Coker 

points out that while fog and mist are common feature the mainland coast during the 
winter, the offshore islands are practically free that only upon their higher 
peaks there sufficient precipitation support ordinary vegetation. The result that 
“the nitrogen the guano deposited the birds cannot become converted into ammonia 

lost evaporation, but permanently preserved form-eadily available for the 
purposes pointed out that the absence rains and storms has cer- 
tain effect also upon the abundance available food and upon the successful propagation 

the birds. The correctnéss this generalization tested finding that nearer the 

Equator, where the sea breeze warmer and contains more moisture, light rains are not 

unknown, Lobos Tierra, latitude 6.5° S., and here small patches vegetation 

may found and “an inferior quality guano.” 
appendix Mr. Coker presents map, reproduced from the Geographical Review, 

showing the location the Guano Islands. brief introductory sections the general 

features the coast and the character the Peruvian Islands are set forth and the condi- 
tions the surface water noted. (For fuller discussion Peruvian coast temperatures 
see paper the same author “Ocean Temperatures off the Coast Peru,” Geogr. Rev., 
Vol. 1918.) 

describing the guano-producing species, Mr. Coker uses the phrase “billion-dollar 
birds,” view the fact that between 1851 and 1872 ten million tons high grade guano 
were extracted from the Chincha Islands with pre-war value three-quarters billion 

dollars; and addition there the value the guano extracted since that time. 
the first years this century the exports were one hundred thousand tons year, and 
the years twenty thousand tons the highest grade were produced. 

The main body the paper devoted detailed description the chief guano-making 
birds—their habits, their biological character, the economic importance each the 

general scheme. The most important bird the cormorant, which outranks all others 
the coast significance guano producer and has always had the name the “guano 

bird” guanay. comparatively new guano deposits formed the cormorant there 
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content per cent nitrogen; old buried guano preserved from past genera- 
tions there nitrogen content per cent, indicating almost perfect preservation 
owing the practical absence rain. consequence the high value these birds 

the economy Peru, elaborate regulations have been established for their protection— 

highly developed form state conservation. 
The closing sections paper deal with the relation sea lions the birds 

enemy and competitor and contain historical notes the work earlier observers. The 
paper throughout contains footnote references distinct value the student the 
economic geography Peru. 

EUROPE 

Studies City Geography: Edinburgh and Glasgow. Some time ago the Scottish 
Geographical Society formed Committee for National Collection Old Maps Scotland. 

result the activity the Committee the publication the Society’s magazine two 
studies city geography, Edinburgh (August-September-October, 1919) and Glasgow 

(January, 1921). both instances the development the city traced from the earliest 
times, progress being illustrated unique coliection maps, views and sketches. The 

expansion Edinburgh admirably summarized map color (scale inch mile) 
the late Bartholomew. The two studies have common the fundamental geo- 

graphical exposition lately defined Dr. Fleure (Some Types Cities Temperate 
Europe, Geogr. Rev., December, 1920) the “complex interweaving environmental 

influence and cumulative human The method treatment however different 
the history Scotland’s two capital cities: Edinburgh, cultural city and political 

capital tracing its fortunes its defensive site the “well-nigh impregnable Rock” looking 

eastward over the Firth Forth; Glasgow, the commercial capital (third city the 
British Empire, Calcutta being second), westward-looking with colonial traditions and 

present-day fame the world’s greatest shipbuilding center. 
Edinburgh treated Professor Patrick Geddes from the standpoint town planning. 
discusses shortly what has been done the way civic survey and interprets present 

conditions the light their origins, outlining the growth the city through ancient, 
medieval, renaissance, and industrial stages. The city particularly well lends itself 
illustration his thesis that “each generation, and this, each essential type, must express 
its own life, and thus make its contribution its city its own characteristic 
the same time the past makes itself felt. The notorious conditions squalor and over- 
crowding the old city are legacy from its ancient position city refuge. 

Influence the past the form geographical inertia the theme the epilogue 
the study Glasgow, note the future the city Sir Halford Mackinder. 

The point basic importance yet quite commonly overlooked the student the 
“influence geographic environment.” One cannot better than quote here. 

“It necessary invoke momentum from the past order explain the greatness 
many the oldest centers urban life. Geographical analysis alone will not enough 
without the ‘compound interest’ the original geographical capital. You 
may analyze the position Glasgow and show that was founded the nearest solid 
ground ford across the Clyde, and that the paths and down the valley here crossed 

the paths from the hunting grounds Strathmore and Kyle; but you have only given 
the reasons for the placing big village. St. Ninian and St. Mungo established home 
missionaries this focus pathways into the wild, and you explain little episcopal 
city. Under the protection her bishops, market outstrips Renfrew, Dumbar- 
ton, and Rutherglen, that the traffic comes the converging paths from farther afield; 
you have still only added High Street shopkeepers cathedral close. The Union 
1707 gives Glasgow the opportunity importing the sugar and tobacco Scotland; you 
have now accounted for Jamaica Street. Finally the exploitation the Lanarkshire coal 
and iron gives you industrial area with few hundred thousand workers. But Kelvinside 

and Clydebank, the city million within and half million more without the municipal 
boundary, only explained the fact that being great going concern Glasgow 
has changed her geographical environment, has brought the seas her doors and made 
tributary distant ores and granaries. short independent geographical fact that 
you have beside the Clyde not only deposits coal but these days also deposit human 
energy and skill and habit working together. The result that far corner the 
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damp and chilly north, little sterile land, beside unnavigable mountain torrent, 

see great world-center. one would have deepened the Clyde unless Glasgow had 

already been there. him that hath shall given.” 
This however not underestimate the possibilities the Glasgow region which 

successive times successive advantage has been taken. The development these latent 
possibilities completely traced the several chapters which include the geographic 
factor (by Prof. Gregory), the people, cathedral and bishopric, municipality, port, and 
overseas relations. 

Coal and Iron the Political and Economic Geography Northeastern France 
and Western Germany. The greatest industrial effects follow the territorial changes 

required the successive treaties peace will take place northeastern France and 
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Fic. 1—Sketch map showing the relations of the Lorraine iron ore district and the tributary coal fields. 

References on the map are (coal fields): 1, Westphalian; 2, Briiggener-Erkelenz; 3, Campine—Aix-la-Chapelle; 

4, Valenciennes-Namur; 5, Sarre. 6, lignite field of Cologne; 7, iron ore district of Lorraine. 

western Germany account the transfer Lorraine Annexée—that part Lorraine 
taken from France 1871 and restored 1919. This district contains per cent the 
European iron reserves. detach from the iron and steel industry Germany and 
add that France not simple process. The industrial effects the transfer 
great mineral deposit involves the study the sources coal and coke which, before the 
war, were drawn upon the reduction Lorraine ore. addition one must take into 
consideration the effects that will follow upon the transfer political control the Sarre 
basin during the fifteen years that must elapse before plebiscite determine final owner- 
ship. any case the treaty Versailles gives France outright ownership the mines. 
Thus the political consequences the treaty and its economic consequences are involved 

extremely complicated manner the common frontier France and Germany. 
the study these consequences they will unfold themselves the ensuing decade 

economic reconstruction vital importance know the extent the reserves 
iron ore and coal the several fields; the economic and transportation relations that 
obtained before the war; and the most economical relation that must maintained 

both France and Germany are not suffer result the changes territorial ownership. 
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Such study has been made one the highest authorities the country, Dr. Alfred 

Brooks, report published the United States Geological Survey (“The Iron and Asso- 
ciated Industries Lorraine, the Sarre District, Luxemburg, and Belgium”, 

Brooks and Croix, Geol. Survey Bull. 703, 1920). 
this brief notice perhaps sufficient characterize the main geographical relations 

emphasized the report. series graphs and maps there are presented the geographi- 
cal relations the several deposits; the ratio iron reserves each country the total 
for all Europe; the place the coke industry the industrial scheme; the production 
coke France départements; the position and industrial status the Westphalian coal 
fields; the part played German steel production the Sarre coal field; and finally, 
the very interesting conclusion that, unless there exchange raw material the 
form the iron ore Lorraine for Westphalian coke and coal, the economic use these 
reserves will prevented. Political action might such case deflect natural economic 
processes thereby raising the cost iron and steel production the disadvantage “the 
average European whatever his nationality,” besides preventing French and Belgian iron 

WESTPHALIA 
61.6% 

18% 

GREAT BRITAIN 

54.5% 

Fic. 2—Diagrams showing percentage ot coal reserves: on the left, the national ownership of coal reserves in 

Europe in 1913; on the right, coal reserves tributary to the Lorraine iron district in 1919. 

and steel products from competing the world market. While the argument not carried 
forward into the political field easy apply the entire policy reparations. 
Thus, along with many other considerations, matters territory and economic geography 

bring the thoughtful person back the question that has been raised hundred forms 
since the treaty Versailles was signed, how far Germany can meet her reparation 
payments and yet prevented from reorganizing her economic life along the old lines. 

Turning from the general features the report the details may noted that 
existing publication can one find such mobile form the facts necessary for discussion 

the problems economic geography that are posed the stipulations the treaty 
Versailles respecting Lorraine Annexée and the Sarre. Whether one wishes study the 
question production transportation; whether one interested the question the 
sources that the dispositions iron and steel products, will find the information 
practically any desired form. The separate map entitled “Map Lorraine Iron Districts 
and Tributary Coal Fields,” the scale 1:600,000, supplies the geographical outlines 

actual producing areas iron and coal northwestern Germany from the Westphalia 
basin the Sarre, westward Valenciennes and southward the Marne-Rhine Canal. 

While the relief not shown the main map supplied small sketch map (PI. 
which also gives the features the main map less detail. The small map reproduced 
herewith omitting the relief, and there also reproduced figure showing the national 

ownership coal reserves Europe 1913 and the coal reserves tributary the 
Lorraine iron district 1919. The diagrams are accompanied tables which express the 
tons known coal the reserves and the percentages the total represented the prin- 
cipal fields. The total reserves for all Europe 1913 are given 248,493,000,000 tons, 

and the percentages this total for the different fields have been transferred the diagram 
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redrafting for the purposes this note. Percentages known coal reserves tributary 
the Lorraine iron district 1919 (86,640,000,000) are likewise transferred the corre- 

sponding figure and show striking manner the interdependence that must established 
between the German coal fields and the French iron-ore fields Lorraine either France 

Germany have normal industrial life. 

Recent Studies Glacial Variations the French Alps. Recent studies both the 
field and the archives Chamonix have furnished fairly history glacial 
variations the French Alps since the close the sixteenth century. (Ch. Rabot: Les 
catastrophes glaciairies dans vallée Chamonix xviie siécle, Nature, August 
28, long while before 1600 the glaciers the massif Mont Blanc were 

certainly more and probably much less extensive than they now are. indicated 
not only documentary evidence but many old traditions testifying the former 
use passes now impracticable account ice. the first decade the seventeenth 
century, however, there began long age glacial enlargement that lasted into the nine- 

teenth century. 1604 advance the front the Mer Glace swept away several 
houses the valley and forced the inhabitants others abandon their homes. 
responding damage was done the neighboring Glacier d’Argentiére. equally destruc- 
tive “flood” ice chronicled between 1609 and 1611, and was made memorable 

the most formidable encroachment all. period minor oscillations then followed 
until great advance 1714, which turn was succeeded gradual but slight recession 
between 1714 and 1775 and general period growth until when the ice had 
almost reached its maximum 1644. “Flood” conditions persisted thence until about 1850, 
after which there set that great shrinkage characteristic the latter 19th and early 
centuries, which has probably resulted from combination three causes: general 
rise temperature, diminution precipitation, and increase insolation. 

Within this broader period glacial retirement since 1850 there have been two minor 

advances, one between 1880 and 1890, and the other since 1910 (see the note, “Recent 
Developments the Theory Glacial Variations,” Geogr. Rev., Vol. 1918, pp. 75-76). 
Between 1914 and 1919, inclusive, the Glacier Tour has advanced aggregate 170, 

the Glacier des Bossons 171.8, and the Glacier less than 202 meters. 
Though perhaps less striking scale, the same phenomenon has been observed through- 
out the Alps and undoubtedly the result the relatively cool and wet conditions that have 
prevailed during recent years. 

AFRICA 

Changes Population Grouping the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. The Anglo- 
Egyptian Sudan with area over 1,000,000 square miles has population less than 
3,500,000. The relative smallness the figure due part political events the last 
century. Extension Turkish rule with its ruinous system taxation into the northern 
provinces the Sudan devasted the cultivated areas along the Nile River and encouraged 
extension the slave traffic. From Khartum headquarters the traffic extended the 
valley the Uganda borders. Sir Samuel Baker estimated that least 50,000 slaves were 
captured annually during the years immediately preceding 1869, the date his expedition 
for its suppression. This work begun Baker and continued Gordon was barely 
completed when the revolt the Mahdi broke out (1881). Under his régime and that 
his successor the Kalifa, war, massacre, famine, and disease cost, according Sir Harry 
Johnston, 3,000,000 lives. 

The reconquest the Anglo-Egypt Sudan 1898 inaugurated era peace which 
the influence now penetrating the farthest borders. During the war source potential 
trouble was removed conquest the revolting Ali Dinar, sultan Darfur, and the sub- 
sequent incorporation his semi-independent kingdom the fifteenth province the 
Sudan. The power British authority was recognized the picturesque ceremony that 
took place London 1919 when the golden sword the Mahdi was surrendered the 
Imperial Sovereign the British Empire. Not that the Pax Sudanica completed. 
the remote borders tribal warfare still exists. 1917 for instance punitive expedition 
was sent into the Dinka country east the Bahr Gebel protect the tribute-paying 
Dinkas from their warlike Nuer neighbors (J. Stevenson-Hamilton: The Dinka Country 
East the Bahr Gebel, Geogr. Journ., Nov., recently rebellion broke out 
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among Dinka peoples west the river (in Mongalla) during the course which Major 
Stigand was killed the serious loss alike British administration and African geography. 

But the work that has been accomplished the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan notable. 
illustration its results given recent number Sudan Notes and Records 

“cotton soil” region lying back the sandstone belt that stretches along the right bank 

the Nile between the Atbara and the Blue Nile. lies the the “rainland,” the 
annual rainfall according map for being between and inches 

Report the Land Settlement the Gezira, Anglo Egyptian Sudan). Traveling over 
three hundred miles the region the author saw scarcely single built house and very few 
grass huts, yet there were far more people than had been expected. “We never had any 
difficulty finding Arab ferik every two three hours.” All the feriks were small, never 
more than tents and usually only 15. Formerly the tribes moved about 

bands 200 300 tents strong; “at each halting place the tents were pitched long rows, 

and every fifteen twenty days the drums were beaten, the servants used strike tents 
and the whole camp moved fresh grazing ground.” This form social organization 
adapted defensive offensive purpose. Now that raiding has been put down the 
government each family small group can live smaller flocks can grazed 
for months from the same camping ground and therefore tends become sedentary, 
turning more and more agriculture where soil and water conditions permit. yet 
the tent and its equipment have remained much the same old, but certain other changes 

the nomad economy are progress. The necessity meeting the government taxes, 
the price security, leads the regular sale animals such markets Khartum and 

Omdurman. The surplus cash expended the satisfying new wants and trade grows. 
The change from nomadic sedentary occupation the region regarded Crowfoot 

reversion former type. His argument based the remains settlements which 

flourished the Meroitic period about the beginning the Christian era. believes that 
there has been “no essential change the water supply within the historic period,” the 
growth nomadism being not the result increasing aridity (in the region itself) but 

political factors—invasion from the north. 

WORLD WHOLE AND LARGER PARTS 

The Decline Europe. Under the above title Professor Demangeon, the Sorbonne, 
has written small but intense boek the disruptive changes economic geography that 
have disadvantaged Europe result the World War. Dealing does with inflated 
values, the disproportion trading power between the Europe 1914 and the Europe 

today fictitiously large. This caution must constantly kept mind reading 
Demangeon’s text for while recognizes the existence inflated prices does not and 
could not make full allowance for them because they are constant change and their 
curve probability cannot predicted. For example, since the publication the book, 
natural remedial forces have been work and their results have already weakened some 

his conclusions. Trading advantages which the United States temporarily enjoyed 
South America consequence, part, our greatly increased shipbuilding activities, 
have been largely offset the ensuing lethargy merchants and government officials 
and rigid credit system which unfavorable contrast with the flexible system 
British and French bankers engaged the financing South American commercial 
enterprises. 

Even one take into account all these precautionary principles and facts, Professor 
book still remains absorbing facts and startling conclusions. The 

loss life European countries direct consequence the war, the heavy indirect 
loss life, the diminished birth rate, the renewed emigration European peoples the 
New World—these are facts the first order and handicap the European nations every- 
where the revival overseas trade. Two nations, the United States and Japan, have 

greatly increased their gold reserves, their exports, their shipping, their foreign agents, 
and their command over and absorption the raw materials industry. 

the case both Japan and the United States there has been marked increase 
power commercial penetration the East Indies and South America. imports 

raw materials from India and the East Indies are noteworthy her recent acquisition 
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treaty special rights and privileges China, especially Shantung, and her access 
advantage cable communication and commerce acquiring for the 

scattered island holdings Germany the northern Pacific. Her hold upon Manchuria 

has been greatly increased intensive methods control first applied part the 
process maintaining Siberian front against the Bolshevists and later unfair means 

competition acquiring mining and forestry rights. Tending still more effective 

Japanese control the whole Far Eastern trading realm her long occupation Siberia 
and northeastern China during the past two years. These changes would have less 
significance they represented part general prosperity which the entire world enjoyed 
with normal increase population and commercial power. But one the main points 

Demangeon’s thesis that they have been gained precisely that period which the 
European nations, preoccupied with war, have lost many the advantages they once 
enjoyed; that even New Zealand and Australia Japanese goods almost every 
variety have been imported astonishingly large amounts. 

The entire story relative decline too long detailed here but reference 
should made publication entitled “Japan: Trade During the War, Study the 
Trade Japan, Particularly During the Years 1913 1917 and with Special Reference 
the Trade with the United States,” published 1919 the United States Tariff Commis- 

sion. per cent Japanese imports came from Asiatic countries and per cent 

her exports went Asiatic countries. Trade with European countries accounted 
per cent the total and the trade with North and South American countries amounted 

per cent, which per cent was with the United States. The next largest trade was 

with China, and after that, with British India, each which amounted about per cent 

the total. the period from 1913 1917 trade with the United States increased more 
rapidly than that with any other country trading with Japan; and exports Japanese 
goods the classes “completely manufactured articles” and “partially manufactured 
articles” rose about four times the value exports for 1907 and about times the 

exports for 1913. The increase the volume commodities imported into Japan from 
1913 1917 was roughly somewhat over 100 per cent, and the same may said the 

volume the principal commodities exported from Japan. Whilst the trade Japan 
with the United States great importance the former country, less importance 

the latter; 1913 our total trade with Japan was but 3.49 per cent the total United 
States trade and 1918 this figure had risen 6.23 per cent. other American com- 

modities were exported Japan 1917 such quantities iron and steel, American 
firms now furnishing about per cent all iron and steel products imported into Japan. 

The value such analyses those Demangeon aftd the Tariff Commission will 
found chiefly comparative studies now under way, undertaken, the long 

reconstruction period which the whole world involved and will certainly follow that 
very grave changes the flow capital for development purposes and the exchange 
commodities every kind will take place consequence the unequal burden which 
the war imposed upon all nations involved and the immensely disturbing effect which 
the war had upon sea-borne commerce every kind. Only when these comparative studies 
are available will the actual relative decline Europe become known. (In this connection 
see also Russell Smith: Influence the Great War Upon Shipping, Preliminary Economic 
Studies the War, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1919.) 

The Copper Production. Under this title Dr. Hatch gives short 

survey the changes amount and source copper production the last 120 years 
(Geological Magazine, January, 1921). the beginning the nineteenth century the 
world’s production was some 15,000 metric tons which very large share was contributed 

the United Kingdom; the rest came chiefly from Russia (Bogoslovsk), Japan, Chile, 
Sweden (Falun), Norway and Germany (Mansfeld), the order named. the 
middle the century rapid growth the engineering trades had raised consumption 
about 60,000 tons and new supplies were now being furnished the British Colonies 
(Australia and the Cape), the United States, and Cuba. During the next two decades 
the fairly steady increase demand was largely met from Chile which country figured 
the leading producer 1870, the United Kingdom occupying second place. From this 
point onward the outstanding features the industry are the rapid acceleration output 
due the demand for electric power generation and transmission and the great share 
contributed the United States which 1883 rose the rank first producer (26 per 
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cent the total 199,000 metric tons). this.time the output the United Kingdom 

had fallen per cent. the beginning the twentieth century the chief producers 

with percentage produced were: United States (51.5), British Empire (11.5), Spain and 
Portugal (10), South America (8), Mexico (6), Japan (5), Germany (4.5). During the 
first decade the century the total production amounted 7,333,000 tons. The United 
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States, South America, Mexico, and Japan practically doubled their production, and Serbia 
and German Southwest Africa appeared the list producers. estimated that the 
output the last decade will exceed 10,000,000 tons, more than the entire production 

the last century. 

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY 

Atmospheric Moisture: Its Significance and Terminology. Not only does great 
uncertainty still exist the real significance atmospheric moisture, but also great 
variation terminology (compare the letter from Dr. Leonard Hill quoted below). the 
best means denoting the relation water the atmosphere for the purposes physio- 
logical meteorology, the following terms have all had their advocates: (1) relative humidity; 

(2) wet bulb temperature; (3) dew point; (4) vapor pressure; and (5) vapor content. 
Each these terms holds distinct and important place meteorology, and all are closely 
related. the temperature the dry bulb thermometer given, knowledge any one 

the other conditions makes possible determine the remaining four, provided the 
relatively slight effect atmospheric pressure ignored. Hence the hands skillful 
scientist makes little difference which employed, provided the dry bulb temperature 
always stated. For the sake avoiding confusion, however, and order make the 

matter simple possible for the layman who wishes utilize climatic data for health, 
pleasure, profit, highly desirable that single term employed universally and that 
this term one that can easily comprehended. 

help this direction may worth while state own experience. Till recently 
used the term “relative humidity” exclusively. took pains always state the tempera- 

ture and believed that doing the possibility misunderstanding would avoided. 
have found, however, that even climatic specialists both America and abroad some- 

times gain the surprising impression that certain degree relative humidity, matter 
what the temperature, supposed have importance. the other hand, long series 
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water vapor the air. The ideal amount seems approximately grains per cubic foot, 
which equivalent relative humidity about per cent when the temperature 

per cent 72° matter how high the temperature rises, approximately the 

same amount water vapor seems desirable, which means that the relative 

humidity should about per cent. departure from this amount moisture seems 
attended discomfort and injury, whether the air too dry too moist. course 

small departure not particularly harmful, and any condition the air which there are 
present between and grains moisture per cubic foot seems fairly favorable. 

low temperatures the air cannot contain much grains moisture per cubic foot, 
for 56° that amount moisture means complete saturation. 16° the air can 
contain only one grain moisture per cubic foot. When such air taken into our heated 
houses does much harm the mucous membranes. For some reason, however, does not 

seem much damage when breathed out doors, perhaps because the low 
ture causes stimulus which partly offsets the bad effect too little moisture. Neverthe- 
less, the lack moisture the cold winter air may one reason why often causes dis- 
comfort and leads respiratory troubles even when breathed out doors. far the 
lungs themselves are concerned the effect dry cold air essentially the same that 

dry warm air, for the time reaches the lungs has been warmed. Apparently the 

lungs are organized that, when they receive air with grains moisture per cubic 
foot, they are easily able add another grains order saturate the air after 
has been raised nearly blood heat. much more moisture required order saturate 
the air, the lungs are compelled work under strain; less required, the lungs not 

give out enough water preserve the proper balance internal temperature, and the body 
called upon resort other methods order maintain equilibrium. 
Because these conditions seems advisable use the term “vapor content” 

studies the relation the air health. This term would have the great advantage 
being readily comprehensible the laymen and being definite that neither the layman 

nor the scientist could well misunderstand it. hoped that the term “vapor content” 
may widely used. regret that have not used hitherto. 

ELLSWORTH HUNTINGTON 

Dr. Leonard Hill Ventilation, the Katathermometer, and the 
April-June number the Geographical Review for 1920 the writer reviewed (pp. 

important article, “Atmospheric Conditions Which Affect Health,” Dr. Leonard Hill. 
The writer briefly discussed therein the katathermometer devised Dr. Hill and the con- 
clusion derived from observations made with this instrument. After the review had ap- 

peared letter was received from Dr. Hill which clarifies several points. 
(1) Through stenographic error was stated that the method reading the katather- 

mometer take the time required for the mercury fall from 100° 
should have been 100° 95°. 

(2) Dr. Hill does not believe that the climate dry hot places, like Jhansi northern 
India, more healthful than that places that are cooler and moister. merely points 
out that such dry heat with rapid motion the air may cause the “kata” fall rapidly 

would much more favorable climate. 
The further points made Dr. Hill may best given his own words: “You state 

that the speed which the kata falls depends upon the temperature the surrounding air 
and the rate movement the air. May correct this statement and say that the rate 

fall depends the loss heat radiation and convection; and that convection de- 
pends the temperature the surrounding air and the rate movement the air; 
and that the last factor—namely, the rate far the most important, just 

the human body.” 
(4) actual practice the use the kata other than trained workers not found 

highly complex. “It very easy heat the instrument three four times succession 
and take readings the rate cooling with ordinary watch. For ordinary purposes the 
first these readings need not rejected; divide the average time seconds into the 

factor number which printed the stem cannot called difficult operation, and table 
could easily prepared which would save the observer the trouble doing this division. 

can teach any laboratory boy five minutes use the kata.” 

studies shows that the best health prevails when there perfectly definite amount 

| 
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regard the kata indicator the effect mist, “my conclusion that 
does not show the full effect the amount radiant energy the sun which absorbed 
the skin and the clothes and that the surface temperature piece black fur must 
taken addition the katathermometer readings order evaluate radiant energy.” 

(6) “The matter humidity consider with you the greatest importance, but think 
vapour pressure should recorded and studied rather than relative humidity. agree with 
you that the vapour pressure the air winter, which heated and delivered your 
American rooms, being exceedingly low, necessitates your having much higher tempera- 
ture your rooms than have this side, and therefore entirely agree with all you 
have written about the matter humidifying the air and securing comfortable lower 
temperature. 

ELLSWORTH HUNTINGTON 

MATHEMATICAL GEOGRAPHY 

Three Early Fifteenth Century World Maps Siena. the Palazzo Pubblico, 

City Hall, Siena there small chapel furnished with early Renaissance stalls, which 
were designed possibly Taddeo Bartoli and constructed Domenico Niccolo 

™ 

Fic. 1—Tarsia world maps of the early fifteenth century, Palazzo Pubblico, Siena. A little less than half 

actualsize. The shading on the maps indicates the colors of the originals: dark shading represents green, medium 

represents dark brown, and light represents light brown. 

between 1415 and 1428. The back each stall about the level man’s head forms 
panel upon which depicted colored wooden mosaic, figure, either God 

angel. three the panels rough map the world forms part the design. 
one (Fig. left disc), God holds hand mappemonde about five inches diam- 

eter; isa typical medieval world disc resembling its general form and outlines the 
famous Psalter, Hereford, and Ebstorf maps the thirteenth century, although names 
places are given. Wood three colors used; light brown for the lands, green for the waters, 
and dark faded red—for the Red Sea. was customary most medieval 
Christian maps, Jerusalem the center, indicated church with dome and towers; 

the east with Paradise the top, and the four rivers Paradise flow down over 
earth encircled the ocean, penetrated the Mediterranean and Caspian Seas, and 
diversified lakes and rivers. Six eight cities—simple outlines houses—are scattered 
about; also occasional tree and marks which may may not symbolical mountains, 
but the map was the work artist and was made wholly for decorative purposes, 
are hardly justified trying identify its details too accurately. 
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Another panel illustrates phrase from the Apostles’ Creed: “Factoremcoeli terrae, visi- 
bilium omnium invisibilium.” large figure God stands with right arm raised directly 

front and partly concealing the world. Houses, woods, rivers, etc., appear clearly 

much the map can see. 
The third panel (Fig. right disc) shows gloomy angel looking small mappe- 

monde, something like that the first panel but cruder and less detailed. Jerusalem 
again the center, the mountain Paradise the top, and dark-green ocean encircles 
the lands. Nine large towered cities add touch life. 

These little discs are importance, not much because their intrinsic value maps, 

for what they reveal regarding the status geographical knowledge their age. They 

express the geographical views typical early fifteenth century artist, probably alert 
and fairly well educated man living large Italian city. More than hundred years 
before, seafaring men were drawing accurate coast charts, portolani, and world maps 

had already been compiled the piecing together the data contained the charts. 
took long for these new and more correct conceptions prevail against theory 

the earth’s surface which had been built upon standard interpretation the Scriptures 
and which had behind all the immense authority the scholarship and tradition the 
Middle Ages. 

GEOGRAPHICAL NEWS 

Joint Meeting the Association American Geographers and the American 

Geographical Society. the building the Society April 21, 22, and 23rd, there 
will held the annual joint meeting the Association American Geographers with this 
Society. preliminary program preparation, and will mailed all out-of-town 
Fellows upon request. The final program will distributed Friday morning, April 22, 
and will also printed full, with brief synopsis each paper, the July number 
the Geographical Review. This brief preliminary announcement made order that anyone 
interested may have the opportunity attending the meeting. 
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THE ATLAS POLAND 

Romer. atlas Polski (Atlas Pologne. 
Géographie statistique). sheets maps with sheets accompanying 

text, portfolio. Gebethner Wolff, Warsaw and Cracow, 1916. inches. 

The manifold and important services that geography can render towards the clarification 
complex political problems have seldom been better illustrated than the admirable 

work here under review. This atlas, which was published the midst the World War, 
contains much dynamite that the governments the Central Empires long attempted 

keep from passing their frontiers. And not unnaturally, for probably the best 
key that has yet appeared the understanding the Polish problem, which, Prince 

Lichnowsky once wrote, “was for Germany the gravest question the war and the peace.” 
Almost all the chief factors—physiographic, economic, social, and political—that enter 
into that problem have here been set forth, far maps and diagrams can portray 

them, with ingenuity, technical skill, and breadth knowledge and insight that 
entitle the work rank many ways model its kind. Not many countries 

territories have yet received comprehensive and successful cartographic treatment. 
For parallels one would have turn such works the atlas Prussia, published 1905 

part the “Festschrift des kgl. preussischen statistischen Bureaus”; the “Atlas 
Finlande,” published the Finnish Geographical Society; the atlas Asiatic Russia; 
Signor Dainelli’s recent atlas for Dalmatia. 

The present work collaborative one, since Professor Romer associated with himself 

large number specialists taken from the foremost ranks Polish scholars. The sta- 
tistical material used was extraordinarily rich and large measure inaccessible Western 
scholars, since came not only from the library the Austrian Central Statistical Com- 
mission but also from the libraries and archives most the Austrian ministries, the 

university library Cracow, and various private collections. 

first picking the book, one may perhaps struck the immense area included 
under the name Poland. not this another terrible case “Polish imperialism,” subtle 

effort revive the ideal “historic Poland”? should noted that the atlas was pre- 
pared time when the new Polish state had not yet come into being, and when the 
only natural thing do, therefore, was take for the field study whatever belonged 
the old Polish Poland,” was just before the Partitions—plus certain 

territories (East Prussia, and Prussian and Austrian Silesia) which had not been parts 

old Poland (in 1772) but which have large Polish population. 
The atlas contains seventy maps, large and small, fair number diagrams, and explana- 

tory texts accompanying each map. Some these texts almost approach the dimensions 
essay; most them are concise but very illuminating résumés the question hand. 

Each discussion followed reasonably full bibliography, the utility which can 
properly appreciated only those who have tried investigate for themselves the very 
scattered and uncharted literature these subjects. All texts and other explanations are 
given throughout the three languages: Polish, French, and German. 

The maps and their accompanying texts range over very wide field: hypsometry, geol- 
ogy, climate, flora; history; administrative divisions; the density and the movement 

the population; the distribution Poles, Roman Catholics, Jews, and the non- 

Polish linguistic groups; the development public instruction and the Polish press; 
the division landed property; agriculture, industry, and transportation; savings banks; 
and many other topics. 

When much has been offered, and view the extraordinary difficulty producing 
such work all under the circumstances 1916, seems ungracious point such 

lacunae may exist. But one hopes that the future some additions will made, such 
as, for instance: fuller treatment the agrarian question, with maps showing the distri- 
bution the various types small holdings well the big estates; maps showing the 

308 
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electoral circumscriptions and the results parliamentary elections; and especially more 
complete and more detailed portrayal the distribution the non-Polish nationalities. 

Indeed, one may say, and Professor Romer would the first admit it, that the ethno- 

graphic part the weakest portion the book. That was inevitable 1916, for the 
authors then had operate, far the largest part Poland was concerned, with the 

very unreliable statistics furnished the old Russian government. hardly too much 
say that today, after the censuses taken the Germans and Austrians and later 

the Polish authorities Lithuania, White Ruthenia, and the Chelm region, our ideas 

the extension the Polish nationality the east have been, ought be, altogether 

revolutionized. 

Limits space scarcely permit one dwell upon the multitude interesting facts that 
this atlas brings out clear relief. allude only political problems, one will find here 

flood light thrown upon such questions the comparative results Russian, Prussian, 

and Austrian domination; the extraordinary importance that attaches the outcome 
the plebiscite Upper Silesia; the relative economic and cultural development the 
two nations—Poles and Ukrainians—who have been competing for possession Eastern 
Galicia. 

new and amplified edition the atlas promised the near future, which there will 
English text parallel columns with French and Polish texts. 

Lorp 

THE INTERNATIONAL WATERWAYS 

International Waterways: The Evolution the Principle 
International Waterways; Reference-Manual the Treaties, 

Conventions, Laws, and Other Fundamental Acts Governing the International 

Use Inland Waterways. 424 pp.; bibliogr., index. The Macmillan Co., New 
York, 1920. $3.00. 9x6 inches. 

KAECKENBEECK. International Rivers. Monograph Based Diplomatic 
Documents. With introductory note Henry Goudy. xxvi and 255 pp.; maps 
(in case), bibliogr., index. (Grotius Society Publications, No. 1.) Sweet Maxwell, 

Ltd., London, 1918. 15s. inches; case with maps inches. 

Neither British nor American scholars have given adequate attention the subject 
international rivers. Yet the subject one prime importance for students geography, 
political economy, and public law. Its intrinsic importance, well the dearth avail- 
able information, forcefully illustrated the discussions the contemporary peace settle- 
ment. Two recent volumes the subject are timely, and some respects, least, they 

are indispensable. 

Part Mr. Ogilvie’s book introduction the subject international rights 

inland navigable waterways, subject treated systematically later volume. 
This introductory thesis based the proposition that freedom navigation inland 
waterways the natural sequence freedom the seas. After preliminary emphasis 
upon the essential relation between waterways and international communication, the 
author takes successively the early development maritime enterprise, the institution 

maritime law, the era maritime discovery, the struggle for sovereignty the 
the freedom the seas, and limitations upon the freedom the seas. The concluding 
chapter suggests briefly the significance free navigation inland waterways. 

There aré obvious difficulties involved attempting accomplish much small 
compass. There the distribution emphasis. not easy make satisfactory 
combination original and secondary sources. next impossible avoid frag- 
mentary presentation. hardly worth while direct attention shortcomings this 
character book such Mr. Ogilvie has written. The wonder not that the book has 
been written indifferently well but that has been written all. Perhaps the most serious 
defect the recurrence dubious generalizations. not almost naive, for example, 
assert that the enlightened principle free navigation was established the Congress 
Vienna? (See pp. 155, 161, 162, 165, 166, 167.) The Congress Vienna, Mr. 
Kaeckenbeeck shows his volume (pp. 19, 37, 38, 42, 44, 56, 61, 173, and passim) was 

only preliminary stage the long struggle against the forces national particularism. 

as, 
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Mr. Ogilvie seems equally confident that free navigation established principle 
international law (pp. 169, But can safely assert much without qualification? 
(cf. Kaeckenbeeck, pp. 20-24, Mr. Ogilvie’s book based upon the premise that 
freedom navigation inland waterways evolved almost immediately from the estab- 
lishment the freedom the seas. But this premise obvious and insistent the 
author seems assume? The evidence assembled the later volume will awaited 
with interest. 

Part (pp. 172-380) reference manual treaties, conventions, laws, and other 

fundamental acts governing the international use inland waterways. The inland water- 
ways the world are grouped according continents and are listed alphabetical order 
under each continent. Under each waterway the documents are noted chronological 
order. More important documents are accompanied few select references secondary 
sources. There exhaustive index. 

Mr. Kaeckenbeeck’s admirable little monograph different sort. Beginning with 

brief but lucid statement those legal theories and principles which have been enunciated 
different periods and applied developing doctrine international rivers—medieval 

particularism, the Roman Law, the law nature, the idea sovereignty, and the conven- 

tional system—he devotes the major part his book the conventional system and the 
practice states. great mass treaty provisions and other documents have been 
examined, carefully analyzed, and presented the form synopsis. The author has 

been remarkably successful preserving official texts without sacrificing effective pre- 
sentation. Materials with reference the Rhine, the Danube, and the Congo, representing, 

the author’s opinion, three well-marked stages the development the principle 
free navigation, occupy the major portion the volume. Valuable appendixes contain 
notes other European rivers and also the rivers Africa and America. Mr. Kaecken- 
beeck argues for the unqualified opening all international rivers navigation the 
ships all nations. regards the standard regulations approved the Institute 
International Law Heidelberg 1887 the best far conceived. One slight error 
may noted. inaccurate refer Grotius and Vattel “two leading representatives 

the school Natural law” (p. 9). 

New emphasis upon the problem international rivers should remind again the 
interdependence between geography and international law. Newbigin’s “Geographical 
Aspects Balkan Problems Their Relation the Great European (reviewed 
Geogr. Rev., Vol. 1916, pp. 391-392) suggested the futility any outlook upon inter- 

national law and politics which seeks ignore geographical factors. There the same 
suggestion, less pointed perhaps, the books under review. Both Mr. Ogilvie and Mr. 
Kaeckenbeeck remind the limitations imposed geography upon the inland state 

well the advantages inherent the position the maritime state. Thus reminded, 
may recall one-time commercial supremacy based primarily upon fortunate 

position the mouth the river highway central Europe, England’s insular situation 
and sea power, Switzerland’s landlocked isolation, and Russia’s long quest for ice-free 

port. There dictum treatises international law the effect that all states are 
the same position legally, whatever the differences their respective situations geo- 

graphically. Will remain for the geographers expose the fallacy this dictum? 

ILLINoIs RIVER AND Its Bottom 

and Lakes Commission the River and Its Bottom Lands with 
Reference the Conservation Agriculture and Fisheries and the Control 

Floods. 137 pp.; maps, diagrs., ills. Division Waterways, Dept. Public 
Works and Buildings, Springfield, 1919. inches. 

This report, reprint the edition 1915, commendable presentation. con- 
cise, states its findings brief and readable summary the outset, presents its arguments 

orderly fashion, and not burdened official reports subordinates which tend 
bury the real issues which pretend issue when there none. 
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The authors have endeavored balance the conflicting interests the valley and, 
they have not allowed themselves become influenced the propaganda the advocates 

various waterway policies, they have succeeded reaching conclusions which deserve 

wide recognition. terms wealth production agriculture the predominant interest 
the valley; second this are the fisheries, and third function the river its use 

waterway. develop one these the expense another unwise procedure 
which too often the prominent characteristic many waterway policies; but balance 
the three that there sustained little loss total wealth possible the work 
genius and consequently beyond the reach most men. strive towards this end 

always possible, and this particular the present report superior. 
The reclamation lake areas and overflowed lands drainage and levee districts 

appears detrimental the fisheries, which yield per cent the entire fresh-water 
catch the United States (about $750,000); the other hand, the flooding the bottom 

lands appears detrimental agriculture, which promises yield about $6,000,000 
year; and, again, the use the river waterway order yield its greatest benefit 

must not have its depth fall below minimum have too full stage which would 
destructive, because wash, the levees. All these items are given full and fair value 

the report, and constant effort preserve all the interests apparent. The policy 
flood control, whether levees reservoirs, discussed the same spirit; and the tables 

comparative costs and benefits, while not final, are convincing attempts serving all 
the interests affected. 

THE NEGRO PROBLEM 

Evans. Black and White the Southern States: Study the Race 
Problem the United States from South African Point and 
299 pp.; map, bibliogr., index. Longmans, Green Co., London and New York, 
1915. $2.25. 9x6 inches. 

Reuter. The Mulatto the United States, including Study the 
Mixed-Blood Races throughout the World. 417 pp.; indexes. Richard 

Boston, 1918. $2.50. inches. 

Many people have written the problem the negro, but doubtful whether anyone 
has written with truer balance than Mr. Evans. His “Black and White South-East 
Africa” the standard book the problem Africa, and the present book the United 

States equally good. According Mr. Evans, “The problem the Twentieth Century 
the problem the colour method solving first that the white man 

should really know the negro. Hence traveled through the Southern States compare 
our conditions with those South Africa. never once traveled night, daylight was 
too valuable. talked with the men met the trains, the roads, the farms, and the 

hotels, and stayed the homes both black and visited quays, markets, courts, 
factories, churches, schools, institutions all kinds, wherever men did most congregate, 

and wherever their activities were being carried The second point method 
solving the race problem the recognition racial differences. “To assume that the 

results geologic time can swept away, permanently modified, few years’ special 
training, place the ephemeral before the fundamental. the believer the 

all-sufficient power education and environment the case proved this evidence 
few imitative natives who have acquired the white outer habits], knowing not 

that beneath the absorbent surface the adamant their race genius, formed gradual 
accretion from thousands long-forgotten ancestors.” 

These sound doctrines are followed excellent, but not very encouraging description 
the Southern States. one respect, however, Evans errs. states that both South 

Africa and the Southern States “it has been proved the experience nearly three cen- 
turies that the climate and conditions are favorable European family life. The original 
settlers have increased numbers natural reproduction, and their descendants are 
vigorous race, mentally and physically. social conditions, and not the land nor 
the climate that stand the way the best development the rural only 
half true, for the health the South and South Africa far inferior that the North 

and England; and poor health, especially childhood, has much with the stamina 
and achievement race. 

2 
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Rarely has the negro been better characterized: “The bulk are course black; these 

may say that they are, under ordinary conditions, happy and contented, indolent, vain, 

long-suffering, kindly, intensely social, lacking foresight, unthrifty, imitative rather than 

constructive, with strong sexual and religious emotions, unrevengeful, with distinct 

capacity for fidelity those they trust. may add disposition accept authority, and 
submit discipline, obedient their recognized superiors, and evincing esprit 

corps when associated mass. 
One most interesting sections comparison the mountain whites and the 

negroes. Speaking the whites, says: “Here have fine basis race character 

build upon. there reversion they revert something good, the Negro have 
constantly guard against reversion something worse.” Another effective comparison 

made between the negroes and the Jews. The Jews come this country penniless, 

illiterate, unable speak the language, and faced prejudice although not such 
extent the negro. Today the Jew controls vast financial and commercial interests and 
even has large share the retail trade the South where negroes are the customers. 

The negro, the other hand, whether Africa America rarely succeeds business. 

simply lacks the necessary powers concentration, thrift, and farsightedness. 
summing the progress made since the Civil War Evans says that (1) agriculture the 

progress great and the possibilities immense; (2) domestic and personal service little 
progress has been made, and there great prospect; (3) manufacturing and mechani- 
cal pursuits there has been progress certain directions, little others; (4) trade and 
transport there little progress and little promise; and (5) the professions progress 
being made, and more possible. 

book full passages that one would like quote. agrees with Reuter 
his book discussed below that the tragedy and the danger the South “not the black 

man whom God made black, but the colored man begotten the lust his white father.” 

they, with their white aspirations and their black social standing, who keep the race 

question boiling and render worse each year. Keep the races apart, make the negroes 
once more wards the government, encourage them lead themselves. “Cherish the 

gifted the race, say some. Lift the mass, say and doing the true opportunity 
for the gifted. advocate territorial separation, the conservation what good 

native life and custom, and the gradual teaching what they can assimilate from our 

Perhaps Evans right and the United States ought start wholly new 
policy, but our experience with the Indians not hopeful. The great trouble that 
successful any policy demands that the negro have white tenacity purpose and Puritan 
willingness sacrifice the present for the future. While Evans’s book ought read 

every one who would understand the negro problem, discouraging spite his 
own hopeful attitude. 

the Geographical Review for October last there appeared review Houghton’s book 
the Métis French-Indian half-breeds. The gist the book was that the “Indians” 

who have distinguished themselves have been almost wholly half-breeds. far the best 
results have come from intermarriages scions the French nobility with the daughters 

chiefs. other words heredity dominant importance. most interesting find 
that Mr. Reuter’s book the mulatto the United States the general conclusion the 

same. The method, however, much more exact than any previous study this 
subject that the book may almost considered the final word. 

The first part Mr. book straightforward account the races mixed 

blood all parts the world and all times. This interesting and valuable for reference 
but contains little that new. Then follows discussion types mulattoes mixed 
races and their position the key the race problem. This leads the main problem 

racial intermixture the United States. First attempt made estimate the actual 
number the mixed types who stand between whites and negroes. For the country 
whole about fifth all those classed negroes are mulattoes, but this proportion varies, 
being least the South and greatest the North and West where negroes are least numer- 
ous. The first half the book ends with good account the growth the mulatto class 

the United States, the types intermixture various periods and various regions, 
and the social status the mulattoes. Reuter believes that large part the mulattoes 

are the descendants white men decidedly inferior type and the whole the colored 
women the baser sort. Exceptions, however, are very numerous. 
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The second half Reuter’s book accurate and painstaking statistical study the 
leaders among the negroes, using the word include every one who has trace 
negro blood. From every available source the author procured lists prominent colored 

people. Then means photographs descriptions classified these according the 
color the skin, texture the hair, regularity the features, etc. Those who plainly 
show Caucasian characteristics are counted mulattoes, the rest full-blooded negroes. 

far this classification errs, the side putting too many into the full-blooded 
group. The final results, recast the reviewer, are follows: 

LEADERS THE COLORED 

Men TOTAL 

Number mulattoes for one black 7.8 17.6 8.5 

Chances leadership for mulatto compared with 

The disparity between the mulattoes and the blacks enormous. becomes still more 

noteworthy when remember that the mulattoes form only quarter the total colored 
that basis the chances that mulatto boy will become leader are times 

great those full-blooded black boy, appears the last line the table; while 

the mulatto girl has times much chance her dark playmate. The disparity is even 

greater when the more exacting professions are considered. For example, for doctors and 

dentists, whose profession requires least modicum training, the ratio becomes 
one favor the mulatto. 

full-blooded negroes.” 

For preachers, the other hand, where almost training 

“The higher the standard success, the lower the per cent 

addition all this considering these 4,000 colored leaders 
must remembered that “the Negro America has not yet produced individual 

entitled rank among the world’s geniuses. Kelly Miller (himself Negro) has said that, 
judged European standards, the race has produced men even secondary rank. 

Mr. Bois (another leading colored man) would seem agree that this fair state- 

ment fact.” 
Reuter’s whole book extremely discouraging those who believe the capacity the 

negroes for growth. matter how great the allowances one makes, the fact remains that 

white blood generally needed order insure even moderate success. Reuter draws 

broad conclusions, largely confines himself facts; but his book forces the reader 

draw conclusions. comes nearer than any previous book dispassionate answer the 
question the innate abilities the negro race. 

HUNTINGTON 

SWEETSER’S GUIDE THE WHITE MOUNTAINS 

Sweetser. Guide the White Mountains. Edited and revised John 
Nelson. and 387 pp.; map, ills., index. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston and 
New York, 1918. $2.75. inches. 

“Sweetser’s White Mountains” was successful and important guidebook the Concord 
coach period summer hotels, its height the early eighties. was lavish infor- 

mation, garrulous, that early editions seem now have value documents social 

history well geography. interesting therefore examine the result 
attempt adapt the motor period. Taking the book first stands; the only map 

the railroad folder type, negligible and full errors; hint given where maps 
may obtained. There are numerous errors the text—not surprising if, seems prob- 

able, the editing was largely one-man job. Accuracy guidebook impossible without 
the help those who have special knowledge. Taking only the region which the 
reviewer “specialist,” the view mentioned page 274 (small type) the view from the 
South Slide, not the North; page 288 stated that the peaks the Acteon Ridge 

313 
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are well seen from the Sandwich Mountain path; the path which gave this view was super- 
seded and abandoned over thirty years ago. The descriptions views from summits were 

not revised very thoroughly; for instance, Berlin, H., seen from Mt. Washington 
longer the “white hamlet” the description written forty years ago. 

the method revision, the preface states that much information available elsewhere 
has been omitted, namely, railroads, hotels, motor routes, detailed trail descriptions, 

history, botany, new edition must confine itself the functions modern 
guidebook.” What are they? The reviewer believes guidebook should supply regarding 
the region concerned all the information that can packed into volume “handy” size, 
omitting bloc only data already available some other up-to-date and convenient 
publication. Testing this guide accordingly, for detailed trail descriptions the tourist 
referred the Guide—accepted handy and up-to-date; for roads must 
get the Blue Book—a bulky volume, entirely without information side roads; for rail- 
roads and hotels must accumulate advertising pamphlets, consult the bulky Blue Book, 
and without disinterested help; for history, botany, geology must content with 
out-of-date editions this guide hunt the scattered material for himself. The new 
edition contains bibliography. 

This method largely mistake. Condensed information railroads, roads, and 

hotels should included—more less the Baedeker manner. was probably wise 
retain the long descriptions views from summits, but tourists wish know more than 

the names distant peaks. The history the region should treated from broader 
viewpoint; the biological and geological character should sketched from the latest 

studies, with glimpses the work glaciers and the life struggle timber line; the eco- 
nomic history should have word, with suggestion the change from farming and trapping 

hotel keeping and lumbering. Finally, much the otherwise acceptable descriptive 

matter needs further revision eliminate Victorian phraseology; and the whole could 

edited one with command vigorous and vivid English would add much its 
popularity. 

NATHANIEL 

Winter Circuit Our Arctic Coast: Narrative Journey 
with Dog-Sleds Around the Entire Arctic Coast Alaska. and 360 pp.; maps, 
ills., index. Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, 1920. $6.00. inches. 

This the late Dr. Stuck’s fourth book Alaskan travel, and are indebted him 

for all has written. keen and painstaking observer with literary gift that has 
added much the attractive quality his writings. This last book describes his journey 
westward from the Porcupine River (Fort Yukon) Kotzebue Sound and then north and 
eastward along our entire Arctic coast the north the Arctic Circle. was bold 
undertaking carried out the exceedingly cold winter Temperatures were 

down —63° the interior but were somewhat less severe along the coast. When the small 

party had spend the night tents, such very low temperatures, there was comfort 
and little sleep; and none but the hardiest white men could long endure it. The mean 
official temperatures for December and January the Yukon were the lowest recorded 

twenty years. 
Dr. Stuck gives vivid picture Eskimo life along the coast, discussing the influence 

white civilization. denounces the government policy permitting salmon canneries 
established the mouth the Yukon, thereby depriving the northern natives 

much their natural supply food. Under this condition, says, the government must 
either feed the natives let them starve. 
Among laws imposed upon the natives which Dr. Stuck regards unwise one requiring 
license before any marriage may solemnized. The nearest commissioner who can 

supply license may 200 300 miles away, and often license cannot procured 
for two three months. Consequently the natives revert the old state things and 
live together anyhow. 

Further thinks not creditable our government that the whole Arctic coast 
Alaska there only one physician and not nurse hospital. Our government 

» 
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making successful efforts provide elementary education, but this does not excuse for 
the almost total neglect the health the Eskimos. 

the contrary, well known, the importation reindeer has proved great success. 
Congress appropriated $300,000 buy them; and their progeny, now Alaska, are esti- 
mated worth $3,000,000. 

The circuit shown outline map Alaska. also reproduces Leffing- 
map (U. Geol. Survey Professional Paper 109, 1919) and pays tribute the fine 

work that Leffingwell accomplished the careful triangulation this northern coast, 

“for which must always remembered the annals geography.” 

Cyrus 

HISTORY THE BIOGEOGRAPHICAL PROBLEM DISCONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTION 

von Zur Geschichte des der 
Biogeographie. Index. Reprint from Zool. Annalen, Vol. 1916, pp. 

Wiirzburg. 

This essay the theories the discontinuous distribution plants and animals 
limited the living world and does not consider the life the past ages. The presentation 

clearly and interestingly written biologist along historical lines. begins with the 
theories the Greeks set forth Hippocrates and Aristotle, who thought the distri- 
bution due differences the local climates, and follows the more essential ideas 
down the present time. For while the church stimulated this research because the 

riddle the wide distribution and variability man, but the end fought the conclu- 
sions the naturalists. 

Modern views began with the discovery America, with its plants and animals which 

are different from those Europe. Some continued explain this difference special 

local creations, and fact Louis Agassiz held the creation theory the 
end his life. Buffon (1749-1756) sometimes regarded the originator modern 
views regard biogeography. The way was further indicated Cuvier (1815), Lyell 
(1830-1833), Heer (1845), and Forbes (1846) and was modernized Hooker, Candolle, 

Darwin, and Wallace. Now know that the organisms are where they are because 

local genetic developments out antecedent stocks, conditioned their variable dis- 
persion and evolution along varying routes travel and climate, and that this variation 
was brought about the main the geologic changes the configuration the land 
surfaces and their oceanic boundaries. 

CHARLES SCHUCHERT 

STRUCTURE AND LANDSCAPE FORM 

SAPPER. Geologischer Bau und Landschaftsbild. and 208 pp.; ills., index. 
Die Wissenschaft, Vol. Vieweg Son, Brunswick, 7-20. 9X | 

inches. 

This semi-popular book, the outgrowth lectures delivered 1916, the work 

experienced explorer tropical America, Australasia, and elsewhere, who 
geography the German university Strassburg for several years the end 

the war and who was then transferred Wiirzburg. The first half the book discusses 

the interaction underground structures and surface processes the production the 
manifold landscapes the earth; the second half occupied with generalized descriptions 

various types landscape affected climate. 
The first half novel some respects, giving the introductory pages brief accounts 
the odors and sounds that are associated with certain landscapes and detailing the 

changes landscape appearance under varying illumination, morning, noon, and 
evening, clear and stormy weather, winter and summer. The motive here seems 

call attention items that are commonly overlooked. But when read one 
passage that the chief source illumination the sun, which the moon well the 
earth lit up; another that the change from day night affords the maximum contrast 

light and darkness; third that among other sources terrestrial illumination are 
the aurora borealis, volcanic eruptions, lightning, and prairie fires (shooting stars are 
omitted); and fourth that fireflies and burning natural gas are generally too faint 

Ka 
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light the landscape, the question arises whether the enumeration such matters 
mark originality and profundity merely perseverance. 
The systematic discussion landscapes divides their elements into inorganic and organic 

groups; but instead the natural order arrangement which assigns first treatment 

the inorganic elements, because they constitute the environment which most the 

organic elements have their being, find the organic elements are here given precedence. 

Perhaps result this order presentation, organic forms are not clearly treated 
conditioned the inorganic; there not sufficient emphasis given the relationships that 
exist between the earth and its inhabitants, although such relationships are the highest 

significance actual landscapes. Instead, various relatively trivial items are here again 

instanced, such the spray spouted whales sea. The harmless statement that 
“Perhaps nothing affects the beauty landscape more than vegetation” regarded 

sufficient originality credited its author, Masius Wagner, who quoted 

having calculated (he must have had much time spare) that the plants the earth 
were evenly distributed over its entire surface they would form layer 4.4. mm. thick- 
ness, which the animals would add 0.5 mm. But reference made the important 

studies made American and other ecologists concerning the slowly flowing adjustment 
floras and faunas the gradual change surface forms down-wearing land area, 

although the principles thus established are beautiful they are significant. Surely 
these principles are more important than calculations; they cannot omitted 

landscapes are appreciatively studied. 
the chapters land forms, the attempt made treat them broad philosophical 

manner. Constructional forms are first described, and the effect erosion modifying 
them then introduced; but the discussion incomplete that few clear ideas can 
gained readers not already familiar with the subject. conscious this deficiency, 

the author offers delusive excuse for not assuming fuller responsibility for explanatory 
treatment; namely, that the book not concerned with theoretical analyses. But reality 

the results theoretical analyses, and for the most part good analyses far they go, 
are found many pages. For example, treating the transformation initial forms 
disorderly structure into their derivatives, the author points out that, even after the down- 

wearing such masses almost level surface, the direction rivers and “many other 

features” will still reveal the attitude the underlying rocks (p. 57). Exception need not 
taken the manifestly theoretical nature this statement, but only its vagueness, 

for inquiring readers will dissatisfied not know how happens that river courses 
worn-down surfaces indicate underground structure, and not know what kinds other 

features give similar testimony. 
The more serious aspect delusion his method discussion not being 

theoretical that, like those untrained “practical” persons who complacently assure that 
they not theorize, fails distinguish between safe and unsafe theoretical conclusions. 
Thus reference made the plains Russia (p. 43) they departed from their initial 
form only the incision valleys, and the Jura mountains are cited three different 
pages (pp. 33, 46, 49) they were but little modified erosion since their folding; yet 
evidence has been brought forward, Philippson and Briickner among others, which shows 
that both the Russian plains and the Jura anticlines are now fairly advanced stage 

second cycle erosion, following peneplanation earlier cycle. spite the title 
the book, its first half, frequently failing give the reader clear understanding 

visible land forms, does not embody the essence what Passarge very well calls Landschafts- 
kunde, new branch geography that has last secured for itself the place that should 
have taken long ago” (Beschreibende Landschaftskunde, 1919, 

Another curious characteristic Sapper’s method mistrust the indispensable mental 
faculty deduction aid reaching understanding land forms. The mistrust 

expressed several homilies, which intimate that not enough yet known about the 
manner action various external processes upon various underground structures 
make possible all cases use the deductive method safely. There cannot two 
opinions about these “safety first” generalities, for physiographic research has surely not 
yet solved all its problems. For that very reason the important thing for every physiog- 
rapher try carry forward the investigation land forms, inductively and 
deductively, toward more and more assured results. 

The negating quality treatment exhibited the unsuccessful effort exclude theoreti- 
cal analyses and deductive explanations encountered again attempted exclusion 
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explanatory terms, that give indication the origin land forms, favor neutral terms 

that give such indication; yet frequent use made such terms volcano, landslide, 

moraine, and various others which have the origin the forms that they designate embedded 

them. And similar negating quality seen the condemnation block diagrams 

because, vegetation ordinarily not indicated upon them, they might taken 

represent desert landscapes; yet unfavorable comment made the use mere pro- 
files structural sections, such are found “Fiihrer” “Mor- 
phologie,” although such figures are much less helpful the uninformed reader than even 

rudely drawn block diagrams, which structure, profile, and surface are all indicated. 

Sapper solves the diagram question for his own book handily enough having diagrams 

all, thus leaving his readers make out his meaning from the text alone best they can. 
already noted, the second half book, which describes eight climatic types 

landscape, easier and better reading than the first half, because the author here pre- 

sents for the most part general descriptions, which succeeds, and gives but secondary 

attention systematic explanations, for which apparently less qualified. The eight 
types are: humid tropical, open tropical, subtropical desert, moist temperate, dry temperate, 
high mountains middle low latitudes, subpolar and polar, and sea and coastal land- 
scapes. The examples presented are well chosen, but the implication that certain classes 

structure are associated with certain types climate may mislead the reader. Here, 
the first part the book, curious note that, with very few exceptions, authors 
observers other than Germans are cited. Whether this because the university library 

Strassburg was poorly stocked with geographical books, whether consequence 

nationalistic introspection during the Great War cannot told. 

Davis 

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT THE AIR THE Bopy 

The Effect High Temperature, Humidity, and Wind the 
Human Body. Diagrs. Quart. Journ. Royal Meteorol. Soc., No. 193, Vol. 46, 1920, 

pp. 1-14 (discussion, pp. 12-14). London. 

The deadliness the simoon has long been source speculation, but now the question 
appears conclusively solved. neither the high temperature alone that kills nor the 
strong dust-filled wind that suffocates, but the two combination, which brings more heat 

the human body than can lose even though exerting its maximum powers providing 
for evaporation. The author presents detailed discussion the katathermometer with 

wetted surface and the ordinary wet-bulb thermometers indicators possible limits 
human life under different conditions temperature, humidity, and wind velocity. The 

wet-bulb thermometer constantly supplied with moisture taken the better index 
human responses. With certain maximum rate provision moisture for evaporation 
there comes limiting temperature above which, matter how dry the air is, the tempera- 
ture the wet bulb can longer maintained blood heat 
The stronger the wind, the lower this limiting temperature is. there limit the 

amount water the human body can supply for evaporation given time, the stronger 
the wind, the lower must the air temperature weather conditions are not prove fatal. 

calm day 120° may easily endurable under the conditions extremely low 
humidity characteristic desert daytime; but simoon comes on, even though the 
wind may actually reduce the temperature mixing the heated surface air with cooler 
air above, the air becomes fatal. However, the face, hands, and feet are buried the 
clothing, and the simoon does not last over hour two, the reduced wind velocity 
the skin and the slow rise temperature due body heat and conduction may prevent 
fatal body temperatures being reached. 
Among group men some will get heat strokes much sooner than others. This 

due physiological differences and also local effects clothing. Heat strokes may come 
from unbearable heat and humidities over portions the body poorly ventilated account 

clothing, through exhaustion the sweat glands, derangement the bodily heat 

regulatory apparatus. 

CHARLES 
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First-HAND IMPRESSIONS JAPAN 

Japan First Hand. xxxvi and 482 pp.; ills., index. Dodd, Mead 
Co., New York, 1918. $2.50. inches. 

Mr. Clarke writes with attractive style and comes his task sympathetic attitude 
and with mind open and impressionable. 

sees the beauty and feels the charm that picturesque land, studies its quaint and 
curious customs, and redraws for delightful pictures Japanese peasant life—the fishing 
village, the rice planting, the tea picking, the cherry blossom festival, the geisha girl, and 
the No dance. 

also writes modern Japan. Referring the cotton spinning and weaving, says 
that “the industry immensely profitable, earnings thirty per cent being constantly 

and abundant female labor,” declares, “accounts for much this.” 

Some hint given the very unsatisfactory conditions that prevail the factory 
life Japan. some the better sort factories attempt made look after the 
welfare the workers, but the conditions the whole are probably the worst the factory 
world. Out million workers per cent, are told one student, are female— 
mostly girls under years age—and children. The hours range from day. 
Mr. Clarke states that “in most mills work practically continuous, night force and 
day force changing ranks “On the whole,” says Mr. Clarke, “the system 

leaves much desired. was surely corporate greed which peace time made all- 
night work take half the women’s time year. doubled the capacity the plant, 
but halved the vitality the workers. And the wage small that American 

even English factory hand, even French German worker, would laugh 

scorn.” Mr. Clarke does not mention it, but the fact may stated that legislation designed 

improve factory conditions has been held those interested the profits these 
factories, who also control the government. 

Attention may called the chapter “Parliament and Politics Japan,” wherein 
are reminded the fact, now pretty generally known, that Japan “is still the rear 
pure representative government.” Although Parliament may pass laws, “the date 

their promulgation reserved the “Emperor” should substi- 
tute “the oligarchy that advises the Emperor.” 

The administration the government Korea the author seemed find conducted 

the interest the natives. Other reports not agree with this. There can doubt 
that Japanese rule Korea more efficient than that the Koreans, but the question 
still arises: the principle the self-determination peoples one recognized 
shaping the policies government? Probably shall have answer this question 
the near future destiny the Philippines. can scarcely denied, how- 
ever, that, there are any treaties that have been made 

Korea deserve place the head the list. 
‘scraps paper,” those relating 

WILLIAMS 

Penzer. Cotton British West Africa including Togoland and the Came- 
roons. With introduction Viscount Milner. pp.; maps, bibliogr. The Fed- 
eration British Industries, London, 1920. 5s. inches. 

The Federation British Industries, organization whose purpose the fostering 
increased production, especially raw materials within the Empire, issuing series 
monographs the most important these materials the supply which affects the pros- 
perity the Empire asa whole. The present study the second this series, one treating 

“Rubber Malaya” having already appeared. 
This memorandum, though brief, value for three things; its geographical descrip- 

tion the regions concerned, including the late German colonies and the Lake Chad dis- 
trict—all from fresh viewpoint, that the possibility cotton culture affected soil, 
climate, labor, and transportation; its recognition the influence such economic factors 

cotton raising upon international relations; and, means least, the very full bibliog- 
raphy that accompanies the text, which may found, arranged chronologically, prac- 
tically all the important treatises cotton and cotton culture, from 1881 1920. 
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REGION IRAN: MORPHOLOGY AND CLIMATE 

OSKAR VON NIEDERMAYER. Die Binnenbecken des Iranischen Hochlandes. 
map, diagrs., ills., Munich, 1920. inches. 

The paper based journey scientific exploration (wissenschaftliche Forschungs- 
reise) and twofold crossing Persia and Afghanistan (the object and 
route which are not stated) during the “war years” 1915-1916. The text begins with 

brief description the general tectonic characteristics and geological formation what the 
author calls the “highland” Iran, but which others call the “basin region.” Difference 

altitude between the edges and depressions discussed, and then comes long and 

excellent section the present climate. page two devoted the rivers, and then 
follows the main body the work, series sections devoted generalized description 

the basins, with examples illustrate details. 
Good descriptions are given of the gray elly wastes on the edges of the basins, the deposits 

sand, clay, and salt their lower portions, the terraces which surround the old lake beds, 

and the peculiar breaking the saline lake deposits into polygons. excellent feature 
classification the basins according their stage development, first genuine salt 

lakes, then temporary lakes, next swamps, and finally mere flat-floored depressions which 
are never covered with water. 

The last quarter the text devoted the question climatic changes. Niedermayer 
agrees with practically all previous students the problem the great change that has 
taken place since the glacial period but sceptical progressive change climate 
during historical times. The work “The Basin Eastern Persia and Sistan” 

(pp. 219-317 “Explorations Turkestan, with Account the Basin Eastern Persia 

and Sistan, Expedition 1903, under the Direction Raphael Pumpelly,” Carnegie Instn. 
Publ. No. 26, Washington, C., 1905) taken typical the hypothesis progressive 
climatic change and comes for good deal criticism, all which reasonable and 
friendly. The chief arguments against the hypothesis are the old familiar statements that 

rivers change their courses, irrigated fields become saline and must abandoned, wars 

produce devastation, and bad government works havoc. All this true but has 
bearing the question whether the present total water supply sufficient support 

large and prosperous population know have existed Persia and its neigh- 
boring countries past times. final argument Niedermayer states that the reviewer 
must wrong because does not take due account periodic changes such Briickner 
has found the Caspian Sea, nor dry period post-glacial times. Hence his final 
conclusion that “in Turan well Iran great changes have taken place the condi- 
tions precipitation; whether they are nonperiodic periodic not yet know, and 

the latter shall not soon learn the length the period, since any event they are 
clearly longer than the 35-year Briickner period.” This interesting, for exactly 
the conclusion reached the reviewer “The Pulse Asia” and amplified “Palestine 
and Its Transformation,” “The Climatic Factor,” and “The Solar Hypothesis Climatic 
Changes.” Niedermayer had kept track the literature English his main sub- 

ject (it should remarked that the bibliography titles includes only three non-German 
works published since 1907), his paper would presumably have been quite different. 
may be, however, that his independent conclusions the instability post-glacial 
climates are more valuable than they had been influenced the work others. 

ELLSWORTH HUNTINGTON 

CORRESPONDENCE 

Boston, Massachusetts, December 18, 1920 

the Editor the “Geographical Review”: 

attention has been called letter from Knibbs, Esq., Commonwealth 
Statistician, error review Sir Timothy Coghlan’s “Labour and Industry 

Australia from the First Settlement 1788 the Establishment the Commonwealth 
1901” the Geographical Review last April-June. Mr. Coghlan, while the head 

the Statistical Department New South Wales for many years, did not bear the title 
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Registrar-General. The act creating the present Commonwealth Statistical office was 

passed December, 1905, understand, after Mr. Coghlan had ceased deal with Com- 
monwealth statistics, and before the Commonwealth Year Book was published. was 
editor preceding publication known “The Seven Colonies in- 

formed through correspondence from the Commonwealth Statistical Office, that “Sir 

Timothy Coghlan had part directly indirectly the collection and scheme work 
this Bureau, nor did ever edit publish the Commonwealth Year Book.” Credit for 

the present organization the Commonwealth Statistical Office and the Commonwealth 

Year Book due exclusively Mr. Knibbs who has been Commonwealth Statistician 
since the Bureau was organized. 

Very truly yours, 

CLARK 

Ann Arbor, Michigan, February 1921 

To the Editor of the “Geographical Review”: 

page 138 the January number the Geographica Review, Baker makes the 

statement that Nashville, Tenn., the second city the United States the number 
persons mentioned Who: also that Boston-Cambridge stands the head. find 

referring the lists names the back part Who that the author this 
statement poorly informed, except perhaps the matter Nashville being the Athens 

the South. The Athens the United States seems Urbana, while Ithaca, Y., 

and Ann Arbor, Mich., stand second and third percentage population listed 
Who The following table presents the essential data for the several educational 
centers: 

Urbana 10,230 102 1:100 

17,004 123 1:138 

Ann Arbor 19,516 101 1:193 

Madison 38,378 158 1:243 

Evanston 37,215 144 1:259 
Berkeley. 55,886 164 1:340 
Cambridge 109,456 302 
Boston... 747,923 996 1:75! 

Nashville. 118,342 1:1066 

Very truly yours, 

FRANK LEVERETT 

; 




